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FOREWORD

FOREWORD

Perf8rmance testing to measure student achievement Is one evaluation method beIng
advocated by a numberof groups. However, the trends toward accountability of all public
programs and the advent of such movements as minimum competency testing has raised
concerns with which vocational education must deal if it is to expand its use of performance
-testing:-

Performance Testing: Issues Facing Vocational Education addresses some of these
concsrns.Osing a Multidisciplinary approach, seventeen persons were selected to provide their .

views On one of four lapis areasphilosophical; technical, legal, and implementationand the
implications of-these issues for vocational education. The multidisciplinary approach resulted In
providing imix of thoughts which are designed to leave the reader with some new ideas and '

other ways to look at some old ideas.

The National Center expresses its appreciation to the seventeen contributors to the
handbook: Henry BoroW, University of Minnesota; Wi Dian) 0, Buss, University pf Iowa; Curtis_R,
Finch, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Liniversity; Raymond S. Klein, National
Occupational Competency Testing Institute; Samuel A. Livingston, Educational Testing Service;
H. Brinton Milward, University of Kentucky; Evelyn Per lbff, University of Pittsburgh; Diana C.
Pullin, Center for Law and Educetion, Inc.; Marvin R. Rasmussen, Portland Public Schools;
Stephen J. Slater, Oregon Department of Education; Robert E. Spil linen, Kentucky Bureau of
Vocational Education; John F/Thoinpson, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Nellie Carr
Thorogood, San Antonio College; Paul L. Tractenberg, Rutgers University; Charles D. Wade,
Kentucky Bureau.of Vocational Ediication; and Jack C. Wi Hers, George Peabody College.

.1

J. Stanley Ahmann, Iowa State University, Kainnetti eaddy, Vocational-Technical Education
Consortium of States, and William Osborn, Human Resources Research Organization, provided
uleful suggestions 'on an earlier draft of the manuscript.

The National Center Is particularly indebteihta Janet E. Spirer who edited this handbook and
directed the projsct with assistance from Nancy F. Stephens, program assistant and Ron
Schilling, graduate research associate. Recognition is also due to N. L. McCaslin, associate
director for evaluation and policy and Floyd 1.2. McKinney, program director, for their assistance
throughout the projeat. In addition, Sippreoistion Is extended to Nancy Powell and Carolyn
Hamilton who.typed and edited the manuscript, respectively,'

.

On behalf of the National Center, I 'want to express appreciatign to the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education, for 'sponsoring this evaluation
handbook.

Robert E. Taylor
ExecutiVe Director

'The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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PREFACE

PREFACE

A Bit of History'

It was almost a century agothat the infant science of psychology fiegan to put into serious
praCtide Alexander Pope's dictum, "The proper study of mankind of man." Wilhelm Wundt
established his psychological laboratory in Leipzig, Germany, in 1878. Jellies McKean Cattell, a
young American who studied with Wundt, was convinced that the inconsistencies in the'
laboratory's psychological findings, which Wundt himself insisted were mainly errors of
measurement, were in reality indications of important variations in human mental Makeup.
Pursuing his Studies of human responses to simple mental tasks, first at the. University of
Pennsylvania around the year 1900 and a few years later, at Columbia University, Cattell
essentially'launched the objective testing movement in America antl ii generally recognized,
along with an older contemporary, Sir Francis Galton,-as a founder of the stibscience of the
psychology of individual differences.

Early application of Measurement rules to the objective and systematic dbservalion of
student achlevementappeared in the work of J.M. Rice in 1897. Rice constructed a spelling test
and sampled'the spelling abilities isktwenty-one cities. The popularity of objective tests
of educational achievement to me ire students' subject-matter mastery grew rapidly, and
nationally standardized,testing'programs were subsequently adopted, not withatt controversy
and abuses. For many decades, achievement testing took the form of paper-and-pencil tests of
pognitive objectives (primarily information) of classcoom instruction. Performance tests of
training 'outcomes, as we know them today, occupied a relatively Obscure place in the early
history of eduCational testing.

A parallel development in the testing movement wittlin psychology did, however, produce
technical advances that expanded the range of testing practices in the schools. The individual

. mental testing mithods pioneered by Alfred Binet in France proved impractical for the
large-scale 'testing of army recruits in World War I. A fiveprne\in committee, headed by Robert M.
Yerkese waw appointed'by the American Psychological Assoo ation to develop a group test of
general mentalability. Thesproduct of this team effort was the Army Alpha, an'Instrument that
proved to be an expedient way of säreening people for training as officemand technical

:6 personnel.

Th5 MO Beta intelligence tests were'constructed for the testing of illiterate recruits,'a
deiice that foreshadOwed.the appearanckof a wide array of nonverbal and manual tests. To
Mir personnel to such.duties as copting,,baking, and mechanical maintenance, the army
developed's series of Oral trade tests, these representing in all likelihood the first mass use of
performance like testelor purposes of certifying occupational fitnes,s. Questions from an eral .

trade test for,the pOsition of machin*die sinker illustrate the knowledge approach used: ."What
happen,, to the dies if they, are overheated and coolpd tob quickly?" "What la the usual, finish

allowande On a drOp forging?" ;'What maohine is.used for cutting a straight groove between two
deep holes?"

,
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PREFACE

In the 1920s and 1930s, numerous tests of psychomotor abilities and nonverbal problem

solVing emerged, such as the Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests. The technology of nonverbal,

skill testipg received further significant impetus from the efforts of the World War II army aviation

psycholegy testing research program that produced the S.A.M. Complex Co-ordinator for the

selection of military pilots. Although the evidence is not conclusive, it seems probable that the

prominence of such tests was later instrumental in shifti the testing emphasis within vocational

education away from the exclusive use of paperrand-penFil information measures and toward

"hands-on" performance-type measures. We can be more confident about the significant impact

of military personnel research during the 1950s and 1960s. The meticulous-and sophisticated

studies to develop and assess new performance testing procedures for technical /raining

programs had direct relevance to the improvement of measures of student competence in

vocational education.

Our View of Performance Testing

The literature is replete with definitions of performance tests and.performance testing, such

as:

An applied performance test . . measures performance on tasks requiring the application of

teeming in an actual or simulated setting. Either the test stimulus, the desired response, or

both are intended to lend a high degree of realism to the test situation. The identifying

difference between applied performance and 9ther types ol tests is the degree to which

testing procedures approximate the reality 6f the situation in which the actual task would be

performed.2

A performance test is a templatea template modeled from a job task and t4ed to gauge

the similarity of a trained behavior to the vlemands of the) job task.3

In vocational and technical education the term performance test expressly denotes a

measure of conipetency (skill level) in some specified field of occupational training . The

performance tests may.measure the test subject's handling of the work process or the

quality of the work product or both.4

" A test of ther;lass has designated as performance and product evaluation is one in which

some criterion situation is simulated to a much greater-degree than is represented by the

usual paper-and-pencil test.5

This handbook will not offer another definition of performance testing. Rather, the authors of

the papers in this handbook identified three attributes that they feel undergird performance-

testing in vocational education. First, performance testing procedures attempt t6 approximate an

actual situation drawn from &specific occupational context. Second, performance testing can

cover some or all of the actual work situations through cognitive, affective and psychomotor

domains from a process and/or product perspective. Third, perforMance testing results in a

variety of outcomes, such as student certification, program evaluation, iiistructional planning,

and information for constituencies. Thus, the authors perceived performance testing in

vocational edubation arkan eValuative tool with a variety of possible outcome measpres. It differs

from other types Of testing in that a performance test assesses a portion of all of an actual work

setting by attempting to approximate the actual work setting. \

viii
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PREFACE

Need for the Handbook

1 The need for this handbook arises from a variety of sources. For example, the stress on
accountability in publicly funded programs is reflected in the federal rules &I'd regulations
whereby state boards are required to measure student achievement by standard pccupational
proficiency measures,.criterion-referenceateets, and other examinatiorts of students' skills,
knoWtedge, attitudes, andreadiness for entering employment successfully. Simultaneously,

^ educators are attempting to respond to the pefceived ineffectiveness of evaluation efforts to date
by more closely, matching the information needs of decision-makers tp the evaluation questions
asked and methods used to gather and interpret the information. In response-to these trends and
others, this handbook wail designed to help teacher educators an& state and local education
agency personnel respond to their evaluation responsibilities.

.) The Approach

-This handbook consists of a collection of commissioned papers and reactions to the papers
that -focus on four types of issues that must be considered before a performance test can be
constructed. The issues-include: Philosophical Issues, Technical Issues, Legal Issues, and
Implementatibn Issues. And, two pagers are included thItt discuss the ImpliCations of the
contents of all of the papers for vocNonal education.

In designing this handbook, we have compiled a multidisciplinary group of authors to ,

address each issue area. Becatise the issue areas themselves are broaeour space is limited, and
e the authors are drawn from diverse disciplines, you may find that.The authors did not address all

relevant aspects of the issue area. To partially compensate, we have incltided a Comments
section for mot issue area'that consists of a reaction to the twapapers. However, we feel that as
a collection, the handbook will provide you with a foundation on issues related to perforinance
testing, and testing in .generaj, that must be considered before a performance test is ccinstructed
and implemented. We believe that the multidisciplinary approach will open new insights for you'

.. as you read about each issue area from these different perspectives. The mix of authors ehould
leave you with 6some new ideas and other ways tO look at some-old ideas.
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CHAPTiR frjNE

INTRODUCTI9N

IL

Before discussing:the four issues facing performance testingphilosophical, technical:legal and
ImpleMentationa brief disdussion .of performance tasting Itself is the. logicel place to begip.
Steplken Sifter prOvides an overview of performance testing in Chapter One. He begins ryith a
discussion Of per for mance testing focusing oh .tlie "range of test stimulus characteristics,.
respon0;ahlraoteriatica, Itlel surrounding conditioni1 illustrating the distinctions between
pirfornWirtili teats and Wit kinde ;Of teats." A typology of performance tests and a discuasion 61

OvitritaVes and iiimadvanieges follow, The remainder of the ;Japer Is focused on classiryingf
. teSting purpos, technical considerations, and-coit considerations with performance testing.,

A
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. INTRODUCTION

:

InteoductIon to.ISrformance Testliig

Stephen J. Slater -N

Oregon Depakmeni of Education
Salem, Oregon -

-

The person who is corisidering usip performance tests in vocational education is faced with
a staggering array of questions-for WHich there are no easy answers. What constitutes a valid
measure of occupational competence? What types of tests are4nost useful for pulding
instruction? For evaluating program outcomes? What testing procedures result in the most

' reliable data? How does one begin to develop an instrument when none exists? What criteria ,

should be used in evaluating teett deyeloped by others?"This is just a partial list.

Educitors in other fields are also wrestling with these questions. The net effect is that
educational measurement is currantly experiencing a pefiod of changoand reconceptualization
perhaps unprecedented since the days of Alfred Binet and JaMes Catt$11. While once the
standardized, norm-referenced objective achievement teat modeled after Etinet's, Cattell's and
Others' InstrUments were held in high regard, that unquestioned adceptanve is eroding. Today we
are witnessing a broadening of testing options tipt is raising issues at a fasterrate than they are
being resolved. A common thread running through these options is te complexity of human -

competencyand the inadequacy of the ubiquitous multiple:Ichdice e amination as a meastire of
competence.

4
1 This chapter examines one ficet of the testing options available to educatorsperformance

testing. Throughout ttiis examination, we seek to provide the reader with a few answers to the
question! posed at the outset.

Whet t, Performance Testing?
A

Defining the meaning Of the term "performance test" is not as straightfomard as it might
seem. As with any term in our language, its meaning has shifted over the course of time and also
in the way it hatbeen used in specific contexts. krexample, in the context of testing geperal
mental abilities,lhe label traditionally refers to tasks requiring &nonverbal response such as
arranging pictures in a 'logical sequence. In the armed lorcet, performance tests have been
synonymous with measures"Of psychomotor skills such as speed in putting on a gas mask or
disassembling a rifle. Thespurpose of this section is to'propOse a definition thatconveys the'
current meaning of performance testing in the field of educational measurement..

Cronbach defines "test" as ". . . a syetemaitNrocedure for obsekfing a person's behaVior
and describing It with the aid of a numerical scale or category system.'" The big variable in this
definition is how..the term "behavior" is operationalized;.doing so prescribes the chltracteristics of
the stimulus eliciting ihe behavior, thp type of response calledfor, and the conditions under
-which the behavior-le displayed,. Operationalizing behavior in these three respects is a hetiristic
technique for distinguishing-between performance tests and other kinds of tests.
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In*the following pages, performance tests refer to tests in which the test stimUlus, the desired

response, and the surrounding conditions approximate the reality of anrectual situation drawn

from 1,specific occupational or role-based context. As implied in thkword,"approximate," there

are many alternative approaches to performance testing. ranging aloqj the scale of their relative

realism with respect to real life situations. Tht foHowing paragraphs discuss the range of test

stimulus characteristics, response characteristics, and surrounding conditions, illustrating the

diatinctions between performance testsand other kinds of tests.

Stimulus Characteristics 07 Tests. Anylest contains a set of instructions, a prompt, a

demand, or an event that initiates the examinee's behavidr. Fry essence, the stimulus presents the

examinee with a task that can be slipple or complex, structured or unstructured, ambiguous or

unambiguous. The stimulus canAtiso vary in its fidelity or resemblance to naturally occurring,

-real life stimuli. ,

For example, a student in an emergency medical teanician training course might be seated

at a 'telephone and receNes a simulated (role-played).Call from a parent whose child has just

swallowed an unknciwn quantity of medication. The parent is nearly hysterical, so the student

has some difficulty eliciting the necessary information te.g., the name of the medicine and the

address) and explaining.what should be done before the rescueleam'arrives. This type of

stimulus might be contrasted to a set of multiple choice questions (that might,have been

administered earlier in the course) nieasucing knowledge Of appropriate emrgency treatments

for different types of poisoning, procedural steps In eliciting information, and how to relay

information to rescue personnel.

The simulated telephone call draws upon the student's knowledge In these arm, but it also

tests somethipg more: the ability to respond appropriately in an unstructured, stressful situation.

The stimulus, In its relatively high fidelity to similar real life occurrences, evokes behavior that

-otherwise not may be observed.

Pesponse Characteristics of Tests. A major distinction to be made irming.respoKse

categories is McClelland's respondent/operant dichotomy.2 Respondent behaviors are structUred

in advance by requiring the examinee to choose from among a limited set ot cltrly defined

response alternatives. Operant responses, on the other hand, are characteristic ?if behavior in

real life situations in which there are no artificial, preconceived constraints limiting the behavior,

that might be observed. Operant behavior, therefore, reflecte the response capabilities of the -

individual as elicited by the particular test stimulus. Respondent behavior la "filtered" by the

allowable responses inherent in the test. As pointed oUt by Paul Pottinger, competence measures

allowieg-only respondent-type behavior are analogoua to measuring how fast people can drink

while tequiring them to use a straw. "In this example, the paper and pencil test and the straw are

equivalent in that they b'oth limit the.phermmenon being measured in a reliable way."'

An example of a tiat permitting operant behavior is to give a student pilot 'a chance to land

an airplane. The ensuing psychomotor responseeend use of judgment are unconstrained by any

inherent test-characteristics. A test meaeuring respondent behavior might pose a series of

conventional multiple-choice questions concerniing appropriate corrections for side winds, when

to apply power in a landing, and right-of-way rules.

.
OhOosing to test for,Optrant behavior leads to a' further decialonwhether to observe the

Proms* yr the product resulting from an examinee's behavior. For ixample, one might

teases proficiency in.troubleshooting a malfunctioning automobile engine by observinglhe

sequence of steps the examinee takes in isolating the problem. The examiner Might be interested

in the efficiency with which the task is carried out, whether safety precautions are follOwed,
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whether diagnostic information is interpreted correctly, and so on. On the other hand, the
examiner may only be concerned with the outcome or product of the task: whether the
malfunctioning part Is in fact identified 'The choice between process and product Assessment is
influenced by a Qumber of considerations such as testing purpose, nature of the task, and
relative costs of each approach I hese considerations will ii)e explored further in a later section

Surrounding Conditions. Closely related to the stimulus characteristics discussed above are
environmental conditions under which a task-is performed. fAcGuire has pointed out that
behavioral aSsessment in a naturalistic setting is often affected by the "accidents of nature and
the flow of real problems railable at the particular place and the specific momeni in time. when
an assessment is Jo be made."' This point brings us back to Cronbach's definition of a test as "a
systematic procedure . ." The."noise': always present in reality can lead to "unsystematic
procedurekif are is not exercised in either of twc; respects: (1) standardize thp surrounding
conditiorts so it is possible to avoid confounding stimulus characteristics with irrelevant
environmental conditions, or (2) systematically sample relevant surrounding conditions, building
them into the test itself as variatiuons in the test stimulus. The former condition ia typically easier
to satisfy thah'the latter, but often it ig imPossible to do either. In such a case, bne must make
the as ivsf..,,ription that uncontrolled situational variables do not bias the description of'behavior.

An example of how environmental characteristics can influence behavidral assessment is the
classic case of evaluating student teachers'_performanCe. The college supervisor making the
roundg to observe several preservice teachers may notice a distinct pattern in how closely

. .

different ones adhere to their lesson plans. On one extreme,,several seem never quite to make it
through the rudiMentary concept's they want to get across. Another groUp breezes through its
planned activities, and the students are busily engaged in self-initiated projetts. How does the
student teaching supervisor take into account the fact that The former group is assigned to
inner-city achools while the latter is located in suburban Schools surrounding the university?

The three dimenaions discussed above illustrate the ways in which performance tests differ
from traditional paper-and-pencil achievement measures. They also provide a framework for
describing variations in performance testing approaches and analyzing relative advantages and
disadvantages of 'alternative approaches. The next section proposes a typology of performance
testing approaches based on their relative fidelity to real life situations.

A Typology of Performance Tests

Conceptual distinctions can bEkmade'among three primary types of performance testing
approaches: direct assessment, work sample methods, and simulation techniques. Each
-encompvsses a variety of measurement options and each has its own particular advantages and
disadvatges, affecting ttie.choice of when to use a 'given approach.

.Direct Assessment. The highest fidelity that can be achieved in assessing behavior required
for succes1 in a real life setting is through direct observation of behavior (Or its outcomes) in that
setting. Stimulus and response characteristics of the test and the surrounding conditions are
assumed to be equivalent to those present in naturally occurring situations. Behavior exhibited in
an actual work setting can be described in a variety of way% the observer may use a rating-scale
to record judgments of the individual's effectiveness in a number Of dimensions, the observer
may record the presence or absence of predetermined behaviors on a checklist, or the observer

5
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may count the frequericy with which the individual exhibits a particular type of behavior in a

given time interval. Direct assessment of products or outcomes also can rely on rating scales or

checklists In which,the results of the inlividual's performance Is fudged:

Direct assesament can vary in its obtrusiveness:, that is, the individual may or may not be

aware that his or her performance is being (or will be) evaluated. This constitutes an Important

advantage for the technique, relative to the other performance testing approacheediscussed in

this chapter: ToThe extent that the behavior is exhibited in an onooing, nonartifIcial environment,

unobtrusive observations can be made of,how indivi,duals do perform as opposed to how they

can perform. Often It is not ethical or feasible to employ undbtrusive measures, but direct

-essessment methods do afford the opportunity by virtue of the fact that environmental conditions

are not manipulated for the sake of performance testing.

An example olf direct assessment.is the caie mentioned above where student teachers are, ,

observed In their actual classrooms. Another examPle is the behind-the-whdel driving test

administered to drivers' license applicants. A third example is the eveluation of interns in clinical

settings. Product evaluation as a direct assessment method Is exemplified by judging ,a finished

piece of work done by in apprentice plumber such es determining the watertightness of pipes

joined together. All examples-are'characterized by nbrimanipulation of the stimulus, and

environmental 6aracteristica surrounding the situation In which the performance IS observed.8

, . .
Work Semple Methods. Evaluation of work samples is distintjuished from direct assessment,

techniques primarily on the bSils pf where the performance is observed. Whereas direct .

assessment takes place.in the seitthg where the behavior-is normally displayed, work simples

can be obtained in a more contr011ed settinb.

A second distinguishing feature is the examiner's ability tO prespecIfy the Wk. Under a

direct assissmentapproach, teaks pretenting themselves to the individual are not maniPulated

*by the examfner; In a work sample measure, on the other hand, the3intent is to-standardize tasks

across examinees. 1
.

-A third distinction is the time,fra e in whichlhe task is performed. Direct assessment

methods do not impose timp torjtask performance, but work samples are often

standaidlistin'terms of time aligwed or task completion.

Direct assignment and work sam4ie methods share certain commo6 features as well. The

, tools, materials, ana other resources t e examinee works with are equivalent to those available

on the job. Tasks given tO the examinee ire equivalent to tasks performed in-real ilfe settings. In

terms of the tat cheracteristics disCussed above, work samples have high fidelity tp real life

*ski In the stimulus and response dimensions* but iturepunding conditions tend to be somewhat

artificial. Furthermore, even though the test stimulus mirrors that found In the actual workplace,

it is in'fact controlled and specified by the ekaminer, enhancing replisability of the task across

exarnInees.

Envoi* of work sample techniques abotind in vocitional education. The Plymouth"

Tibubleetooting Contest, is a case In which a discrete set of auto mechanic.skills is assessed

und64160ardlged conditions. Here the task le specified in advance, requiring contestants to

pinpOInt the Source Of trouble In 6 malfunctioning automobising whatever proCedures they

deem, appropriate. Their More is bated on speed in locating the defective component; as such,

this is an example of product evaluation.

6
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A second example of a Work.sample test is the Seatthore-Bennett Stenographic Proficiency
Te t administered to prospective sectitaries.° In this test, ataped voice dictates five business
letpers of varying lengths at different speeds. Examinees are given thirty iniputes to transcribe
their shorthand notes. Again, this is an'example of product evaluation in that the examiner is .

intØ4ested only in speed and accuracy. q

gr
stu
qu
stukients positive reinforcement, following up on stud4ts' responses, maintaining eye co
eni so on. In this type of microteaching work sample, the intent is to evaluate various
cb ponents of overall performance for the purpose of helping the student teactier improve in his

A work*ample perfchrihince t0,1 ekemplifying process evaluation is the case in which
ervice teachers areasked tp prepare and teach a mini-lesson on a given topic lo a smell
p of students. The performance is videotaped and later evaluated by the master teacher, the
ent teacher, and perhaps the student?' peers. Typically, a detailed coding form is used to
ntify the 'typea of behavior exhibited, such as using different questioning strategies, ving

act,

..or er areas of weakness.

Sithulation Techniques. As the term istcurrently used in educational measurement,
siriuIation refers to the process of abstracting`some aspect of reality and concretely representing
it n the form (An specifit task that examinees are expected to perform.' Simulation accounts for
an enormous spectrum of performance testing approaches, varying in their degree of
"SibstraCtion4from real life situations. At one extreme, simulation overlaps with work sample
methotds in tasks-that recreate problemsind events oCcurring in 'an actual work setting. At the
other extreme: simulation techrfliwes can sacrifice some fidelity in both stimulus and responde
dimensions fOr the purpose orgaining more control over the testing situation or avoiding the
costlier aspects of dupltcating reality. The range of perforrhapce testing approaches labeled as
simulations includes paper-and-pencil problem solving exercises:dyadic or small group
role-playing techniques, man/machine interactions, computerized games/ arid audiovisual
representations of real life stimuli to which examinees react. :. . .

, ....,
, \,.,.,

In'terms of fidelity to,actual situations, .simulation techniqudil cover the consIderable'middle
ground between Ajective paper-and-pencil .exarninations and work samples or dirrict
assessment. Unlike the latter two types of perf*hiance testing, approaches that maintain high
fidelity in the stimulus and response characteristics 'of tasks, performance tests labuled as
simulation's imitatebut do not duplicate reality in these two dimensions. Of course, the
conditions sUrToundIng the simulated task are typically unlike those characteristics.of real life
situations. ,1- ...

I

Use of simulation as a formalized technique for performance evalaution is relatively recent.
In contrast, usepf simulation in training can be traced to the sand table military war games of
the nineteenth century, if not, earlier. Not until World War-ll were simulation and gaming
techniques systematically deyeloped for assessment purposes, In tfre years just prior to'World
War II, the German Army developed standardized situational tests ot team performance to select
and train military personnel: British and.lerican explorations in the,'Ose of simulation for
assessment were soon to follow. ,

In 1943, a procedure for selecting espionage agents to serve in the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) took form.,° The centrol feature of the three-day OSS assessment program was
the use of situational tests designed 0.6 elicit behavior predictive of performance In actual
settings. Recruits were observed in several individual and group-based exercises and then rated

4
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on subh dimensions as leadership, practical intelligenCe, motivation: social relations, and
emotional stability." For oxamplo, ono task roquirod a gioup of six candidates to transport a
heavy Ow*, a log. and themselves across an *4 Olt loct stream, using only n low boards (loss than
eight feet long), thrpe longths of rope, a pulley, a barrel, and whatever trees were available
Another exercise, the "Manchuria Test," provided background facts to a candidate who was then
to prepare propaganda designed to lower the morale of Japanese railway workers.'2

Following the.war, the use of simulation techviques topredict future performance found
ariplications In industrial settingd as *ell The first uso of "assesssment center" techhiques, as
-they came to be known in business c ntexts is aCcrodited to AT & T where, in 1957, Douglas
Bray and Flobert..Greenleaf initiated t eir longitudinal study tracing the progress and
development.of young managers in t e company." The research project began with the
paiticipation of recently hired ernplo ees in a three-day series of business games, leaderless
group 'discussions, interviews, and ar in-basket exercise." Participants were rated on twenty-five
behavioral dimensions and predictio s were maide regarding their likelihood of reaching middle
management. Neither the ratings nor ithe predictions were released tto the organization for a
period of eight years, at which time those participants still at AT&T were reassessed The
forebearance of the researchers in withholding the career progress predictionswhich were
highly accurate--enhahced cradibility,of the tett ye's predictive validity.

More recently, sirhulation has Peen used a revaluation technique in educationalsettings.
Beginninp inthe early 1960s, Christine,McGufr d her colleagues at the University of filinois
Medical penter developed several simulations, y have found simulatioh useful in assessing
four critical components of competence: obsetvafional and interpretive skills, problem solving
skills, interpersonal and communioalion.skills, and technical skilis.'5 The four major types of
simulation procedured used in medical educatiWare: (1) paper-and-pencil tprogrdmined"
examinations simUlating art enCounter b,fween physician and patient in which exanlinees
abilities in clinical diagnosis and patient maniigemerit are assessed, (4 audiovisual simulations .

that require Ihe examinee to describe and friterpfet auditory or visual information (e.g., heart and
lung sounds), (3) role-playing oral interviewing exercises in which the examiner ctlicits diagnostic_
information from a trained "patient,' usually used:to assess interpersonal skills as well asclinical
information gathering, 'and (4) computer-managed robots that can be programmed to present th?
examinee with a variety of.peoblems and respond appropriately to different physician
inferventions.

. .

These brief descriptions of sirrapation.techniques developed over the last thfrty-five years do
not begin to convey. the,richness and variety represented by ,this approach to performance
testing. The work mdMioned above covers only a few landmark adcomplishments in the
assesarent of complex human performance. The technology of simulation is expanding rapidly
in resOonse to the.need for valid and economical predictors of competence in real worici settings.

410

Advantages and Disadvantages of PerformAnbe Testing Approaches

So far this chapter has introduced the critical dimensions on which performance tests 'differ
from tradftional academic achievement tests and that serge to discriminate among yarious types
of performance testi. The preceding'dlscussion has also proposed a three-part typology of
performance testihg approaches, illuatrated with s'pecific exampled. However, the foregoing has
not directly addressed factors affectiillg the use of performance tests.

8
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INTRODUCTION

'e The premise guiding this chaplet.. Is that any given measurement toolwhether a direct
asseesment method, work sample, simulation, or objective achievement ttistis neither inherently
-valuable nor inherentty wqrthless Each is suited to a particplair set of testing purposes,
poissesses different.paychomeiric properties, is meant to measure different types of behavior. and
recjuires greatter or ikver resources in test'planning, development, administration, and scoring.
The SelectiOn and use of a specific instrument is carried.out with any rationality only when
factors such as these are considered.

A 'danger to be avoided in adopting any measurement approach is to overemphasize one test
evaluation standard at the expense of other relevant criteria. The following represents one
reasonably comprehensive way of analyzing the utility of performance tests. The'intent is not to
promote one performance testing approacK over others, but to point out the cructal qitestions
that should be eddressed. These considerations are discussed in three categories:,(1) interaction
of testing purpose with testing approach, (2) technical considerAtions (i.e., reliability and
validi1y), and (35 cost considerations.

Tost14 Purpose. One of the more powerful factors influencing the design and choice of a
measurement tool is the purpose for which data are being colleoted. Test use in education spans
a variety of purPoses. The most rudimentary way of classifying testing purposes is to ask the
following questions:

Are test scores sOught for individual students or will scores be aggregated across students?

What kinds of decisions will be influenced by the test data?

kour conceptually distinct testing purposes can be identified, representing different ways of ,

answering these two questions."' These are: (1) formative program evaluMion, (2) summative
.program evaluation, (3) instructional management and decision making, and (4) student
certification. The.former two are characterized by test score aggregation across individual
students, while-the Jatter:two call for the collection andinterpretation of individualtstudent data.
All four testing pUrposes affect different kinds of decisions. These.are discussed briefly ln the
following paragraphs. .

,

Formative program evaluation is conceived is an integrel pari of the proCess of curriculum
development and improvement. Formative evaluation provides answers to questions posed by the
developers of a programanswers that serve to pinpoint its strengthi and weaknesses. As
pointed out by Cronbach, formative evaluation is ". . . used t6 understand hoW the course
produces Its effects and what parameters influence Its effectiveness.""

The goal of summative program evaluation, on the other hand, is to confront the question of
a program's overall merit, relative to its cdmpetitiop. The results of summative evaluation are
directed toward those who control the decislOns ebout support and adoption, rather than toward
the developers of the program. Whereas understanding the reasons for a program's success or
failure is the goal Of formative evaluation, ". . understanding is not our only goal in evaluation.
We are also interested in questions of support, encouragement-, adoption, reward, refinement,
etc: And these.extremely importent questions can be given. a _useful, though in some cases not
coniPlete, answer by the mere discovery of euperiority.48

4
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The premise underlying.testing lot the purpose of instruchona manNetnent and decision

making is the notion that group-based instruction within a fixed c rriculum using invariant
teaching strategies does not enable each student to reach his or h r,highest level of learning.19
Rather than,servIng the purpose of sorting students relative to the r peers, studenttesting is
increasingly being used to..design and redesign each individual's ifristruction to promote mastery
'of the learning task. Instructional management, conceived in this way, requires the integration of
testing and instruction, in which the teacheris provided with pr ise Icriptions of each
Student's learning as a guide to modifying the instruction. 7 *

Testing for student.certification refers to Vle practice of conf rring institutional rewards (e.g.,
diplomas, documents certifying compete/to, advanced placeme t in a course sequence) on the
basis of test performance. This use of test data is gaining considluable ettention as a result of
minimum competency testing programs enacted' in several states and local school districts as
well as the "early VC: examinations administered in California and Florida high schools. The
rationale behind telling .for student certification is that "seat time" Is inadequate,as a proxy for
student competence and, therefore,-more objective evidence of student achievement is necessary
to restore meaning to the diploma. "-

How is the selection of a'performance testing approach related to the testing purposes
discussed above? First, one can ergo. that both forthative program evaluation and instructional
management require student performance data not just on achievement of terminal course
objectives but also On "enabling" objectkvesskills that constitute neceasary but not Sufficient
condltions for success in achieving ultimate courtie goals. The intent is to idebtliy points at
which, the instructional program is faltering, eliher across all sttidents '(in the case of formatitfe
evaluation), or with rupee to an individual student's learning (In the case of instructional'.
minagement).

Testing for ichievement of enabling objectives implies the nerd tor process meaSures as
opposed to produCt evalutitioNalth2ugh there will tend to be exceptions to this rule. For
example, at the end of an auto mittienies course, students mightlbe exCictedho troubleshoot a

'specified set of mechanical defects. The enabling Skills woOld include knowledge of bisic engine
principles and functions, knOwledge of the interrelations among
interpret information about an apierefing engine, ability progreul
kely.problems, and proficiency in integrating multiCie types of
at would indicate student deficiencies ih such enabling skills mi

.s mph's, scored from a. oracle, evAluation perspective, sutipleme
Mims r,ëeprin9 knowledge of basic facts and:principleil By corn
enroute cdirse objectiJes, the-instructor can avoid wasting time reteaching skills'aiready learned
or neglecting to teach essential skills not mastered by one or more students.

Summative prdgram evaluatiOn and Student certification, on the oter harid, both call for a
produ0t evaluation approach When fealible.r This position,is taken for 'the following reasons.
First, the do:Ilion miKer Is.interested in knowing whether studente athieved the objectives

"stated as mnd-of-course outconies; knowing why students filled to meet these performance
standards is ot Isisser!impO?tancer-Second, performance testing is an expensive underteking
under any cirCumstances;.by focusing student evaluation only on tirailnal objectives ahd scoring
perfortnance Worn a product perspective, valuable resdordes are made available to do a better
overail job of testthg. Third, product evaluation tends to yield more reliable 'scores thah those
made on the basis of fleeting observations. Oftent a task results In a durable product that can be
judged bY multiple *Valuators Or desc(lbed in objective terms. For example, the ebillty to grind a
Machine part to a prescited tolerance can .be objectively (and reliably) scored, whereas the
psychomotor skills leading to that prbduct are more aUt5jectively judged:

ngine components,sbil ty to
sly to narrow dbwnt..iheimost
orAtion. A testing approach
ht In011ibe a set of work
ed with Paper,-and-pencil test
rehentively testing the ,
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,The latter pointreliability of scoresrelates to another type of interaction between testing
purpose and the choice of a measurement approach. The key question is how crucialand
irreversibleis a particular use of test data. In the case of student certifiQation, the answer is
obvious: Decisions made for this purpose affect individual stuskints in important, relatively
permanent ways. Any test data supporting these decisions must be highly valid and.reliable. The
remaining three testing purposes are most likely ranked on this dimension in the following order:
summative program evaluation (because program continuance/termination is a major, often
irreversible decision), formative program evaluation, and insiructional management (ranked last
because diagnostic information about a given student is typically supplemented with other types
of data and the effects of inaccurate test data are relatively impermanent).

Since crucial and irreversible decisions based on test data demand evidence.of high validity
and reliability, how do these requirements affect the selection of a testing approac'h? With
respect to validity, whatever testing approach is used should measure the skills it claims to

, measure at the level of complexity and Sophistication at which they are taughtand learned. For
example, to certify student competence in a computerprogramming course, a test should
determine whether studenth can actually.write and debug a program at a given level of
complexity. MUltiple-choice items or other types of respondent measures (if these'constitute the
entire certification exam) are not likely to reflect the intended course outcomes in_their entirity.
Beyond specifying a testing approliCh possessing face validity and content validity as a measure
of terminal course'objectives, it becomes an empirical question as to which type of performance,
test is the most valid predictor of competence as a computer programmer. Direct assessment,
work samples, and simulation all would seem to hold no a priori advantages over one another in
terms of predictiVe validity. It is largely the care with which a performance test is constructed
and administered that determines its predictive validity. "The reader interested ie specific test
development steps that are necessary in creating valid performance tests is encouraged to
consult Klein's chapter in this volUme.

With respect to reliability, product evaluation tends to prqduce more consistent scores
across multiple raters than those obtained 'through process evaluation approaches: Standards for
judging products or-tangible outcomes tend to be mare objective; hence, such judgMdnts should
be mdre reliabl. Qn logical grounds, it is simply more difficult to specify the appropriate steps
leading to a givénkroduct than it id to specify the liresired characteristics of the prodnaor
outcome itself.'lf. examinees can takea variely of routes in completing a task it is presumptuous
in many caseS to argue that one pr.ocedure,is inherently super.ior to the others.2'

In selecting between operant and respondent-measures, the issue of reliabilty presents the
test user With a perplexing problem. Multiple-choice tests of respectable length (e.g., twenty
items) routinely yield reliability coefficients in the .80 to .90 range. Users of performance tests in
which behavior is observed And rated-by two judges are very pleased when the interrater
reliability coefficient exceeds .60. Faced with a choice between a highly reliable objective test
and a moderately reliable performance test, what is the tbst user to do? Go with the reliable but
less-than-valid respondent measureor opt for the converse psychometric configuration of a
direct assessment or work sample technkjpe? Both indices of test quality need to be weighed
carefully when important decisions are going io be affected by test results. This author wpuld
argue for using the more valid measure bnd tpen faking all posiible steps to boost reliability.
Howe Ver, this is an oversimplified response to a complex dilemma.

Technical Considerations. The psychometric properties of validity, reliability and objectivity
that pertain.to any meaSure of human behavior can be used as a framework for analyzing the
advantages and Jimitatioris of performance tests. The present section extends the foregoing

11
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discussion by focusing on the relative strengths of &mit lissessment, work sample.Methods and

simulation techniques irrthese respects. Suggestions are also offered for increabing the validity

nd reliability of performerice tests. A Complete treetment of the psychometric considerations

rblated tO these performancelesting approachesas well as a review of pertinent empirical

studies of reliability and validityis beyond the scope of this chapter. The reader is referred to

the chapters by Perioff and Klein-in this Handbook for more thorough discussion of these

technical issues.
wt.

Real life situations are difficult to control with sufficient precision to ensure of testing

condition:1 across several examinees..Thus, as the performance testing technique approaches the

reality of the criterion behavior it is intended to predict, standardization of the stimulus and

surrounding conditiotia'becomes more difficult to achieve. Fitzpatrick and Morrison, In

summarizing their analysitrof the reliability ,and validity of performance tests state:

41
s . the more closely one tries to simulate a real criterion eituatron, the less 'reliable .

will be one"s measurement of the'performance. The dilemma of simulation is that

increasing fidelity and comprehensiveness appear at least in a general way to be

associated, on the one hand, with increasing validity.but, on the other hand, with

decreasing control and thus reliability."

Arthese authors pdint out, if performance tests,are based on a, sample of real life

performance (i.e., in direct assessment) that sarnple "muit be taken under conditions

representiktive tO the stimuli and responses that occur in real life."23 Whe-n these conditions vary

from ocbasion to occasion,'It is desirable to measure performance a number of times under a

wide variety of conditipns.
.

Tc; provide a simple exempla, contilder a behind-the-wheel. driving test administered on the

City streets. A test given at midday would preient the exaMinee with a somewhat different set of

stimulithus requiring different responsesthan one conducted during rush hour. For example,

"rieht of way" problems inbrbase with the volume of traffic, but city congestion may preclude

observing en examinee's adherence to speed limits. Obsetvation of the samb driver under varying .

driving conditions would tend to yield different proficiel estimates.
,

The problem of task standardization In direct assessment not only affects reliability (as

estimated 000st-retest methods) but also influences validity ot the measure. That is, if the intent

is to generaliie from a sample of behavior taken in an actual work sitting to perforniancein the

, larger domain of relevant tasks, evidence of the sample's representativeness is necessary.

Work samPle and simulation techniques directly address the issue of stendardizing teat

stimuli and surrounding Onditions by contrilling the extraneous factors that.might influence

twfortnance; McGu(re notes these advantages Of simulation (in the context of:assessing

competence of health professionals) in the following ways:

Predetermination and preselection of the task. It is obvious that simulation makes it possible

to predetermine precisely the exact task which axamiRees are to be required to perform.

Further, it is clear that in contrast with the "noise" always present in real*, simulation

makes it possible to focus on the elements of primary concern in a testing situation anCi to

eliminate.jrrelevent and confusing complexitlei that would contaminate the 'assitsment.
.

,

Standardization of the teak. Just as a given student can be reputedly confronted with the

same task, simulation enables lin examlninb body to standardize the task for all examinees . . .
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In short, all examlneet dan be given exactly the urns problem to copd with 'and this teen be
accomplished without ah attack on nature.

ImprOved aeMpling of performance. By standardizing the task and focusing on the most
signfichnt aspects in'each it is possible In a given time period to sample an individual's
performance with reepect to a much broader and more representative group of problems . . .

which reality can rarely provide in.a reasonable time frame. In carefully.developed
simulations, arty problem, ranging froin the most urgent emergency to illness spanning
.many yeais,.can be'collapsed into a-half-hour exercise and summoned on demand.24

A second technical issue in performance tests_that depend on observation of .behavior is tOe
problem of controlling plas in impressionistic judgments, idlosyncratic_rater biases such as _

leniency/stringency errors, the halo effect, and unwfliingness to render extreme judgments are
problems that lower reliability and cast doubt on the validity of measurement. These errors are .

the result of many factors that bolf down to "the rater's willingness to rate honestly and
conscientiously, in 'accordance with the instructions giverNoihim . . . and factors that limit his
ability tè rate consistently and correctly, even with the best intinlions."25 For eximpie, the rater
may identify with the person being observed, resulting in an overly generoui rating. This effect is
particularly troublesome when tha rater is that person's trainer or supervisor, who Would prefer .

to bias the rating rather than risk reducing morale in the organization. Factors limiting saters'
ability to rate accurately include lack of opportunity to observe, the covertnisspf the trait.being
rated (e.g., self-sufficiency), ambiguity of the quality to 'be observed (e.g., Supervisory
lack of a uniform standard of reference on the rating scale, and specific rater biases and
idiosyncrasies."

These types of rating problems apply equally to direct assessment, work samples, and
simulation techniques in which behavioral observation ls the source of test data. In general,
when objective performance standards are available (as In some types of product evaluation
methods or process evaluation check lists), these problems are not prbnounced..However, many
performance testing approaches rely on impressionistic judgments that can lead to measurement
error.

On4of the most promising techniques for overcoming such types of rating 'error isetite use of
behaviorally anchored,rating scales." Rather than using such global scale anchors_as sugerior,.
average;good, and so on, behaviorally anchored rating scales define scale points With -,

unambiguous descriptions of observable behavior. By providing a clear definition of that trait
being rated and a.more objective frame of reference for judging individuals on tnat trait, ,
behaviorally anchored rating scales limit raters' tendenCies to subconsciously bias scores in the
ways mentioned above. For further discUssion of rating errors and strategies,for attenuating
them,.the reader is.referred to the chapter.by Perloff in this volume.

Cost Considerations. Costs" in developing, administering, and scoring performance tests
constitute the greatest obstacle to their use in education. The technical problems discuised:
above are aurmountable; expende in making gdod use of performance testing approa'ches is
more difficult to avoid.

Conducting a post analysis of various testing approaches is a tricky business. First, the test
user must have clearly in mind the behavior to be measured and the appropriateness of :
alternative testing tecliniques in providing.these mauves, In somecases, certein testing
alternatives will be ruled out pt this point, regardless of cost. However; in many ihstances, two ors
More tYpes of performance testi will be feasible and appropriate. At this point, the hypothesized

C
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margihal gain in vaildifund other desired attributes must be weighed agamst marginal cost

differences. Without erNillirical evidence concerning the validity and reliability of the alternatives

under consideration, as well as accurate cost data, the decision will necessarily be somewhat

subjective.

Usually, the purpose of testing will guide decisions regarding the amount of resources

devoted to test development and administration. For exanwts, student certification and

summative program evaluation generally demand higher standards of validity and reliability, that

are translated intahigherscosts. When serious decisions are at stake, more effort must be

devoted to test development activities such as (1) validattng the test content against tasks

performed in real world settings, that is, conducting job analyses and matching tested skills with

eagential skills identified empirically; (2) carefully specifying performance criteria, instructions tq

students, and guidelines for examiners to control for various types of measurement error; and (3)

-conducting irellability and predidtive validity studies based on pilot test 'administration. Greater

tesradministration costs are 'warranted in the areas of (1) increasing the number of samples of

behayior obtained for a given examinee: (2) in6reasing the number of raters to control certain

rating errors and enhance reliability; and- (3) investing greater resources in tbe use of full scale

equipment required under direct asessment or work aample.approaches.

Testing forihe purpoles.of instructional Management orin some casesformative program

evaluation.generally would allow relaxing the above standards. More informal procedures,in test

development and administration do not necessarily obviatotthe adventageiof performance tests

over respondent tests. One could argue that many instruotTonal attivities occurring in the

classroom are variants of performance tests. Students routinely turn in projects or perform tasks

that are in essence performance tests..The instructor's 'time spent in devising and grading these

assignments is traditional/y viewed as an investment in instruction, rather than an added testing

burde%Granted, the more sophisticated simulation techniques and work sample methods

require more effort to design, but the payoffs in student learning adequately compensate for the

added expense.

An intereating aspect-of the cost in perforrrfance testing is the iatIUL.4

developers wha market ftandaectized achievement tests are chafing under

the release of test items to the public. This results in a greater expense in

and statistically 'equating new items for nationally administered tests. Test

issue, in Many types and uses of performance tests. Irrespective of whethe
the content of a work sample,.he still must perform the task at a certain le

other words,'It Is hard to chesewhen the task is to solder electrical conn
letter. The exception to this rule occurs when knowledge of specific test c
the examinee an unfair advantage.

Summery .

est security. Test
ew laws`that require
eveloping, normIng,
ecurity is not a major
the examinee knows
el of proficiency. In
tions or to type a
ntent is likely to give

This chapter fias sougtit: (1 ).to identify the essential dimensions dkivhich'performance tests

differ frbm traditional icsdemic achievement testa and in so doing propose a coni:eptual

definition of performance testing, f2) to develop a three:part typotogy aperformance testing .

aPproliches. Illustrated with specific examples, and (3) to examine issues affecting the advantages

and limitations of performance tests: The unstated Intent of this chapter has been to promote

:SatioftfillOY, in test Use. AS ShOuld be apparent, we have a great deal to learn about pCorrhance

tosiinti In 40Cationai eduottion end in other educational fields as well. The hope is that this

.0haPter and those that follow will advance that understanding..
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"As described b)Normain Frederiksen, "An in-basket test Is a.rather elatrorate, realistic

situational test intended to simulate certain aspects of thi job sif en admInistator if cOnsists of
,

the letters, memoranda, records Of in-cornihg telephone calls, and other materials that they

supposedly collected in the In-basket of an administative officer. The examinee is given

appropriete office materials, Such as memo Olds, letterheads, paper clips,.and pencils. He is told

that he is the incumberri of the'administrative job and thet he is to respond to ihe materials in 'his

in-basket ati though he'wereactually on the job, by ,writing letters and memiiranda, preparing

agenda for meetings, writing notes or reminders to himself-or anything else that he deems

appropriate." Quoted in R. Fitzpatrick and J. Morrison, "Performance end Product Evaluation,"

in Educational Measurement, 2c1 ed. by Robert L. Thorndike, (Washington, DC: American Council

on Education, 1971), pp. 243-44.

',McGuire, "simulation as an,Evaluation Uchnique."
4

"These are not exhaustive of all testing purposes that ,might be identified, owing to the

open-ended nature of the second question. However, they represent fOur commonly espoused

test usea-which, for the sake of the present discussion, are sufficiently comprehensive. A more

complete treatment of testing purposes in education is found in Guidelines for Evaluating Basic

Skills and Life Skills Tests (Portrand, OR: Clearinghouse for Applied.Performance Testing,

Northwest Regionlii Educational Laboratory,1979).

"Lee J. Cronbach, "Evaluation for Course Improvement," Teachers College Record.64 (1963): pp.
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"In some cases, the process is the product; thus, this discussion centers on cases in which an

identifiable outcome results from student performance. In those cases when only process

measures are feasible, students' behavior can be scored holistically (i.e., an overall judgment is

made).

2;kxceptions to this rule are not difficult to find. For certain tasks, process evaluation critericare

highly defensible and judgments are based on these criteria canAllglighly consistent. Effidiency

is one example. Taking the caae of the computer programmer's .elftlficatiOn examination, the

student who prepares a flow chart before writing the actual.program should probably be judged

more efficient than the student who writes the same program by trial and error methods,

riquiring extensive debugging procedures. The end result majf be the same in both cases, but"

the former student arrived at it more economically.
-a

"Fitzpatrick and Morrison, ."Perf?ignance and Product Evaluation," p. 240.

"Ibid. t
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CHAPTER TWO

PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES

v.)

&operates of the iype of testing program used in a vocational education program, there are .

several philosophical Issues which underprid the solectioh and implementation of a testing
program. Ear HOMPMF'011ti may be uttodzto measure student achievement, teacher performance,
or the perforniance of a program area or school district. Each of these reasons for testing has a
series of philosophical issus associated with it. Chapter TWo discirsses some Of the
phllpsophicel issues facing vOcitional educators who use performance testing. ,

Hei Borow begins the (Markr with a ditc"ussion of the tacit assumptions of testing. He then
-viurne his'attention to such concerns as p4roblems.cif validity, democratic idea* nitional priorities,

eduCatiohat payoif., the Mission of schools, vocational training, open admissions, and behavioral
oblectilres, and the relationship of each to prformance

Thrt second paw review* several concerns raised by perfootance testing. in raising these
conoeinso,slack,,q.11oors views performance testing as bringing "to the forethe Wog theoretical
,1±1001 Ind .0,1y! conflicts piagyinf education and our oäder society today." He cautionS that
whila Plet01111.090,.(0010 1111:laglthroote uses within d4n.d Iim1taois, the danger existi that
thà liptltritiliheivill be jiitorAiii *Inin It is .called upo to provide more than,it has to offer.",
The Chapter donde with a discuesion- of these.two papers by .10hn F. Thompson.
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Performance Teeting and Social Responsibility:
An looms Analysis .e

Tacit Assumptions of Testing

Henry-Borow
University of Minnesota
Minneariolls, Minnesota

The use of tests to clissify students, appraise their learning potential: and certify Ahem for
diplomas or occupational competence is premised upon knumber of beliefs about human -

behavior and examination scorei which are rarely made explicit. The first of these la that people
differ frompne another in any specifiable trait and that such trait differences can be shown to
distribute themselves along a calibrated continuum. The second assumption addresses the
stability of measured trait differenbes. The notion that an examinee will fluctuate capriciously in
intelligence, mathematical aptitude, space perception, or bimanual dexterity is offensive to the

"test user since such Chameleon-likelropensities make itimpossible to render a trustworthy
characterization of the individual's psychological strengths and weaknesses. It should be.noted
that this built-In assumption about trait stability extends beyond the question of the statistical
reliability of the testing instrument per se, Which Per loff discusses, and la a quality with which
test theorists customarily, imbue the test subject himself. -

Thirdly, most current tests, particularly &pee-and-pencil tests, are premised on the belief .

that, by cdmbining subject responses tcka series of discrete items in additive fashion, we may
obtein a composite indicator of the internal trait which is being assessed. While the logic of such
on Inference has not often been questioned by test theorists and test users, applied
psychologists schooled in'the Gestalt psychology tradition of Kohler and Koffka have argued
that the essential wholeness of a trait is missed by aggregating small fragments of behavior. Lay
critics of tatting, who tend to view any human trait as an entity, as Dina an sich, share this '
skepticism.

A fourth assumption speaks to the practical, import of measured trait differences, that is, our
ability to make a probabilistic sternent about thoPsludent's performance level in some nontest
setting _(for example,an advanced training program or a particular obcupation) on the basis of,

_his test scores/It'is not the student's standing on the test we really wish to know but, rather,
what that standing can tell 8i:tout how the student is likely fo perform in some training or work
for which he or she IS being considered. Regrettably, scores 'on educitIonal achievement bind
perfOrrnencrstests are commonly Oliwed as definitive Indices of the behavior we truly wish to
know, Tp.leavelhis third assurnptjon unverified is to bypassthe obligation of telt validation.'
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The Problem of Validity

The current controversy affecting all ability testing, including performance testing, centers

on the meaning and trustworthiness of test scores and the manner in which they are used in

institutional decision making. The precise quantity ot scholastic and vocational tests wnich are

tinnually administered in the 'United States is not known, but it is commonly agreed that they

ntimber in the millions. Assessment bf the effectiveness of educational programs and personnel

decisions which significantly affect the careers and welfare of studenta and prospective workers

is constantly made.on the basis of test results. In public forums and in the courts, insistent

questions are asked about the practice of denying admission to training programs or of failing to

certify candidates for job eligibility on the basis of lowlest scores. Are tests accurate and

equitable indicators of the individual iompetencies we wish to know about? This is the validity

question, a complex issue which iS variously treated in this handbook.by Slater, Perloff, and

Klein.

Long-standing and deeply rooted assumptions about the-intrinsic merits of academic training

have made systematic inquiries about the validity of achievement tests as indicators of

subsequent nonschool performance appear irrelevant. If scholastic experience, including

vocatidnal and technical.education, is of value in and of itself, then the validity of any

achievement test can be 4Iefined as a function of the cbrrespondence between the contents of

'the test and the aims and contents of the course or curriculum it is designed to reflect. The

empirical question of what educational athieveMent test scores can accurately tell us about

students' extra-scholastic or future job performance has not often been confeonted. The

predictive valfdities of CEEB and'ACT scores have, ot Course, been frequently examined against

college grades. But how many studies carefully document the quantitative relationship between

scores on such tests, or on performance tests, and consequent career behavior?

Cronbach identifies four types of test validitYpredictive, concucrent, content, and construct

validity.' Perloff's chapter, which presents a somewhat similar classification scheme, proposes a

technique labeled "consistency validity" as an improvement over the classical predictive validity

approach. However, it is predictive validity (called "criterion validity" in iserloff's terminology)

whichhas commanded major attention from test researcheresince the earliest decades of their

century. The construction and use -of intelligence, scholastic aptitude, and vocational aptitude

tests have typically rested upon the rationale .of predictive validation.

A similar record of vigorous validation work cannot be claimed for the field of performance

-testing. With the exception of the military,_the U.S. Army Air Force aviation psycOology research

program, for example, there have been fevi studies on the predictive validity of performance

tests, particularly where subsequent job behavior has been used as the criterion. In general,

performance tests in vobeitional education may be said to have a high degree of content validity.

Their contents seem closely matched tothe specific aims and subject matter of the curriculum.

Furlhermore, performance tests in vocational education which take the form of work 'samples or

job simulations, especially where mechanical, electromechanical, or electronic testing devices

are involved, possess an impressive amoutif of so-called fate validity. That is, they look strikingly

similar to the actual on-the-job task to be performed by the worker. Early developers of industrial

personnel. tests called this chipacteristic of tests "verisimilitude."

Performance tests which have high face validity or verisimilitude are so compellingly

convincing in appearance that vocational educators, on-the-job training supervisors, and

industrial recruitment officers are tempted to accept scores derived from such performance tests

, as tantamount to job proficiency. In fact, in so-called competency-based instructional programs,

22
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students scores,on these tests may serve as the critical arbiter of successful program
completion. And yet, if criterion-rprenced training and testing are strictly assumed to imply the
existence of an external standar/of performance against which test behavior may be compared,

'then tho otedictive validity of the majority of current performanee tests remains unknown

The failure of the typical performance test to tap relevant factors in on-the-jOb training
behavior or..bona fide job tzrehavior may limit its capacity to furnish a comprehensiveiand
accurate index of the student's competency. Performance tests customarily appraise an array of
cognitive and psychomotor skills. Yet, the affective domain is clearly part of on-the-job
performance. Successful performance in the vast majority of occupations rests at least partially .

on worker attitudes and personal disposition, spch as pride of workmanship, compliance with
rules of the workplace quality of personal relations, de :ndability, and integrity A summary
published in the 1950's of over 300 studies of\vorker fail res revealed that in the Majority of
dismissals, transfers, or nonpromotions due to unsatisfac y wt k records, factors of
inappropriate personality and character, including attitudes is. ethics, were involved.

How might we attack this validity problem? The technique construct validity offers a
promising approach. Let us suppose that a student who has co 't sieted a welding cburse and
done well on his terminal perfbrmance test later proves unsatisfactory as a worker because he
chafes under supervision and is described by the shop foreman as an uncooperative employee
who does not follow instructions/or adjust to changing joty routines. Suppose further that test
of job adaptability has been constructed to measure such' noncognitive or personality variables
as cooperativeness and flexibility. Let us now hypothesize that a sale pie of trainees, all

.t of whom have successfully completed the welding course (and pa ed the pe formance test) WI
who.have spored low on the jdb`adaptability test, will subsequently be low-rat d on the actual
job. If correctionallindings (adaptability test scores vs. supervisory ratings wi h the welding
performance test scores held constant) confirms our hypothesis, we may con lude that the
adaptability test (measuring personal adjustment to the job)'has construct validity, signifying that
job adaptability is a contributing factor in success On a welding job. More iMportantly, we have
produced a demonstrably mire accurate indicator of student performance by combining
informatioh from the cognitive and affective testing instruments.

Performance Testing and the-Democratic Ideal

,Neither coincidence nor advances in the technology of psychological measurement alone
can account adequately forth rapid ascendancy of educational testing. One must look beyond
the schctois and understand the changes in American social philosophy wrought by rapid rates of
industrial expansion, urbanization, occupational diversification, and increased geographic
mobility. The traditional social and familial patterns of an earlier era which Stressed class
distinctions, restricted occupational selection, and movement across social class lineS have
weakened perceptibly. Privileged occupational inheritance and the deliberate training of the
youth of select families for continuity of leadership and power was gradually replaced by a way
of life which favored economic gtowth and productivity as national aims. Thus, the ability of the
individual to contribute to a burgeoning economy through demonstrated skill took on new
importance in the social selection process. Beginning about 1900, formal education increasingly
gainel status with earlY job exOerience and then surpassed the latter as a mechanism by which
youth sought to qualify for socioedonomic advancement.

Special,training curricula, legislation mandating eligibility requirements for occupational'
witty, and competitive examinations became the modus operandi by which the young were
prepared and seirted for access to the world of work..
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During this periodihe ildvocates of unrestricted growth in goods and services in a
free-market economy had leen promotion of the national good as the best way to Insure the
welfare of the. Individual. What was Vood for America was siipposed to be good. for
Americansall Americans. But the transition to a ,more dynamic industrial societyless
classbound end rewarding individual productivitydid not culminate in the attainment of the
ideal democracy that some had envisioned. We learned as a nation during the lusty social reform

moyement of the turn-of-the-century era, again during the Great Depression of the 1930's, and
more recently during fhe widespread turbulence and unrest of the late 1960s and early 1970s,

that the ineritocratIc system, by which those judged best qualified to productively serve the
nation's growth needs eFe recognized and rewarded, is Ornely flawed. Equattly.of educational
and occupationel opportunity for all citizens remains a yet Unattained goal, and the advaecement
of the human cdnditlon has not always kept pace with economic progrese, ironically, the same
educational system which appeared-to provide a Vehicle for socioedonomic improvement came to
be seen by many among the disadvantaged as a barrier to personal advancement. "Educational
policy in general, and minimal competency testing policy in particular: are now inextricably"
caught Up In this netional dilemma. Some of the unresolved iseues attendant upon this dilemme
are briefly identifiedlater in ihe chapter.

National 'Priorities and Individual Welfare

if may be instructive to view this controversy as a conflict between the goals of optimum
manpoWer utilization, with gross national.product as the primary criterion of the nation's health,
and the quite different objective of maximizing human potentialities. One seeks a rapid econoric
growth rate, high employment, and high levels of productive and consumption. The other implies

a bottom-line belief in the virtue of human uniqueness and its cultivation through liberal

education. As we have seen, the conditions which favor the achievement of either of these goals
art not neeessarily facilitative itt the other. The market for college griduates provides.an
illustratkr.:By the end of the 1960s, college students were confronting shrinking opportunitlei to
enter map higher-level odcupational fields for which, a few years earlier, they had been
encouraged to prepare. Inevitably, educational pregram admislions policlelt and testing and
certification pricticee will reflect the Impact of su(kh changing emplOyment supplyland-demand
ritios. Just as su'rely, the question of "For whose goodfor the nation or for the individual?"
must sgain be raised with reference to the purposes of performance testing. And predictably;-
there will be no confident consensus and no facile

EducatIor; Payofflilt Worth the InveAtment?

4-
Likiiiiher Insteutionsgovernment, business, and the militaryformal eduteon has..

witnessed griessening of public confidence and.perstitent calls for proof of worth. There can be
little doubt that the current deinand tor accountability in education has given performance
testing and compotency-baied programming an inCreased measure of Impörtance and urgency.
Although education continues to ocoupy a modestly favorable rank in the nation's scale of
institutiomil volues,, public acceptanceli now less an article of faith and is more clearly '-

dependent upon a.demonstrable track record. The message seems to be: good education will be
supported but Ineffectual educational programs will be trimMed or eliminated. Of particupr,
concern tO si?me critics are the claimed economic benefits of vocational education. Is the

lnyestmellt h lix d011ors juatlflepols the% eitgorket for the graduates of occupational training
'prowl/JO pool the lotion face ,ehe imminent Orospect of structural unemployment,
undereMplOYMent and jobspillOver" for toniorrow's legions of graduates? in one way or
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_another, such questions are insistently posed or 'clearly Implied in federal and. state educational
legislation, thellocational Amendments of 1976, and in the charges given to the regional and
topical research and development centers. Moreover, the rates of economic return on the sizable
investments in human capital which educational systems require are now being.studied by
economists through cost-benefit analysis. Thpmas, in making the case for applying cost-
effectivegess criterie to school programs, advocates studying "educational organizations as open
systems which are linked to the total economy through a set of inputs and outputs."2

One moons* of the schools to the demands for accountability has been to confront with I

renewed vigor the issue of quality control In Occupational education. A three-pronged attack on
the problem has been mounted: (1)'curriculum re-examination and reform, (2) improved
techniques of instruction, and (3) improved monitoring of the effectiveness of training.
Psrfoimance tests can play a sIgnificarit role in all three of these approaches. It le the last of
these applications, however, which appears most open to publi6 scrutiny and most likely to

.

attract the interest *echo& bOards, legiajators, employers, and concerned citizens' groups. And
it is from these same groups that hard questions are likely to come concerino the purposes and
trustworthiness not only of the educational system but also of the tests, including performance
tests, which are used to appraise scbools and students.

Performance Testing and the Mission of the Schools-1

The vindication of educational looting must rest ultimately upon the efficacy that
measurement devices contribute to monitoring teaching and learning in the schools. All
educational achievement tests, if,they are at all relevant, reflect the undergirding philosophy. and
alms of the schools.

A visitor from anoVierplanet might deduce a great deal about the premises and a priori
value networkilf the conventional academic track American sdcondary school from a detallpd
study of Its examination contents. He/she Would discover that the typicpl school:achlevemeftt
tests emphasize mastery of verbal and quantitative systems of communication (linguistic and
mathematical knowledge) and comprehension of the terminology, facts, and principles of the
major formal (disciplines (natural sciences, social studies, and the humanities). He/she would
Warr, further, that society), ready acceptance of such masteries as the indicatots oft subsequent

. mimes: and socially responsible citizensI)ip in the adult world resides less on stolid basis of
empirical evidence and more upon a leap of faith: # ,

. ,

if our extraterrestrial visitor inquired Into, our theories of learning, he/she Would find that the
- choice of sypject matter in,the traditional academic curriculum derives from the theory of

'general transfer of training. This belief holds ttrat the diligent study of difficult subjects like Latin,
physics, and mathematics disciplines ,an0 Chipped° the mind in such a manner as to facilitate the
later' study of any other field of knowledge. Early and broadacceptance of the validity of this
thiforY cqupled with, trust in the wisdam of professional education planners to know what is best,
endowed conventional achievement tests with a special mystique and apparently immunized
them agaiiist serious challenge to their authoritativestatus. ,

It must be noted that soma close relationships have been reported over the years between
superior pgrforrnance on aohfevement (tests and success id higher education and in the
protessioris and government. Service. Howmuch of this correspondence is attributable to a
genuine Pausal relationship and how much tO selective bias in favor oi high-scoring applicants
(self-fulfilling prophecy) cannbt be readily determined, Mounting °skepticism has.been voiced
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about the meaning and relevance of conventional academic tests, much bf.this chalienp corning

from advocates of ethnic minorities and of pobr,handicapped,, or non-English speaking' children.

The general Charge has been that standard achievement tests Ignore many socially useful skills

and.talents applicable outside the school and, as such, raise discriminatory barriers against the

socioeconomic advancement of the atypical student. Such tests, It is claimed, are too narrowly

scholastiq and slight some of the important praginatic products of training which business end

industry look for. L,

Well-designed and program-relevant tests can. correct such claimed limitations. These tests

rejedt the noxmative or relative score approach to test interpretation, employing instead some

,empirically established external standard which Can define satisfact6ry training attaininent. This

is the strategy of criterion-referencd measurement and training programs which*designate

specific requirements for success or competency in a specified levels of mastery,,are

said to be "competency bated."

Historically, the ritiOnale underlying vocational education programs stands In stark contrast

to that of the older academie curriculum. At the turn of this century, the secondary schools were

typically elitist training centers for children of the privileged class. Vocational courses and .

curricula were rare. Those youth destined to enter the labor force and the trades had to acquire .

their work skills on'the job. Lartie numbers of them were the targets of labor exploitation. Many

of the efforts of the social reform movement of 'that period were directed toward mitigating the

plight of this segment of 444e population.

Despite the extension of compulsory school leglelition to cover older children, significant

numbers of, urban teenagers left school to find needed employment. Vocational educators

pushed for occupational training opportunities In the secondary schools to counter massive .

dropouts and qualjfy young students for entry ihto the lalzprforce. One group which significantly

advanced the vocational reform movement was the Natiohel Society for the Promotion of

IndustriarEducetion (NSPIE), It i noteworthy that the NSPIE recognized the indispensable lie

between effective programs of vocational education and career guidance services, and it Val this

organization which was instrumental in siring the National Vocational Guidance Associatiori, the

first national society elevoted exclusively to the advancement of guidance.3

Given this Ornate of practical urgency, the philosophy of vocational siducation, the design of

Its curriCUIA and 1t apoioach to th measu'rement of atudent achievement developed along

boldly utilitarian lines.' The Fourth Yearbbek of the Verican Vocational Assoclition, which

takes the' philosophY of vocational education a its theme, projects a straightforward and
unidimensional Image.' There is no detailed explication of the value roots of vocational education

nor of possible philosophical agreements or quarrels with the concerns of humenistic

psychologyself-actualizatir, student-centeied education, and the debilitating psycholOgical

ffeCts of alienation. Endorsement however,'Is given to the importance of developing originality

and thinkiirbIlity and to the principle of individualized instruction to acCommodate wide

differences n student backgrounds and learning abilities. Here as elsewhere in the literature of ,

vocitional education, a pleele made to Imre that "student performance criteria (be) based as

realistically as posaible on ocdupational demands."

The simple pragmatism which permutes the avowed almi of vocational education makes It

.partioulerly tEepfivill totperforinance testing procedures. Yet, since educational values and goals

in a pluralistic society do not tom thmselves into a tidy monolith, vexing problems and

unansWered questiorxs about the concept and practices of performance.testing remaiwThese will

be noted liter in the chapter.
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-Vocational Training as an Adverse Alternative.
;4 *rte. .

That college preparatory programs have over the.years enjoyed fevoied status in the public
view at the expense of occupational training has produced special problems tor vodittonai
education, student& and staff alike. Often considered a dumping ground and salvage operation by,
academic purists and elitists, vocational schoolt have faced a particularly arduous cliallenge in
the cbnservation of undervalued human resources and In &quipping their students for entry into
the labor market. Given these circumstances, it is not stirprising that training as a tryout
experience and as a form of career guidance has held a prominent place in the goal hierarchy:of
the Vocational schools: Thus,: the literature of vocational education frequently mentions the need
for appropriate evaluation techniques tb monitor student progress anii the efficacy of
instruction.'

Unlike the coriveritional Academic burrlcula, where student grades have been employedas
general indicators of readiness for' occupational entry or higher-ley* aohooling, vocational .
programs have been expected to furnish clearer and more direct evidence of task mastery bY
students. State industry-labor apprenticeship councils and,other certifying bodies nowspecify
minimum standards of acceptable work-related behavior in terms that schools cannot afford to
ignore. Some authorities now call for a detailed series of tests which will provide information
about the nOncollege-bound student comparable to th'e information which the standarized
achievement teit battery furnkshes about the college bound. Sidney Marland, the former U.S.
Commissioner' of Education who later proposed career education, wrote:

A culminating examination should be created with all the strength and quality and
prestige that now characterlii the College Board, examinations, This examination
should include, in part, the'appropriate academics of &liberalizing curriculum, but it
should have as its principal message a measure of the quality of skilled performance in
a given occupation that,may be expected of the examine0,6

Taking a cue from the CEEB, Marland suggested *that this new type of test be called the JEEP
,t (Job Entry Examination Prograrn).

CS

C

Open Admissions and Performance Testihg at Risk .

Twaysig'niflcant contemporary trends in American educationthe open admissions polici in
colleges and technical schools far disadvantaged and nontraditional applicants and the adoption
of program-completion certifying examinationsappear to be on a collision course. One leads,to
a substantial increase In the proportion of students with marginal skills for academic survival; the
other sets a uniform standard of acceptable Warding and may produce an increase in student
failures. Many,high schools have attempted to settle the problem -of low-achieving students by.

'quietly edopting e policy of automatic promotion. Criticism of this policy has been widespread
and severe. Faced with growing percentages of high.school graduates who enter institypone of
higher learning (now over 50 percent), our colleges have three choices: (a) grade inflation; (b)
watering-dowa the curriculum; and (c) maintaining past grading standards, testing standards,
and course requirements andletting dropout and failure rates run the consequences..There is at

..-least indirect evidence that the first two Alternatives are now being widely used, although it
woUld.btdifficult to find those who Approve..The.third,alternative, although more forthright,
fcjaln satisfies no one', and, iff Addition, creates Serious pmbarassment for the institution. ,-

qulturally disadvantaged studenti who entered the inititution with high hopes .may feel
dleillusOned and betrayed by'false promisesand expectations when they fail. Students,"parents,

*
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and governing boards may then charge that, the school does not provide useful educational

services of a isasonable quality: Moreover, the prospect of wholesale teat-based failure rates in a

period of declining enrollments inevitably invites the institution's anxious attention to the
remedial needs of the marginal students. Grant has stated the case:

'From the institutional point of-view, the major Impact of adopting a competence-based

approach Is to shift more of an institution's resour6es from the best to the average and.-

below-average students. Those 'InVisible' Students, formerly given C's and D's for
endurance and passed along, become highly visible in a competence-based format and
no longer merely slip through the institution unnoticed. The competence approach

forces a redistribution of faculty labor to them. A higher proportion of the faculty will

spend more time teaching these students basic skills end helping them achieve specific

outcomes than In traditional schoolc"

It is clear that competence-based education and performance tatting, when used to certify'

student mastery of required skills and undefstandings, may exacerbate certain already existing

problems.

Performance Testing and Behavioral Objectives

One of the,most compelling and attractive features of perforthance testing, when linked with
competency-based education, is Its insistence on operationalizing instructional goals and casting

them in a readily observable and quantifiable form. The task of conceiving and constructing a
perform-ance test direas specific attention to the issue of training objectives. What is it in

behavioral terms. I.e., directly observable responses, that the training program is attempting to
accomplish? Assuming that the student has acquired the techniques which provide the raipon

d'tre of the Instuctional process, what is It in specifiable terms that the student should now be
able to do ahd to understand? While it is, tf course, true that the deimiopment of any educational

achievement tests may force thiti kind of Ohne look of the-purposes and Otiteattles of instruction,
this advsntage seems especially true when the competence-based stratiby is 'applied to the

construdlion of performance tests. Beyond the question, then, of how effective a performance
test may be as an InstruMent of appralul, the complex act of planning and constructing It hies a

potentially salutary effeCt on the process of instruction itself,

Lot us sechow the logic of competence-based education underlies the development of the
test. Since performance tests are not isomorphic with actual job performance 'but are at best

analogues or predictors of the latter, test researcheis and technicians have had to grapple with

'the question of what constitutea a workable test. They must decide what features of an
viluition device make it administratively feasible and, at the same time, allow it to approximate

both the thining objective's and behavior on the actual t)b.
,

.-A priorcondition to be met, however, is the specification of the logical sequence -involved in ,_

the measurement.Of the 'laming Itself. In brief, these steps Include (a) identification of the units
of behavior which ere' central to performance on.the Job for which the training is exprestly
desibned; (b) selection of operational Criteria matched to the units of job-relevant behavior ,.

identified in the initial step pf this sequence; (c) stetermination of what is to be.learned from the

formal training experience self that will optirize prospects for the development of the
;.aforeMenfioned behavlqr ,un ; (d).apecIfloation of the learning content and goals in step, c in

meesurable, I.e., directlY Obiervabli,'terms; (e) arrangement of the conditions Of training and
training perfornliMce such that extraneous variables, i.e., those not pertinent to the occupation

3 6
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Itself, are controlled or Minimized; (f) assessment and scoring of those behaviorawithin the
training 'setting as specified in step d; and (g) statistically relating the data derived from steps b
and f. The final step In the sequence provides bOtn a validation indei'of the training criteripn
and, less directly, a measure of the relevance or effectiveness of training. As previously noted,
this ultimate operation is rarefy performed because rigorously controlled follow-up occupational
data may be difficult to obtain and because,. further, the validity of the performance tests used to
appraise training outcomee is seldom qubstioned.

1 . The Behavioral Objectives Controversy

Lively disagreement extsts among educators c'oncerning -the merits of behavioral objectives
in performance testing. Critics argue that behavioral objectives give clarity and specificity of
educational putcomes at the sacrifice of the deeper understandings involved in learning.
Reducing complex instructional goals to a series of discrete; easily measured tasks or responsei,
they believe, may barter some of the more distinctive productskisf human learning like creative
thinking and imaginatibn for trivia.

In truth, behavioral objectives often appear to be excessi4ely lean and limited in scope.
Advocates of competence-based performance,criteria counter by notihg thenebulous nature arid
inaccessibility 0 global objectives. Frequently, top, analyzing a complex skill Into its component
parts may afford a more effective means ol planning the teaching of that skill end of measuring
the instructional product. And for complex tasks requiring mastery of a known set of identifiable
principles and psychomotor operations, as in many jobs, casting the goals'of learningin
behavioral form may be quite advantageous. Still, it must.be conceded tnat thesbehaviorel
approach to identtfying training objectives may give disaproportionately heavi attention to those
which can be most readily transformed into directly observable and conveniently recorded
respdnses.

A specious criticism of behavidral objectives occurs when the colicept,is used as lksynonym
for behaviorism. The behavioral objectives approacp gra the behavioristic principle of specifying
behavior in terms of observable resPonses. However, a applied behavioral technology;
behaviorism goes far beyond the questions of how .objiacilyda are derived end stated. 41 deals with
tne techniques for systematic dehavior intervention and chalige through application of sucp.
principles as classical ond operant conditioning. These include positive reinforcement, aversiye
stimulatiOn, countercondltioning (desensitization), and alien social modeling. Since none of nubs°
techmiques is applicable in generating the behavioral objectives for a performance test; it le
irrelevant to attack behavior objectives qua'behaviorism. *

Unresolved Issues

if.dhe accepts the thesis tnat competence-based education holds the promise of bringing
curriculum design and educational experience b,loSer to relevant life experience,.the potenlial
value of performance teatimes a meani of monitoring both the quality of the instructional
process and certifying student attainment of specific goals heems beyond serious dispute. To
embrace,this premise, however, is to Simultaneously assign increased Significance to
perforrnanCe tests and to inVite some.vexing questions about the limitations of testing and
inappropriate.testing.practicei. Unless the urgency of-such questions is acknowledged, the
performance testing movement may flounder or lose its direction and 6ecome the target of *Wen
more strident public attacks. \
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A number of technical measurement problems. In performance testing, including those of

validity, reliability, behavior sampling, and cutting scores, are addressed in this chapter and

elsewhere in the volume. What remains are certain unsettled issues concerning the interpretation

of performance test scores and the proper plate of such tests In improving the quality of

education. These concerns will be briefly noted in the form of questions.

1. How much' bearing shouldperformance testing have on what ia taught? As previously noted, a

well-designed performance test will be keyed to teaching objectives and to the masteries to be

achleved.,Accordingly, it should come as no surprise to find 'a substantial correspondence in

competerry tepting between test contents and the subject matter of Instruction. What may

occur in teaching practice, however, is a subtle reversal In antecedent and consequent

conditions by which the test becomes the curriculum and the school, unwittingly perhaps,

begins to teach for the test. Under such circumstances, a real danger exists that performance

testing may become the basis for a new meritocracy. The beat of tests offer only a limited

. sampling of the behaviors and competencies which schools wish to transmit. Although the

aims of education may be defined in terms of test content, tests are pofidentical with the

corpus of education. To arrange instructional experience so that only the contents of

performance teats are taught would be to render the educational process static and unduly

confining.

2. How much reliance should be placed on performance tests In making educational decisions?

This question inquires tactitly about the confidence we can justifiably place In testa as

Indicators of "students' true competence. Tests can never wholly capture the mitre n scene in

which we wish to observe the student at work and in.life. While well-designed performance

tests may provide one of the best means of judging a student's eligibility for training or'for a

vocational dertifIcate, they fail to reproduce the full range of conditions which come into pley

when a sludent Is adapting to post-schoor experiences, including employment. Hence, It will

generally be wise to combine tesfinformation with other relevant sOurces of information when

making judgm'ents about a student's competence. An example would be the training

eupbrvisor's systematic and standardized rating of a student'S performance in a cooperative

work setting.

- 6. Does the use of performance tests tend to und ly hasten occupational program gecisions tw

studenis and narrow their curricular experienc e? It is common td encourage 'high school

. studlis In **stem of pompetence-based voatlonal educatibn to shape their course

leifictiot*to the skills and understandings they must demonstrate througp testing. Yet, .the

career plans of many of them srestill unstable. The secondary school experience shOuld be so

arranged as to 'present a broad spectrum of exploratory activities for students. It should .

facilitate the promote- of career developinent rather than close it down with occupational

training which is irreversible or too restrictive.
, .

4. Wlil a trend tOward increased porfor)nance tosting in coMpetence.based education discourage

ornphaSla on the liberal arts? When tests are used to assess a narrow band of vocatipnal

abilities, the net effect is retrogressive. The need to strengthen the vocational aepecti of

education so that all students leave sdhool with marketable skills is reedily conceded. Still, as

WtlIvi points out in his chapter on philosophical issues, the More specialized career goals are

,detenetbWorVy.when theY are derived from and articulated within a comprehensive system of

MAW educetion4 goals, it,f91101s, then, that occupationally-oriented performance toning

*mid bear a kinshiplo.tosete of competence which are linked to the.alms of broad, general 1

edUeatIon.
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5. Does the ,teaching and testing of standard operating procedures and a fixed body of
knowledge tend to promote rote learning and discourage creative problem solving? Note was
taken previously of the behavioral strategy of stating the performance outcomes of training in
crisp, directly observable terms. This-approach to specifying objectives offors obvious
advantages but, at the same time, tends to load tests with fragmented, static, arid
Closed-system contents. There is need for experimentation with performance test item types
which stress broad conceptual relationships. logical retisoning ability, and originality in
problem solving.

6. Are individual students sometimes the victim of unfair decisions based solely on low
performance test scores? A qualifying examination which possesses at least moderate
predictive validity will classify students (for purposes of program admission -or program
completion) with a degree of accuracy substantially greater than chance. Furthermore, for test
applicants as a group, the average discrepancy between predicted and actual performance on
the criterion measure will. be significantly,smaller than errors resulting from guesswork or
those resulting from traditional screening interviews and letters,.of recommendatiOns. For marw
years it has been this empirically demonstrated ability of valid tests to outperform older
screening methods that has justified their use in making classification decisions about
students. However, unless a test has perfect validity, a condition which never occurs in reality.
some students will always be misclassified by the testscores. It has been recent.challenges by
student candidates who have apparently been able to show that they possessed the
competency denied by their, low test scores'which have brought the issues of test fairness and
competence-based education to public attention. As the chapters by Pullin and Tractenberg
show, accountability through performance testing entails a number of thorny ethiCal and legal
considerations, and the controversy remains unresolved. But for many test designers and
users who must deal realistically with the state-of-the-art limitations of measureMent deviceS,
criticisms of coknpetencY testing otten appearloo severe."' Until more accurate methods of
certifying student performance can be developed, they ask, does it not make sense to use the
most accurate testing procedures available, procedures which minimize classificafion errors?

31
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Philosophical Ise es In Prformanc Testing

ack C. Willers
Geor e Peabody College

for Teacha s of Vanderbilt Univ ity
Nashville, Tennessee

"A workman is comMendable, not for the will by which heAvorks, but for the quality of his
performance." With this perspective, the thirteenth-century philosopher t homes Aquinas
illumined a basic value of western civilization.,Even if it be true that "where there is a will, there
is a way," the fundamental and final criterion of a working person is the quality of his or her
work performance.

Yerthere has,always been another perspective, not diametrically opposed to the quality of
performance, but placing its higher hopes in pure theory, in intellectual cotemplation as an
intrinsic and ultimate value in and of itself. The history of education, of our civilization, and of
our nation is-the story of the conflict of this counterperspective with the values that give highest
priority to the quality of performance and product. Today, the history Of that conflict between
thinking and doing may be seen in the issues in performance testing.

Should educators limit themselves to the basic cognitive tasks of reading, 'riting and
'rithnietic, so that formal learning ir schools will,be restricted to the intellectual skills necessary.,
for -academic scholarship? Or, is the primary purpose of education to instill a sense of the
competitiveness of social and econom(c realities and, accordingly, to prepare students to
perform their best ,in the worst situation? Or, again, should the schools place a higher priority on
recognizing the inherent worth of childhood and youth, not as periods of preparation for some
unknown adult future, but as time for joy and celebration, for self-expression and good feelings
about one's self? -

These questions are, admittedly, phrased in ways that educational theorists would never
propose fortheir purposes and programs. This outlandish manner, however, is not to disparage
the serious enterprise of thinking criticallyNabout schools and teachers and learners. Instead of
belittling the difficult but necessary task of asking hard questions abouteducation and human
development, we must at times ask them in taunting, jeering terms to reveal their underlying
narrow assumptions snd myopic prescriptions:

No Single educational philosophy or program will meet ev most of the needs among
individuals in a multicultural, pluralistic society characterized b competing interests and
conflicting values. Still) educators easily become infatuated with. ads, infuriated by failures;
inflated with easy, fleeting successes; and more often than not, I. ected bY the infallibility of-our
own purposes, perspectives and progillms.

k
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All educational reforms, therefore, such as pertormance testing Of uumpetent,y-Utibud

instructiop, deserve the critical reView, as well as the experimental testing, thak gives them the

opportunity to prove and to improve their own performance. Whatever the philosophic bases for

performence testing, it must at least open itself to the tests of per formance and subject Itself to

Gritical evaluations according to fundamentnl. often conflicting and certainly competing, values.

Evaluation by performance of psychomotor, job-related skills will certainly not receive the

wholehearted support of classical educators. Nor ta performance testing enjoying the firm

support of humanistic educators who emphasize the values of play and leisure and inner

self-slirection. Especially critical of performantesting today are those educators who are

sensitive to the apparently destructive forces in modern technology that deplete our natural

resources, pollutfk our environment, disturb delicate ecological balances, and exploit and

dehumanize skilled working people for profit and power,

Arguments for 4alrness in testinb.notwithstanding, these critics and skeptics have legitimate

messages of caution. In general, these issues speak to the limititions, narroWness and

inadequacies of performance testing when overstressed or used to the exclusion of other claims

and interests. Though threateninb to narrow self-interests, such critical messages of caution can'

provide clarity and breadth of purpose together witti insights into other worthy means of judging

human development and achievement.

From.Analytical Definition to Critical Judgment

A performance test is presumed to be ;measure of occupational competency or the ability

to perform a job-telated skill. This presumption, in turn, is based on the assumption that job

skills, and even overall occupational functions, can be reduced by analysis to meaningful,

manageable and measurable sequential ements. The competent performance of these work

---segffients may then be examined and ev ated. The purpose of performance testing, .

accordingly, is to discern the quality of a particular Individual's competency to perform a '

particular job-related skill or tb qualify for a particular occupation.

Human beings, accordingly, are selected for additional training, jobs, and careers, and even

certified for various occupatiohsin other'words, granted the Towards for individual effort and

social usefulneason the,basis of others' critical evaluation of their competence Ass Indicated by

the meaturement criteria of performance tests. This analysis is entirely different from the-More

straightforward proposition that people are selected and rewarded on the basis of their own._
actual performance on the job or- in the occupation. Teat designs, test criteria, job descriptions

and occupational anallyses, test constructors and their judgments on what to measure and how

to measure ittest administrators and test evaluators all stand between the individual performer.

and the-rewards dispenied.

Furthermore, a performance test, providing an adequate basis on which to judge he degree

of proficiency with which an occupational competency is performed, must also pr

quantitative meatirements by which the more competent craftsman may be distinguished from

the less competent. Thus, not only does the analytic reduction of work sequences underlie

performance testing, but also the measurement apd evaluation of job-related skill competency

require the:quantification of qualities of both performance and product.

A well-defined objective is essential to performance testing. That objective may be the ability

to perform a Manipulative skill to a certain qualitative degree, or to produce a final work product

k,
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that meets certain standards of quality control. In either instance, it is not merely tim
performance procesi or the product of the work-sample that is evaluated, but ratheNpe
competency of the work which is critically assessed.

The purpose of analyzing and characterizing performance testing in the above manner is not
td establish either a working or final definition of performance testing on which all may agree.
The above analysis does make clear, however, that regardless of the technical definition-or the
characterization of performance testing used, performance testing, like all other forms of
evaluation, inevitably must make assumptions about reality and human experience. It must claim
some value criteria for the discernment of quality and the Judgment of degrees of quality. And,
performance testing must reflect some beliefs about how we learn, about how we demonstrate :14

and apply knowledge, and about the values assigned to that knowledge.

This perspective places performance testing squarely in the philosophical domain of critical
interpretation of beliefs about reality, values, and knowlecfgelyresuppositions and fundamental
value biellefs require identification, clarification and crIticlanfrBasic concepts of reality,
intelligence, and social utility must be questioned, or at least held critically, and applied
cautiously in diagnosis, evaluation and justification. The assessment of performance competen-

'cies from this perspective is a human affair, not mechanical, not prescribed or determined, but
subject to the whim end prejudice-or capriciousness, as well as to the reasonable disagreements
of rational people.

The argument They appear strained and unnecessary to those who already acknowledge the
human elements and the concomitant possibilities of error in performance testing. On What
logical or utilitarian grounds is an individual justifiably subjected to performanace testing? Are
there other, !fetter reasons foh not testing performance?,is such testing a subjection to external,
impersonal norms that are less valuable or substantiable than -others? Or is performance testing,
rather, an individual opportunity to express uhique human dignity, to excel, to learn about and
respect .one'a own ielf?

But these and many other philosophical inquiries do not suggest themselves to those who,
with a deterministic or mechanical-perspective, view evaluation in general and performance
testing in particular as the automatic process of perceiving degrees of quantitative variance or
correspondence between two sets of cleaky observable datathe external test standards and the
behavioral performance. From this perspective, no values, interpretations, judgments or
responsible assumptions are expressed in constructing performance tests, evaluating their
outcomes,,or even in the decision to administer them. To the contrary, performance testing is a
value-free maneuver, a technical operation freeing both the tester and the performer not only
from capricious judgmenti of the quality of competency but, more significantly, also from all
questions of fairness and justice in allocating economic rewards and social recognition on the
basis bf performance. The Oniy problems or issues related to performance testing frdm this latter
perspective are the technical questions of test validity and reliability.

However, even the troublesorrie, tentative question of whether performance testing is, on the
one hand, a human interaction, ctmaisting of purposes, intentions, social goals, culturally defined
criteria, and theoretical assumptiona or, on the other hand, a value-free mechanical operation, is
itself.a question which justifies, even requires discussion regarding the philosophical issues.
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Educational Goals and Performance Testin0

The aims and goals of education provide a perennial pursuit for philosophic peispective. The

value of life and the values worth seeking and living for We constant questions perplexing the
clitit.al mind. This has always boor) true hut appearn even more gO in en ern committed to

science and technology, neither of which in itself purports to define Our values or to solve our

value conflicts..indeed, from one debatable view, science and technology, while claiming to be
v.alue-free, have called into question our more stabilizing, traditional values, thereby creating
many of our value conflicts and dislocating core values necessary for social cohesion and
continuity.

In an age in which science and technology of overpowering dimensions dominate the
curriculum, what is education for? What are the valuelLand goals sought through the myriad
forms of instruction, training, programming, condltionincf, teaching and testing? If there is some
answer to this question, it would necessarily be complex, but even then we would have only a

description of the various social and personai goals people strive to achieve through learning.
More crucial is the normative question: What ought to be the aims of education? From differing
resbonses to this.primary qtiestion follow the practical matters of designing curricula, ai)plying
instructional methodologies, organizing and administering learning situations, and evaluating the

results.

The question of alms, like all normative questions, cannot be answered in any final sense,
only in terms of philosophic perspective to which there would be equally appealing or more or
less defensible counterperspectives. This Is not the place to argue for this or some other goal of

education. Bi.it to place the question in terms relative to performance testing, let us at least
propdse a" theoretical framework from which to work. This approach is attrOuted to Thomas F.

Green ilnd can be pursued in grepter detail and accuracy in his "Minimai Educational Standards:
A Systematic Perspective."

The alms of education may,be either general or specific. Specific educational objectives
indicate that which constitutes their own achievement and also designate the time when the

goals are to be achieved.-In this respect, performance-based training always aims at specific

goals in the form of behavioral objectives, and itils the function of performance testing to
indicate when and to what extent these specific goals are attained.

General educational goals, on the other hand, are vaguely expressed so that it Is never
poisible to discern When they have been attained or the extecht f their attainment. Accordingly,

no form of educational measurement, perhaps least Of all performe1pce testing, can measure the

achievement of general educational goals. For this rtrason, and b ause our culture places such

great emphasis on measuring and counting for the purpose of Øflciency and economy., it is

suggested by the accountability-movement, óompetency-based instruction, and the efforts to

manage education by objectives that all seemingly useless general goals be replaced by specific

objectives, the attainment of which cah be measured, monitored and managed.

But the argument to-eliminate general aims, in favor of the specific, rests on a
misunderstanding of the function of general goals, which is to designate, not what it; the good or

the best, but rather what is unacceptable.-As such, the general goals of education pr9vide the

grounds for defining specific educational objectives.

In short, "general goals operate effectively in the establishment of specific targets provided

we recognize that their function is to provide criteria for determinirig What kinds of arguments

11,
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will constitute serious charges of failure. Specific educational goals are derived from general
educational goals through a social process in which there is produced a definition of what
constitutes not the beet, but the worst that la acceptable. To suppose that specific goals for the
system can or must be generated independently of general goals is to succumb to a most
fundairental misundurstunding of Ulu Ild11110 uf oducational goals."'

The achievement of specific alms Is the business of cornpetency-based instruction, and the
measurement of that achlevement'bf specific alms is the business.of performance testing. Now,
the problem remains as to whether these specific aims depend upon the more petered alms of
education. Or have competency-based instruction and performance testing replaoid general .

aims with specific performance targets arising from the art of:the possible in instruction. and rel
prescription of behavioral objectives? Unless specific goals depend 9n the general aims of
educattpn, performance testing, and its array of associated educatiotial movements, will drive us
further into an educational malaise of confusion and lost confidence.

\ If spedific goals are not related to mile general goals that express broad social values and
shared ideals, narrow interests will contiMilb to compete ruthlessly, Unsuspecting learners,
striving to improve their own performance, will be caught up in the competition to exploit their
improved competency. 6nd sChools and educational systems will continue to' be condemned for
lack of efficiency or productivity or almost any other failure, presumed or real, on grounds which
are it:relevant because they do not reflect general goals of the society or the system..

The discussion seems to have generated another dilemma for performance testing:.
Competency in performance cannot be tested fairly unless it is an establIsfied and measurable
objective of instruatron. Suction objective ls necessarily specific, designating the specific criteria
for the evaluation of its own attainment. The behavioral objectives of competency, furthermore,
emerge directly from particular job-related skills, not from broad cultural aims and values or from
general social ideals arid goals. Anctket, as it has been argued, it is exactly these kinds of,
narrow, sftecialized performance gotls that endanger the society's owes of commonalities ank
consequently, the individual's relationship to that fragmented society.

Studies recording individual alienation and dehumanization need not be recounted to
strengthen the argument against specific instructional goals sought.in isolation from broad social
ideals and general educational-alms. But the tragic picture does flash across the screen: a highly

. proficient person, competent in a variety of economically useful skills, who possesses little or no
sense of individual or aociil identity, self-wDrth, or meaningful direction.for life. Such a person
skillfully fells the trees without ever sewing or appreciating the beauty of the forest. The
concomitant destruction of our physical environment and the senseless waste of our natural
resources, almost matches the loss of human resources.

With respect to the dilemma, some 'uneasy compromisebetween the demands of the
technical and the necessities of theMuman may provide some small consolation. Tile
comproMise will not satisfy. those who, give highest priority to the inner dignity of the person
rather than to creature comforts and increases in the gross national product. But, given the
present power of the continuingpersistence for consumption over creativity, something by way
of compromise' May be better than nothing at all.

This possibility of compromise lies in the hands of vocational and technical trainers who
conruct behavioral objectives and utilize petformance tests. To-these educators and evaluators
fall'ihe opportunity at least to refer the specific goals of training to broader social and
educational aims.

It\
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In what respects, It might be asked, does the attainment of proficiency in some performance

respond to the broader, generally accepted goals of our culture to encourage individual

creativity, to foster conservation of our natufal environment, to develop critical yet cooperative

citizens, and to stimulate a sense of self-identity as well fis a sense of belonging? How might the

assumed opposition of habituated skills and cioativu imagination, of rotitinn work nnd rxpronnive

leisure be reconciled into mutually complomentayy counterparts?

To ask such questions and to begin tcr answer them and to apply partial answers in actual

practice, requirei that the vocational education evaluator become an educational sociologist,

historian, and philosopher, able tO recognize and critically evaluate the general aims of education -

in order to give meaningfulness to specific objectives. Above all else, for social concord and

individual human development, it is necessary that the performance instructor and evalurpor

judge far more than the skilled performance, and that the learner learn far than

performance skills.

Performing SlavesThe Perennial Fear

Philosophical issues converge on performance testing from across the spectrum of

educational thougtit; even from opposite directions. From the radical end of the continuum,

neo-humanistic educators, third-force psychologistsvand existential philosophers rail against

imposing external standards on unique individuhis who are free to chooi4 their own values and

destinies. On the other hand, educational fundamentalists, the perennialists, would return our

modernized, mass, corPorate culture back from the vocational training of slaves to enduring

universal truths and values which serve as absolute criteria for human behavior, action and

performance. For these educators, the alm of schboling is "manhood:not manpower."3

From,this latter perspective, human performance is not to be measured In terms of individual,

interests or needs, for all people possess a common natural power for rationality.

Education must accordingly rely on the universal and the permanent, not the particular and the

transitory. Nor is human performance to be measured in terms of particular marketable

vocational, technical and professional skills Which, apart from the power of rational judgment,

mark our society's performing slaves. Corporate industrialization, technological idvances, and

the observation of changing facts, all served by performance training and testing, readHy enslavp

the skilled in whom the potentiality/ for rational self-direction remains unrealibed.

Thus, Robert Hutchins, in advocating perenniallam in edticatIon, rejected outright most of

the commonplace objectives of AmerIcan'schooling today, and especially training in vocational

competencies. Since a system of education will invariably reflect major cultpral forces, he

argued, It would be naive to think that the schools could develop intelligent humans when all

social pressures are applied to the development of uncritical, unthinking consumers and

producers. Our cultural mission must, therefore, be redirected, away from national power and

accelerated technological changes that take no thought of rational human progress or social

consequences, toward wisdom, understanding, intelligence, and rational thOught and judgment.'

To realize our rationality and thereby reach our full human potential, a liberalizing, freeing

education trust be provided to all, "not to make practitioners but to help in the development of

Intelligent'men and women.",

One coirld probably argue well that there is nothing In performance training ahd testing that

Is Inherently contrary to intellectual development itself. Md tests can and have been Intelligently

developed that do measure performance abilities and competencies. But, then, those who make ,

such successful arguments, and those who construct such reliable and valid performance tests,
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must be utilizmg a degree of rationality that the skilled performer may not have had opportunity
to develop. And this possibility is the crux of the Issue. While it is not a matter of either rational
judgment or skilled performance, it is a question of priorities. Skilled performance without
critical, rational intelligence becomes, in a world of rapid technological change and built-in
obsolescence, a prelude to participating in one's own victimization iirat FM adoration reflorts the
dominant forces of the culture, so we teach toward the tests And performance testing presents a
danger of luring job-skills with instant yet transitory reward.

`Still, it may I): argued, it is better to possess any marketable performance skill than none at
all or, what may be worse, en impractical, purely contemplative intellect (if there is such,a thing).
But this argument forces us back Into an either-or dichotomy by denying all other alternatives to
the extremeseither the performing slave or the intellectual who would be free If he/she knew
how to do anything at ell other than think his/her own thoughts. But these two alternatives are
ar from exhausting our human possiblities, and, 'besides, performance often dependson creative
r critical judgment and cOgnitiv knowledge that no strict performance test alone can measure.

The intelligent. creative and critical worker is, there.fore, no threat to vocational education or
performance testing. Rather she or he is the challenge.

Sell ancicSocietythe Continuing Split.

Performance of skills and evaluation of performance may be viewed from the perspectives of
three domains Commonly used today to classify educational objectivesthe cognitive, the
psychomotor, and the affective. Performance testing is primarily, though not exclusively,
concerned with the measurement of the achievement cif psychomotor objectives and
competencies. Ai we have seen, educational fundamentalists-are concerned with the cognitive
actualization 'of rational potentiality. From the third domain, Hie affective, philosophical isstles
converge upon performance Writing.

These issues, raised by humanistic and existential perspectives, center on the conflict
between external controls or stimuli, preased upon learners from without to modify behavior and
habituate performance, and the free inner choices of autonomous individuals. Furthermore, these
issues focus on the legitimacy of criteria for the evaluation of leaming and performance. For the
sake of economy, efficiency, and socialexpectations, can standardized, uniform criteria be
applied equitably through performance testa to evaluate unique individuals and the worth of their
novel abilities, adhievements, contributions, and potentialities?

In an even cleeper sense, the issueaernerging from concerns with the affective domain for
the unique worth of human individuality raise fundamental philosophical questions regarding the
nature of reality and the sources of truth and goodness. Are human beings essentially, naturally
social beings Whose originality and uniqUeness emerge through varieties of social experience? If
so, we may legitimize some social expectations and cultural norms as criteria for individual
development. But the primacy of individual subjectivity over social expectations and external
standards continues to be philosophically affirmed. 'And, to the extent that such philosophical
arguments possess some admissibility, standardized performance testing will be questioned, and
the objective criteria for evaloating performance will be challenged.

.1Ohn Dewey advocated learnipg through individual participation in group social problem-
solving activities using scientific inquiry and experimentation. This pragmatic approach is based,
theoretically, on the interaction bet*een the individual and the sociophyslcal environment. Thus,
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for Dewey and the pragmatists there is no ultimate separation of reality into the subjective arid

the objective, and therefore, presumably, no inevitable contrary claims of individual subjectivity

and external social expectations. But traditional patterns of thought still hold stronger, sway over

most contemporary education, and the bifurcation of reality into two competing realms continues

to dominate approaches to testing and curriculum design

For one thing, science in the twentieth century has not been utilized as the intellectual and

democratic means to achieve the human community envisioned by liberal pragmatists. Instead,
contemporary experimental science has become the handmaiden of technology. In such

master-slave relationships among disciplines and cultural forces, free inquiry, intellectual

development and social reform usually suffer the consequences of unchecked self-serving

interests. Thus, today science is put to the services of many technological projects whose likely

consequences may be detrimental to long-range human interests

Furthermore, the scientific community has not opened to the masses of contemporary

society. Even if we do benefit economically or militarily from the technologiCal applications of

scientific advances, on the whole, we are generally excluded from the inquiry and
experimentation and have little say in the social uses to which scientific discoveries will be put.

Therefore, scientific inquiry, as advocated by those who reject the dichotomies of the subjective

and the objective, of the individual and the social, has not yet emerged as the means ot

participating in and contributing to, the direction of human affairs.

The broad cultural consequence for education and evaluation is that we live6in a modern,

technologized, industrialized world with loyalties, beliefs, and values characteristic of-premodern1

modes of thought. We live daily amid the external securities and conveniences of creature .

comforts produced and serviced, sometimes efficiently and competently, by technologies and

bureaucrades that fragment,,dehumanize, and alienate. Yet we also still feel sorni worth for

ourselves and for.our humanity, despite our strong dependencies on institutions, systems, and

gadgets that we may know how to manage but doubt we can control.

The performance testing movement, also, will struggle with these confliet and doubts. Can

humans be treated and tested merely as reactive objects whose performance is produced and

evaluated from without? Contrariwise, how can performance testing serve the interests of unique,

purposive learners who creatively choose their oWn competencies and the qualities and social

uses Of those competenciee? Has performance testing already succumbed to the prescriptions

and reductionism of narrow scientism that seeks only to'condition and control the

predeterminants of performance? Or rather can performance testing be complemented by

introspective self-analysis and self-evaluation of individual intentions, plans, volition, and

purpose? Will teaching directed toward performance testing facilitate the individual imagination

and creativity necessary to construct novel uQderstandIng and appreciation of quality

performanoe? in other words, will the perforfilance rbe taught and tested In such ways that it will

serve the needs and interests of the learner, or must the learner serve the inflexible demands of

the teats? ,

Ultimately, these humaniatic concerne challenge the functions and uses of performance

testing to recognize that those skilled performances are not just konomically rewarding and

efficient. The performances most worth performind also serve the psychological renewal and

self4ctualization of the individual.
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Th Sacrifice of Reality

The problem of distihgulshing reality-from the mere appearance of reality is as old aS
philosophic inquiry itself. Some philosopher& have argued that what merely appears and is
fleetingly perceived Is only temporary und thus unreal, not be to be confused with the unduruig
reality of the underlying form. Other philosophers have defined the very essence of reality in
terms of what is perceived, while still others conclude that what is, what exists, cannot be known
at all as His, in and of itself, but rather only as an object of knowledge complying with the
categories of human understanding. As such, the question of thenature of reality may raise little
interest except among philosophers who value disinterested inquiry into esoteric and irresolvable
problems.

And yet the problems of reality and its theoretical distinction from appearance constantly
show up Irf practical, everyday situations, especially in regard to public policy issues in
education and evaluation. Performance testing is no exception.

The evaluation of performance is a costly and time-consuming enterprise. Thus, it becomes
a practical matter to attempt to reproduce the reality of a job situation through laboratory
simulation.

"While most developers of performance tests strive to retain in element of reality by
creating work samples or simulators, there are times when reality must be sacrificed in
the interest of efficiency or in the interest of measuring certain mental processes that
cannot be measured conveniently in any other way . . . They are quick and easy to use,
they do represent important elements of the troubleshooting task, and they can be
used in locations where the real equipment cannot. They suffer from their representing
only part of the total real environment."

One might add that simulators also suffer from the uncertainty of how well, or to what extent
those parts of the real environment are actually represented in the simulated environment.

And no matter how "realistic" simulation appears in performance testing, the performer
being tested may have the notion that, except in terms of the evaluation results, the simulation
itself "really doesn't count." Efforts to research this problem empirically of-experimentally face
the difficulty of gathering data and controlling variables of appearance or perception rather than
of reality and actuality. Thus, one could never know whether or to what extent the notion of
unreality in simulation contributes to or distracts from quality performance. In-either case,
nevertheless, the reliability of performanoe tests relying on simulation suffers some unknown
degree of distortion due to the "sacrifice of reality." if the performance within a simulated
environment does not matter entirely in reality, the performer may be either less cautious or
more relaxed, resulting in either better or worse performance.

This,,of course, Is certainly no devastating argument against simulation and simulators. No
one would want to fly In an airplane whose pilot had been licensed only on the basis of
pencil-and-paper tests that examine knowledge about technical data. Nbr would any of us want
to be operated on by d surgeOn who had never before used a scalpel. Still, the inevitable
divergencies from reality in performance testing should serve as warnings of litnitations and
reservations. Just as the experimental scientist recognizes that data only approach, never
achieve, accuracy, and that the findings are merely probable, tentative, and relative, so also
evaluations resulting froM the More Or less accurate (or inaccurate) measurements of

,w-perforrnance in simulated reality cannot be absolutely conclusive, and should not be acted upon
or applied as such. Consequently, assessments should be made through a variety of performance

'kS
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tests other than those using simulation, and through means ot evaluation uthei time pelIueIIieu
tests. Again, the argument strengthens the contention that the measurement of manipulative

skills alone, to the neglect of intellectual and human relations skills, jeopardizes the entire

process of evaluation.

Broader Horizons

The philosophical issues of reality in performance testing expand into ironic complexity: The

evaluation criteria in performance testing take the form of behavioral objectives derived from the

process of analyzing actual on-the-job skills. One is successful in performance teSts to the extent

that competencies in job-related skills can be demonstrated, that is, to the extent that the

behavioral objectives of vocational or technical training have been achieved. The trainee is held

accountable in terms of these behavioral objectives. If the extent of demonstrated skill

proficiency is adequate to some agreed-upon standard, then the trainee is licensed, awarded a

credential or awarded a certificate or diploma, and hired or promoted and otherwise rewarded for

levels of proficiency achieved.

It is a well-known, but slightly understood, fact that frpm analysis to Job-related skills, to the

definition of behavioral objectives, to the design of competency-based curricula, to the testing of

performance and, finally, to accountability or certification, this training/evaluation scheme
locates its fundamental theoretical roots in behaviorism. For behaviorists, all behavior is reactive,

a response to stimulation from the environment. And all learning is a conditioned response to

'external stimuli. Reality consists of external contingencies and observable behavioral responses

to them. Therefore, behavior, including competent performance, argue the behaviorists, can be

conditioned, controlled, and predicted by managing the environmental stimuli.

It is not the purpose here to provide a definitive critique of the behavioral;theory of learning

or behavioral technology. It-is sufficient to emphasize the behaviorists' reliance on a concept of

reality as external and objective, independent of inner mental states and subjective psychic

processes that cannot be observed or measured.

The ironic point is that those educational endeavors reliant upon behavioral theory and

technology, such akmanagement and accountability by behavioral objectives, including

performance testing, cannot afford to surrender the reality from which stimulation, control, and

the criteria for evaluation all arise. More specifically, the behavioral techniques utilized in training-

and.testing for competency cannot have it both ways. They cannot exclude from reality, or at

least serious consideration, all that cannot be observed and measured, and at the same time for

the sake cif convenience, efficiency and economy, sacrifice even in part the external reality that is

all that remains.

The argument is not that behaviorism and performance testing are wrong In the sense that

the theory does not work In practice. Each of us, as a matter of common sense, is only too well

aware that our behavior Is automatically reactive to external stimuli, and that learned behavior

can be uncritically responsive to social conditioning and external reward. We are even gratified

that this level of learning through operant conditioning is possible. There is no time for

"speculative or critical thought when it Is past time to slam on the brakes.

Life would be wholly unmanageable If we did not perform most routine and repetitive tasks

automatically, without forethought and reflection. Otherwise, we would have to learn and relearn

trivia constantly. Survival would then be impossible; or even if It were possible, we would have no
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time to reflect upon the reasons, purpoiWgoals, values, and meanings of surviving in the first
place. If behaviors could not be conditioned by responses to external realities, many
handicapped and retarded persons cduld not perform-the many tasks of living.that most of us
take for granted every moment.

Therefore, the argument is not that we cannot, or even that we should not, train and learn
and measure behaviors or performances in accordance with the scielice and technology of
behavorlsm. Rather the point is that the theory underlying the concepts and practices leading up
to, and following from, performance testing is inadequate to the degree that it must trade off part
of the authentic external reality fitting the job scene for another that, by comparison, only
sirnulates or approximates the appearance of the original.

The answer to this theoretical, if not ethical, dilemma is, of course, not to give up
competency-based instruction and performance testing. To do so would render our society and
economy totally unmanageable. Instead of giving up the behavior-oriented aspects of
competency training and testing, these could be opened up to yet broader aspects and methods
of human development, education and assessment not covered by behavioral technology.

For example, humanistic and existential concepts 9f human nature and behavior, involving
free choice, self-direction, and self-evaluation, might be brOught to fore. In performance testing,
at least, this broader approach reqUires that the performer be in control in the sense that he has
made a deliberate and critically intelligent choice to be evaluated on the basis of a clear
comprehension of the tasks to be performed and the criteria to be met. Performance would be
viewed and valued as that of a human being with feelings, aspirations, and worth not wholly
circumscribed by that performarfbe. In addition to behavioral competencies, human relation and
affective skills would be enco6raged and rewarded along with critical, reflective intelligence and
aesthetic appreciation. The individual skilled worker then is not easily exploited by mass
corporate systems, and human life takes orv_meanings that extend beyond techhical proficiencies
and occupational settings.

In these broader terms not limited to the independent realities of external stimuli, but
including a sense of individual self-worth and pride in proficiency, performers are not subject to
impositions that they themielves cannot evaluate, control, and redirect. Their own reality is not
reduced to a series of automatic reactions to impersonal conditions and relationships:
Performance becomes a way of expressing, realizing, and becoming one's own truer chosen
selfnot a demonstration of one's ability to meet the expectations, achieve the requirements, or
acquire the rewards of others. .

Performing Individuals and Individualance

It may be that those who strongly advocate performance testing, and especially those who do so
uncritically, do so because they discern the performance of the person in the same sense as the
performance of a machine designed to operate in some specific fashion. Certainly such a propensity
to equate Various meanings of 'performance" could be understood, if not predicted, especially among
vocational and technical educators and occupational evaluators who work with machines, teach
individuals to use machines, and test individuals' operations of machines.

if One wobid not have such expectations or make such predictions of artists, it is not
because the artists are better than the vocationalists. Indeed, theptwo may be one. But, each
approaches performance with a different mentality and a different set of presumptions. Workers
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use their tools and machines to produce a product or to provide a service; artists Use Wee

instruments or mediums to express and create feelings, to interpret end convey meanings and

intensions, to provide pleasure and to enjoy the performance.

in the %wild uf work. it is a small but significant step from mnrbine to machinist, to view the

performance of the machinist as an extension of the function 'of the machine in this sense, the

machinist merely completes the otherwise incomplete machipe. Thus, the performance of the

machinist would be seen as being of the same class as the performance of the machine.

It is this mechanical sense of "performance" that underlies performance or competency-

based education. But the performance of a teacher or a worker -of any personis not the same

as the performance di a machine unless one makes no conceptual distinction between persons

and machines. Then, and only then, could their respective performances be considered Identical.

The performance of a machine must accord with the design of its own production. The sense

of an individual's performance "applies to any action of a person who has parts he makes answer

to`\the parts of the work performed, and connects in ways that correspond to relations of the

parts of the work."' Furthermore, the performance of a person differs from the performance of a

machine in that the former depends on the intention of the performer to engage in it. Since this

distinction between the performance of a human and that of a machine depends on a theory of

human nkture as intentional, it somewhat begs the question and is certainly in no sense

conclusive. Nevertheless, it is just enough to warn against equating mechanical performance.with

human performance and thereby applying the same criteria to the evaluation of each.

If work performance cannot be taken for granted as mechanical action, that is, as uncritical

application of rules or habits, then at least the theoretical foundations of performange testing are

thin and scarce. The performances of machines are not valued intrinsically in arid of and for

themselves. Mechanical performances are rather valued for their convenient and efficient

instrumental functions. Their values lie in their instrumental uses for our own human purposes.

What is valuable In human performances does not entirely, at least, depend on this Instrumntal

relationship to our own human interest, or rather cannot do so without rejecting the inherent

worth of the Individual. It does little good to argue for the inherent worth and dignity of the

Individual performing and the Instrumental value of individual performance. Immeasurable

injustice and suffering are historically rationalized by separating the person from the
sierformance,igranting intrinsic worth to the individual and mere Instrumental worth to the

person's "m0hanictil" performance. Human performande interprets and expresses, some would

argue, not only the work patterns and products, but more importantly the meanings, purposes

and intentions of the person who, contrary to popular contemporary behavioral technology,

cannot, or at least should not, be reduced to a repetoire of measurable, controllable, predictable

behaviors.

/
Relationships of Parts and Wholes \\.

One clear, but problematic, assumption underlying performance testing is that the practice

of an occupation is the sum of the tasks into which that occupation has been analyzed and,

further, that competency in the vocation can be achieved by learning separately to perform the

individual leeks, regardless of their number or nature. Within this assumption, the performance .

task that is tested is to the vocatidn as a part is to its whole.

Now the relationship among parts, and in turn their relationships to their whole, may appear

at first glance to be simple and straightforward. In some .cases, such as with the legs of a chair
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and the chair itself, the relétionships may be comparatively uncomplicated, though a designer or
manufacturer of chairs may argue otherwise. The relationships among human behaviors, and
especially behaviors relating several or many humans within a system such as a school or job or
entire vocation, can become COM plex and complicated beyond the point of nmie description,
much

Extending beyond the empirical description, philosophic inquiry has ever been intrigued and
challenged by the question of complicated relationships of parts to wholes. In logic, it is
fallacious to argue that the qualities of the parts also characterize the whole, or conversely, that
the nature of the whole characterizes each individual part. In experience, this may or may not be
the case but, if so, never by logical necessity. Of course, philosophy is notorious for its
conflicting peispectives, so iecomes as no surprise that some philosophic theories pi ize unity
among parts and within wholes, while other pluralistic notions perceive incongruities, if not
conflicts, among at least some relationships. Monistic perspectives of unified reality value order,
continuity, regularity, and lawfulness among human behaviors and social relationships. Others
argue for at least the possibility, if not the desirability, of the diverse, the spontaneous, the
innovative, the creative, and the unpredictable.

There is no reason to assume that those engaged in performance-based instruction and
performance testing intend deliberately to enter this metaphysical squabble. On the contrary,
vocational educators use these training and testing techniques for quite pragmatic reasons that
go far beyond or never approaching the desire to argue, even discuss, a metaphysical notion
regarding the relationship of parts to wholes, or aisocial theory advocating the inevitability or
desirability of regularity and structure over spontaneity and innovation, or vice versa:

Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that performance testing and the educational
movements on which it depends and with which it Is associated are themselves inexorably
related to political and educational policies that at least represent, if they do not promote,
controversial social values, conflicting educational philosophies, and competing lifestylei.

The performance tester cannot but endorse, or at least sanction, those social perspectives
and values inherent within the view that parts relate, or ought ts relate, in a unified manner to the
wholes to which they rightfully belong: that is, that task performances go to make up the job, or
that vocations are the sum of their respectiye individual tasks. Thus, regularity, predictable
performance, consistent production, ordered sequence, dependable service, formal relationships,
structured experiendes, conditioned responsesirliable competencethese and other similar
characterizations make up the reality of human experiences and social relationships observed,
measured and monitored by performance testing. No arguments are here proposed against these

' qualities and processes intensely scrutinized, promoted, and rewarded through performance
\testing.

\ But it is-necessary to question the degree to which these kinds of values, realities, and
l*Iliefs encompass the entire range of human experience and characterize the possible scope of
tiuman relationships. When asked, one may be tempted to respond: very slightly. But, even if the
predictable qualities and strudtured processes measured by performanCe tests chartcterize most
htman experiences and relationships, one could again ask critically: Are these ordered
sequences and conditioned responses the best parts of the whole sweep of human potentiality?
WO, probably not, nor were the elements tested in performanceever proposed to be the
highest, most challenging and valuable aspects of humanitythough they may promote higher
potntialities, whatever our priorities may perceiVe them tO be.
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So, again, a consideration qf the philosophical issues in performance leafing itrada nut tu the

question of whether there is'a legitimate, justifiable place for performance testirig, but just what

is that place in the broader scheme of education, human development and social interaction.
Whether one's value orientation or philosophical poi spective assigns a relatively high or low
priority to the routini7ad hahavioral regularities evaluated through performance testing, it would
be as difficult to judge them the best, the finest, the highest as to judge them the worst, the least,
the lowest. And somewhere between these two extremes, the measurable performance and the

measuriqg performance test He as instrumentalities, mere means to competency, social
usefulness, and economic independence, but nevertheless as means to yet higher goals of
human development and reJationships.

Performance testing, like any other means, may be elevated, even for the noblqist reasons, to

an end in itself. Perceived as such, performance testing no longer serves but defines human
existence and experience. That life is likely to be void of diversity and dissent, of innovation and
inquisitiveness, of -spontaneity and sparkle. It is.hoped that the alternatives will not be reduced tO

a choice,between competency, competition, and control on one hand, and creativity, compassion

and curiosity on the other. Just as we cannot learn in a rat maze ail that is most worth knowing,
performance testing cannot evaluate all that we know and am, or should most desire to learn and

become.

Copplusion

Performance testing is more than a fada mere temporary stop-gap measure for
overwhelming perplexities that have been accumulating since World War II. Among those
perplexities were: rapidly expanding school enrollments, frantic responses to Sputnik, and
chardts that our schools were failing, then mobilization to integrate minorities and handicapped
persons, followed wickly by social demands for greater equality of opportunity and the need to

move from an expahding economy to a steady state. Perhaps at no other time in history has any
socitinstitution been called upon to accomplish so.much as the American school system In the

pastleneration.

Normally schools reflect and follow the trends of the broader society. Yet, in the past
generation, when social goals have been unclear, educators have been called upon to mark out
new paths that the broader society has, in many cases been reluctant to travel: integration,
conservatron, Innovation, accountability, economy, reconstruction of traditional belief patterns
and valye systems. Performance testing, performance contracting, and competency-based
instruction are but a few of the major efforts within education to respond without clear social
goals or firm social support. No single one of these efforts, or even a combination of several
dould meet all the conflicting demands and competing needs placed upon the schools.

A few'of the issues raised by performance testing have been reviewed. Its underlying
assumptions appear to conflict with both traditional cognitive alms and innovative affective
emphases. It raises questions of priodty rebardIng individual autonomy and social responsibility.
It appearsto contrast the mechanical with the humanistic, the quantitative with the'qualitative,
the predetermined with the free and open and unpredictable. Performance testing, in fact', brings

to the fore the biting theoretical issues and value conflicts plaguing education and our. broader

4'sOtiety today. As such, it provides a living laboratory for social and educational experlinentation.

aperimentation demands caution ahd control, as.well as creativity and courage.
Perfohnance testing as an experimental arena is no panacea for all educational problems. Its
interests and capacities do not reach allshuman concerns. The conceptual fiamework of
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performance testing is narrow and shallow coMpared to the breadth and depth of human
prospects and socialneeds. Its concept of performance is necessarily definite and precise, and
therefore not wholly adequate to cover the spectrum of individual interest, will, need and
aspiration. Nevertheless, performance testing has its legitimate uses within its defined limitations.
The danger is that these limitations will be exceeded when it is called upon to provide more than
it has to offer.
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Comments onihe Philosophical Issues
In Performance Testing

John F. Thompson
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

The two authors present very different ideas. Borpw helps the reader learn about'
performance testing while Willers helps the reader learn of performance testing. These
distinctions are not minor. In learning about.something we learn what it is and how it functions.
In learning of something we engage in new ways of thinking. It requires us to actively engage In
the examination of our assumptions.

Borow helps us understand the, history of performance testing, some of its issues and
problems. Willers, on the other hand, takes us to basic assumptions and points out
inconsistencies with broader goals. The former, then, Is more a technical paper and the latter a
more philosophical paper. While their differences'are sharp and clear they do complement each
other.

If philosophicaljnquiry helps us examine assumptions, what is an assumption? An
assumption is something which is taken for granted or supposed and, therefore, cannot be
verified in a scientific sense; If an idea can be proved, it ceases to be an assumption and
becomes a fact. All of us act on our assumptionselialose that are not examined.

Assumptions need to be examined in light of reliability. A belief is reliable when'it always
results in the same outcome. Assumptions need to be examined in light of their validity. A belief
is valid when it conforms to ne* knowledge and experiences. And.finally, assumptions need to
be examined in light of consistency. That is, the entire set of assumptions about a concept like
performance testing needs to support and work together rather than against each other.

With this framework in mind, let us wiamine the two papers. The strength of Borow's paper, I
have already indicated, is that it identifies some of the issues and problems of performance
testing. Its weakness is a philosophical paper is that it does not go far enough in examining
many of the assumptions identified or implit, 0 I .find the early sections of the paper to
be more profound than the latter. Early in the of ft author presents the "tacit assumptions of
testing." These are said to be individual differan i people that ,can be measured, the stability
of measured individual differences, and our abillbi to predict student performance from a test
situation to an external nontest setting such aS `a job. These are powerful assertions. While all are
not examined here they need to be by those whio favor performance testing.

admire, particularly, the section on validity. There the author analyzes the assumption of
predictability froAschool to job. It is pointed out that

"the failure of the typical performance test to tap relevant factors in on-the-job training
behavior or bona fide job behavior may limit its capacity to furnish a comprehensive
and accurate index of the student's cOmpetency. Performance tests customaitily
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.appralso an array of cognitive and psychomotor skills. Yet, the affective domain is
clearly part of the universe of performance on the job. Successful performance in the
vast realority of occupations rests at least partially on the worker's attlUdei and
personal disposition toward the work scene, such aseide of workmanship, compliance
with rules of the woikplaco, quality ot inter pot sonal I olntions, dopemintAlty. and

integrity.".

The section ends, however, with a practical and technical emehasis on how the validity probleth
may be solved.

Willer's paper identifies and examines basic assumptions of per for mance testing. It was

necessary for me to read the introduction a couple of times before understanding its purpose,

which I concluded to be one of sensitizing the reader to the broad issues. While I wanted to
argue with minor pointsk its conclusion is the` focal point.

"In generil, these issues speak to the limitations, narrowness and inadequacies of
performance testing when over-stressed or under to the exclusion of other claims and
interests. Though threatening to narrow self-interests, such critical messages of .

caution can provide clarity and breath of purpose together with insights into worthy
means of Judging human develdriment and achievement."

It is pointed out that:

"A performance test is presumed to be a measure of occupational competency or,ttie
the ability to perform lob-related skills. This presumption, in turn, is based on the
assumption that job skills, and even overall occupational functions, can be reduced by
meticulous analysis to meaningful, mantigeable and measurable sequential segments.
The component performance of these work segments. may be examined and evaluated.

The purpose of performance testing, accordingly, is to discern the quality of a
particular Job-related skill or to qualify for a particular ocupation."

I think another assumption need4 to be added tothis section. We tend to assume in
vocational education that if we know which skills are necessary for occupational competence, we
know how to teach them. This leads to another dimension thatls neglected In this paper. It
relates to the lack of assertions about learning theary as it is used to support performance
testing.

The remainder of Willers paper 14 very powerful. It is a very concise philosophical treatise of
verformance testing. In fact, I wish I:had written it.

In sum, while.the papers are very different, there are points on which the authors tend to
agree. Remember, Borow's paper Is more technical. It tends to offer the position that
performance testing is rather value-free and its real problems are test validity and reliability. On
the other hand, Willers tends to identify assumptions for critical Judgments. Nevertheless; they
tend to agree that:

Performance testing is a narrow educational perspective.
Performance testing does not adequately assess the impact of the affective domain on
successful job performance.
Performance testing has.a national perspective. \

. .

Performance testing has a sotial peripective.
,..

. Performance testing has an inherent conflict between individual and social goals.
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CHAPTER THREE

TECHNICAL ISSUES

es-

a

n.

Thfr technical issues affecting performance testing are either addressed directly or alluded to be
et Ty contributor in this handbook. While technical issues such as validity and reliability do cross
al of the other issue areas, they have enough importapce to stand on their owri and warrant a
c pter solftly devoted to them. Therefore, Chapter Mee begins With a discussion of technical
conskieratione by Evelyn Perloff where validity, reliability, efficiency, test bias, and observer/rater
variability are addressed. In discussing each of these considerations, she relates their role in
classly0 measurement theory.and the applicability of the concepts to performance testing. For
example, consistency validity is described as a promising validation approach for performance
tsta

,.
I.
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Raymond Klein authomd the second paper which provides a more pragmatic approach to
performance teating. He focuses on developing of performance tests; testIngOrocess;
standardization and norms; determining cut-off scores, ploviding test related materials: and
revising tests The chapter concludes with Samuel I ivIngston providing a third perspective on the

technical issues facing performance testing In the Comments paper

A
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Technical Considerations: Validity, Reliability, Eftichnry, and
Observer/Rater Variability *

Evelyn Perloff
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The purpose of this paper'is to describe characteilstics or effective testing instrureeritt:
There are three crucial. characteristics of a good test: validity, rellabliitY, and efficiency. Thit is,
good test should (1) provide information relevant to announced objectives oi uses to whith°the
test will be put (validity), (2) indicate consistent information about those tested (retititiN0y), and
(3) be convenient, pertinent, and economical to administer and interpret (efficiancy)t it2IS:.
generally conceded by measurement experts that the most fundatnental,character1460 good'
test is Validity, with rellability.generally considered secondary. Least important tiF.t those:.
additional considerations that include efficiency and a variety of characteristics which reflect a .

test's utility.
.

This paper discusses characteristics of a 'good test that derive from classicie measurement
theory. Ahhough performance testing calls for modifications of classical measurement theory,
these revisions have been slow in coming and es a result much of classical measurement theory
remains appropriate. There are, howevtr, some hopeful indications that useful changes are being
developed for specific evaluation of performance tests. These will be presented here whenever
appropriate. Two procedures of particular concern to performance testing are observing and
rating what individualt do in test situations. The last section of this chapter will therefore present
a brief consideration of both procedures, with special attention to the issue of observer and rater
variability.

Validity

Although validity is considerd the most important feature of measuring instruments, it
remains the most difficult to assess because 11 is the most complex. Furthermore, validity
involves a number of considerations.that are external to the tett itself, yet need to be related to
test performanc. Validity has been defined'in several ways, but these definitions stress the same
general idea: Does the test measure what it is supposed to measure? If the answer is yes, then
the test is considered valid, if the answer is ne, then the test is not regarded as valid. Validity is a
matter of degree not an "all or none" condition. That is, two tests can be assessed as valid, but
one may be more valid than the other because it does a better job of measuring what it is
supposed to measure. There are also four different kinds of validity. Depending on how validity is
defined, the four kinds afe: (1) criterion validity, (2) content validity, (3) construct validity, and (4)
Consistency validity. The first three apply to classical mt'asurement testing and the foteeth is more
specific to performance testing. The four kinds of validity are discuised below.

4
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Criterion Validity

leacheis and nhmagers frequently need to compare test achievement with school or job

performance That is. tests are administered bec,auso it is necessary to predict present or future

abilities The emphasis hero is not oil whet the test measures, but I a t he I on how well it pi

that is, the quality of the test is not determined by the test's content pet so, but rather with the

ability of performance of that content.tO predict later school achievement or job performance. If

subsequent school or job expectations, based on earlier test performance, are confirmed then

the test has criterion validity. Criterion validity has also been called criterion-related or

concurrent snd predictive validity

Criterion validity is so termed because it relates to a criterion (standard) or ride for judging

the value of something. In measurement, a criterion is pet formance (academic grades,

Supervisory ratings, job proficiency) against which the value of a test score is judged. Thus, A

test has, criterion validity if individuals who are judged successful on the criterion (cto well in

school, obtain high job ratings, perform effectively on-the-job) are those who also obtained the

high test scores. Similarly, we would e)$pect individuals who are judged unsuccessful on the

criterion (do poorly in school, obtain low job ratings, perform inadequately on-the-job) to be

those who obtained the low test scores. In contrast, a test does not possess criterion validity if

there is little agreement in how individuals perform on the criterion and how the test assesses

their abilities. That is, higher test scores correspond to a range (low and high) of school br job

measures.and low test scores correspond to a range (low and high) of school or job.measures.

Criterion validity presupposes that a criterion is relevant and has been accurately measured.

That is, not any criterion will do. A criterion must be salient for those who wish to makw

personnel decisions on the basis of tess scores. For example, grades are viewed as a salient

school criterion, but number of hours studied or ability to outline material effectively, although

worthwhile and perhaps means to an end for grades, may not in themselves be cohsidered good

criterion measures. Obviously, selecting a criterion is no easy task since the complex and

difficult issues inherent in the concept of validity are true for criteria as well as for tests. This

predicament is readily observed for the two most commonly used (and supposedly most

appropriate) criteria: school grades and on-the-job performanoe ratings. Unfortunateiy, too little

effort is expended on the criterion side of the ledger. We suspect that until this state of affairs is

modified, criterion validity may not accurately reflect an instrument's effectiveness.

Content Validity

Judging the adequacy of a test's substance or content describes the prOcess of content

validation. It seeks to answer the question: Does the test measure what the test constructor

(teacher or manager) thinks it does? Judgment in this context generally refers to evaluation by

experts in a content area.
4

Content validity is typically applied to tests measuring outcomes of education and training.

For the most part, these tests are achievement tests or representative samples of the universe of

appropriate content. The process of content validation specifies clearly defined steps to ensure

that the final product, the test, has maximum content validity. A first step involves relating

instructional content on the one hand to a taxonomy of objectives on the other. This step

encourages delineation of expected instructional outcomes as well as detailed student Isehaviors.

It resembles preparation of an efficient lesson plan.
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.-leollowing this, appropriate measures of the expected instructional outcomes and student
behavior can be developed. This second step requires representative sampling of the test's
content. The completed test Is then ready to be judged by appropriate experts in the area
iogarding adequate covoi ago of its content. II the expel Lb concui. thu tust is considered to have
content validity. If the exports are critical and disagree, the test will not be assessed as having
content.validity.

Although content validation can progress in an orderly fashion, execution of the primary
stepssubject matter selection, outcome specification, content sampling, and ultimate judgment
by expertstends to behighly subjective. It appears unrealistic, then, to expect constant close
correspondence between what a test author includes in a test and how that test is judged by
experts in the field, Unfortunately, in many situations, there may be no other alternative than
content validity as a measure of a test's effectiveness. Lennon states it well when he says that

in many testing situations (of which achievement testing forms the largest class) there
is not available or readily accessible any dependable criterion variable, against which
the "validity" of the test may be measured; and secondly, is the fact that there are
certain uses of tests for which correlations with either contemporary or subsequent
Criteria are not meaningful as indicators of validity.'

It is probably with regard to content validity that performance tests fare best. Their contents
appear to resemble the objectives and contents established by a curriculum and are therefore
readily acceptable to educators and job trainers. In fact, Borow points out that when
performance tests have

highly relevant content they are so compellingly convincing in appearance that
vocational educators, on-the-job (OJT or JIT).. training supervisors, and industrial
pers9r!nçlPkcruitment officers are tempted to accept derived scores from such
eerf ance tests as tantamount to job proficiency.2

A final issue regarding content validity that pertains specifically to performance tests as.they
relate to minimum competency testing is to view content validity in terms of curricular and
instructional validity.' Curricular validity determines how well a test measures curriculum's
objectives. This involves a comparison of test and curriculum objactives. Instructional validit
measures whether the schools provided the content assessed by the test. Both curricular and
instructional validity place additional burdens on tests that are beyond that generally demanded
by content validity in measuring student and employee performance.

Conatnkt Validity

Whenever it s necessary to consider one or more underlying properties or constructs
(concepts) that an instrument measures, then'the relevant validation procedure called for is
construct validity. It is an analysis of the meaning of test scores in terms of psychological
concepts or "Constructs". This kind of validity is considered the most significant and important
because it derives directly from.theory. Unlike criterion and content validities, the process of
construct validity is not easy to understrid. It is intricately linked to science and ia the same
proceis as that used tovenerate\and test scientific theories.
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There are various types of evidence that can be considered in estabiishmij Gott/fiat/LI Vtiiidity.

The term "construct" refers to an underlying trait, disposition, or ability, such as anxiety,

congeniality, motivation, responsiblity, or verbal influence. These are five examples of a verx

large number of possible constructs. There are two primary ways to obtain evidence of contruct

validity. First, a test has construct validity if it differentiates between individuals who rank high

and those who rank low on the construct underlying the test (Note that in this case the

construct is in fact a criterion measure.) Second, a test has construct validity if the theory

proposes certaiq modifications of th&censtruct and these in turn produce corresponding test

score changes. ost frequently construct validity is accomplished by examining a group of tests

believed to be ing the same thig. Then, the characteristic underlying what is common to

these tests (a con ruct) is identified by using a statistical procedure called factor analysis. The

technique of factor analysis permits reduction of a complex domain of many variables to one of

simpler structure with fewer variables. This analytic procedure identifies tests or measures that

are closely related (highly correlated) with one another. That is, these tests or measures are

similar, they belong together. The reduced number of characteristics or variables underlying

groups of similar tests or measures are then called factors or constructs. It is important to

remember that the construct identified will depend on the specific tests and measures included

in the factor analysis, According to Ekstrom,' there are a number of problems affecting construct

validity when factors of a factor analysis are used as criteria. The first problem results when a

number of tests identifiecrby the same construct are actually measuring different things. Seconds

characteristics of examinees affect the factor structure of a test.. That is, definitions of mental

health differ by seX and race. For example, if males and females exhibit the same behavior, It

"may be rated as highly aggressive for the ,female but only moderately aggressive for the male."

Similarly, some personality measures are affected by race "because nonpathologioal racial

variance contributes to elevated scores on some scales."

A third and last concern relates to examinees' use of different strategies to solve Problems

presented in tests. For example, it has been demonstrated that although, many Individuals

mentally manipulate figures in solving spatial visualization problems, others use an analytic

strategy to separate figures Into elements and then look for similarities. Similarly, according to

Gruen and Parkman,' most adults use memory to solve problems of simplil addition, but

most children and some adults use incremental counting to solve these problems.

Construct validation is obviously a much complex and time-consuming process than

either criterion or content validity. As described y Cronbach° "construct validity is established

through a long-continued interplay between obServation, reasoning, and imagination"; and

according to Kerlinger° it has been "recognized as a central kind of validity" by the American

Psychological Association. In summary, construct validity appears as the most promising

validation procedure, worthy of the necessary time, effort, and expense required to identify as

well as measure the relevant construct.

Consistency Validity

The previous discussion has presented the classical model used to establish test validity.

That is, as pointed out by Wernimont and Campbell,'° the classic validity model uses tests "as

signs, or indicators," instead of.sampling appropriate behavidrs to predict futtire performance. As

many writers have pointed out, particularly those who have encountered a variety of difficulties

in trying to predict on-the-job performance, the classical model has not always been effective.

There is substantial evidence to Indicate that validities for many predictors (measures of mental

ability, specific and general aptitude measures, achievement tests, Interests, or personality

dimensions) of job performance have remained low. In fact, these conditions have persisted for
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over 50 years In spite of extensive efforts by professionals in government, industry, and the
military to ameliorate this state of affairs. Hopefully, we are finally ready for "an idea whose time"
has long since passed. What is being proposed, then.is to modify criterion validity as it is now
defined to stress consistency between criteria and predictors. Or as Wernimont and Campbell
statu.

The essence df the suggested procedure is the establishment of consistencies between
relevant dimensions of job-behavior and preemployment-behavior samples obtained
from real or simulated situations. If samples instead of signs are employed, a number
of prediction and measurement problems seem to be alleviated or at least confronted
more directly."

In other words, the shift tn criterion validity that is being suggested is from predictors as
signs to behavior as steeples of future performance. Wernimont and Campbell describe it well
when they say, "The best indicator of future performance is past performance."12

A related issue here is a tendency by those in measurement to refer to any relationship
between similar behavioral measures as reliability rather than validity. Classic measurement
theory defines validity, as the correlation between dissimilar predictors and criteria. In contrast,
consistency validity looks to relationships between similar predictors and criteria. This latter
notian of behavior sampling appears to be the basis of a large domain'of performance
assessment: namejy, simulation. Wernimont and Campbell also point out that the approach
seems to underlie prediction from blogiaphicalinventories that include items that "represent an
atteMpt to assess previous achievement on similar types of activities.""

Four ppsible.steps constitute application of the consistency. model. The first steps entails anlwdensive Job analysis, with specific attention to those job dim i Mons which relate to critical
behaviors for successful and/or unsuccessful job performanc . Second, each applicant's
background (education and experience) is assessed for manifest critical behaviors. Step 3
follows whenever an applicant's background data do not include relevant job behaviors. This step
requires administration of numerous work-sample tests and/or simulation activities. The fourth
and final step involves use of "individual performance measures of psychological variables""
whenever possible.

A final issue involved in coesistency validity is that predicted measures must not only be
behavioral measures but also observable job behaviors that relate to performance competency.
Behavioral measures of the performance of, say, a production manager would refer to
assessment of such job activities as scheduling requirements, operating costs, spillage and
waste, employee absenteeism and tardiness, procurement, and future planning. These beoome
the predictor measures (or behavior sample) and must be similar to and therefore predictive of
the criterion (or measures to be predicted). It follows then that such frequently adopted criteria
as salary increases and promotions are inappropriate. Neither criterion can be consideted a Job
behavior nor can the individual exert significant control over either of them.

Some Advantages. Although consistency validation is not a total panacea for problems
associated with criterion validity; it can provide better returns in seeking to understand Job
performance by, stressing behavior measurement. As suggested by Wernimont and Campbell,t6
there are four primary advantages that consistency validity'has over criterion validity. These are
presented below.
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1. Stability of relevant lob behaviors In spite of produaive research relating to performance

criteria there appears to be little information documenting stability of relevant job behaviors. It

follows then that consistency validith which speaks to recurring and relevant job behaviors, is a

mote applaable vafidation appl (laCh than Clacirril rnethodologv attemj)ts "to generalize horn a

ono time criterion measure to an appronciablo time spar) of job behavior "'" That is. unlike

criterion validity, consistency validity stresses longitudinal prediction.

2. Faking and response sets. Since consistency validation maximizes behavior and minimizes

self-reporting, the usual response biases that affect self-roports will be significantly reduced

3. Discrimination Ill tasting. As pointed out by Doppolt and Bennett, two common cr iticisms

made against tests are (1) lack of relevance and (2) unfairness of content Both charges have had

deleterious consequences on testing programs, particularly in business and industry. Thus, a

number of legal cases have shown that manV job skills and knowledge can be obtained through

on-the-job training programs, regardless of test performance. Similarly, many tests have been

considered "culture-dependent." Test items strep white middle-olass values that result in an

inaccurate appraisal of the disadvantaged or those who have not been influenced by white

middle-class culture or education.

4. Invasion of privacy. This is the fourth*and final problem that the cOnsistency validity

approach dissipates. That is, there is neither need to develop new tests each year nor

maintenance of strict security over testing materials by test developers. The tests, by

specification and design, are to resemble job behaviors. Thus, these behavior samples, by their

very nature, serves as obvious links between preemployment and on-the-job behaviors.

Consistency validity appears to be a promising validation, approach. It is suggested as a

replacement,for criterion validity only (not for construct validity), and it is particularly

appropriate for performance tests because it focuses on the measurement of behavior. That is,

consistency validity substitutes behavior samples for predispositional signs, stresses longitudinal

over one-time criterion measurement, and can significantly reduce persistent testing problems of

response sets, discrimination, and invasion of privacy.

Reliability

Reliability, Cronbach perfers the term generalizabilty,"3 is the second most important

characteristic to consider in evaluating measuring instruments. A variety of terms haVe been used

to define reliability. They include acc,uracy agreement, consistency, dependability, generalizabil-

ity, homogeneity, precision, regularity, stability; and trustworthiness. Of these terms, consistency

is probably considered most representative, although not totally encompassing. Consistency here

refers to stability or trustworthiness of test performance over time. Unfortunately, reliability

measurement involves an indirect and statistical conceptualization. Thus, it is assumed that a

"true score" existi on a particular test lor every individual, but these scores are indeterminate.

They could, however, be approximated if the test were administered many times to the same

individual. Not only is this unreasonable but it is also unrealistic since a test is usually

administered only once. Hence, reliability is interpreted as that proportion of the variance

attributed to variation in the "true sense."

Estimation is'essential here because behavior fluctuates, with the result that performance

varies from one time to the next. Furthermpre, no single measurement can be expected to typify

c.
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an individual's behavior completely; it can only serve as a rough approximation. Test theory
provides techniques for assessing this variability of test scores In order to estimate "true"
performance. The most familiar estimation approach is to determine the standard error of
measurement that provides an indication of the magnitude of error between "true" and observed
performance.

There are additional approaches for assessing reliability, where comparisons require making
at least 'two observations per person. The emphasis here is on consistency or lack of error. That
is, -a reliable test is one that is devoid of error, where error refers to test score inconsistencies
resulting from a variety of influences and conditions that plague measurement. These errors are
random or chante fluctuations that do not result from changes due to the nature of what is being
measured, but may result instead from variability on the part of the test taker, due to such factors
as fatigue, loW or high motivation, and variability in the interpretation of ambiguous test
questions.

4

There are two crimparisons for checking consistency: (1) administering equivalent parts or
complete testa on the same occasion and (2) adminIstering the same test on several occasions.
The former approach (measuring on one occasion) indicates how well two sets 'of comparable
test scores agree wtien they have been obtained at the same time. The latter approach
(measuring on4everal occasions) compares agreement of two or more sets of test scores when
they have been obtained at different times. Both approaches examine the four major sources of
test-score variation that Iffect reliability. These have been succinctly specified by Cronbach" as
four kinds of charcteristics that influence an individual's performance: (1) lasting and general
characteristics, (2) lasting and specific characteristics, (3) temporary and general characteristics,
and (4) temporary and specific characteristics.

Measuring on One Occasion

Two methods are available for determining reliability in this situation: alternate form
(administering equivalent forms of a test) and internal consistency (dividing a single test into
equivalent parts). The twb major sources of test-score variation that are counted as error here
and hence reduce reliability include both lasting and temporary specific 'characteristics of the
individual. These specific characteristics are appropriately illustrated by (1) lasting skills,
abilities, attitudes, and knowledge called for by the particular test, and (2) temporary memory
fluctuations, motivational changes, luck, and emotional states related to the particular test.

Measuring on Sevqral Occasions

Two methods are also available for determining reliability over time: retest (administering the
,same test after an appropriate time interval) and delayed alternative-forms (administering
equivalentforms of the test after an appropriate time interval). The exact length of the interval is
not of major concern, only that it be long enough to minimize effects of memory. The two major
sources of test-score variation that count as error in this case are general and specific temporary
characteristics of the Individual. These temporary characteristics are fittingly illustrated by (1)
general knowledge, skilli, atVtudes, and habittrelated to the particular teat, and (2) specific
memory fluctuatione, motivation chantes, luck, and emotional states related to the particular -

test. ,
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Although validity is considered the single most essential requirement of a good test,

reliability helps to ensure a test's trustworthiness and dependability Cronbach sums it up well-

Information on reliability is supplementary It sometimes warns us that validity will be

tirniterl just because ot error 0. 1 itiemNutement, 4ffilt it .11uMutlititrO lwl, IC3 Plan MO(

accurate datavathering procedure.'"

Efficiency

The third characteristic to be desired in tests is efficiency !his characteristic refers to a

number of supplementary considerations that include sources of test bias, "face validity,"

applicability, and cost. Although none of these is as conceptually critical as validity, they do

relate to the test's effectiveness and should be examined as part of a test selection procedure.

Sources ot Test Bras

As discussed by EkstI rom? tests should be as free as possible from different types of content

bias. These biases are ilOumerical, (2) role, (3) status, (4) stereotypic, and (5) familiarity. The

first four biases result `-en members of certain groups are underrepresented or overrepresented

by number, level, kind, and stereotype of activities in which they are portrayed in tests. The fffth

and final bias, familiarity, results when jertainogroups have had differential opportunities for

experience or familiarization with specific test content.

As Ekstrom" points out, these biases have been well documented in the literature. Numerical

bias has frequently occurred because women are infrequently presented in achievement tests. In

contrast, role bias has been frequently found in test cbntent because women are generally

portrayed as housewives, secretaries, and teachers, suggesting that womert do not (or cannot)-

enter all occupatiOns. Similar to role bias is status bias where women and minorities are rarely

presented in administrative and leadership positions. That is,.they aro teachers and salespersons

but not principals and managers. Stereotypic bias results when tests show (1) women as less

interested or able to work with mechanical equipment, preferring instead to work in homemaking

and helping areas; and (2) minorities as less interested or able to handle the professions,

preferring instead to 'remain as blue-c011ar workers.

The fifth and last bias, familiarity bias, is best illustrated by Ekstrom when she describes a

spatial visualization test "in which the subjects were told that the process involved in solving the

problems is similar to 'working with sheet metal'. Such VI Statement probably biased this test in

favor of males becau e it suggested that these items can only be solved by people who have

some knowledge of eet metal w he identical process could have just as accurately been

described as similar o 'working Uiress pattern."23
.
e

It is a sad commentary, indeed, Uzi point out that not only do these biases affect

performance, but also that, there is little, if any, research data to substantiate or refute them.

Face Validity

This consideration refers to the nontechnical issue of consumer appeal. That is, public

acceptance of a test generally demands that it appear relevant and meaningful. A test that
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appears appropriate and reasonable to those examined is sMd 4o have "face validity." Although
no quantitative assepsment can be made .91 face validity. Cronbach" states, "if a test is
int4resting and 'sensible,' taking it is likely td be a pleasant experience," and this probably
produces valid scores

Scores in this case pertain to the specific.behaviors of the test and as such indicate the test's
purposes. It is important to consider two questions: Does the test measure what it is assumed to,
measure? Does it adequately sample the appropriate content? In most cases, tests measure what
they appear to be measuring, but there have been occasions when this has not.been so. That is,
so-called clerical aptitude tests with subtests seeking to measure numerical, equipment
identification, and information abilities have been found to be predictive of mechanical aptitude.
Thus, as Selltiz, WriOhtsman, and Cook" caution: lust looking' is smug ignorance." Technical
validity (as previously presented) should nst, of course, be sacrificed for face validity and this is
not necessary because,tests that have boNtechnical and face validity are usually available.

Applicability

A third measure of efficiency is the ease with which a test can be admigistered, scored, and
interpreted. A test is easy to administer it it does not require highly trained persons to administer
it. Similarly, a test that does not have either complex or specifically timed ihstructions will be
easier to admnister. A test that can be objectively scored will be easier to handle than a test that
requires judgment of observation. And finally, a test that can be readily interpreted and
communici* by preparedicheck Hits or tables is easier than alest.that requires professional
expertise for interpretability and communicability.

Zost

The Iasi consideration of efficiency is cost of test materials, administration, and scoring.
Cosfs can be reduced when it is possible to reuse test materials. If a large number of individuals
are to tie tested, it may be more economical to obtain a full-service package from .the test
publisher that covers test materials, scoring services, and reports Of individual and group results.

Summary
tr

In suripmary, a test is.effrcient when it is unbiased, acceptable (has fece validity), aplicable
(easy to ddminister, score, and interpret), and economical. 41Decisions regarding tests must
initially consider relevance and consistency of information. For this assurance, we turn to validity
arid rellabilty. A final, but not necesiarily insignificant-consideration:is test efficiency. Certfty,
lf validity, and reliability of two tests are about the same, the decision regarding which test te.WIlte

k-A?should be based on matters of efficiency.

Observer/Rater Variability

icuseion thus far has concentrated on limes from classical measurement theoryvalidity,
reliability, and efficiencythat affecf testing. As pointed out by 1(lein,2° however, a performance
test "involves observing and rating what individuals Working at specific jobs, in a variety of
situations and conditions actually-do." As a tesult, developers of performanbe tests.,face .
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particularly difficult problems that do not generally confront those who design the more typical

achievement and aptitude tests We refer here to obstacles inherent in the procesies of observing
and rating. More specifically, we will limit discussion to validity and reliability issues.of
'observation and rating measures, piesenting ubservatiun issuos tiist.

Observation Issues

Variability among observers arises primarily from two sourceS of error: variability within
individual observers and a variety of systematic observer biases As presented by Simon/7 .

To. observer variability means ."the.inability of a given observer to repeat an observation again and

again in exactly the same way with exactly the same result; find bias means "a tendency to
observe the phenornenon in a manner that differs from' the 'true' observation in some consistent..."

fashion." /
Overcoming observer bias is-not an easy task. Biases appear to creep in regardless of how

much care is exmised. Ideally, then, the task "is to determine each observer's bias and allow for

it."28 Since this is highly unlikely, a more realistic approach is to use a numbey of tacti6s

, specifically developed tO decrease variability within observers which, in turn, also redUces

variability from( bls aniong observers..

Six comhibn tactics suggested bx Simon" that have been found helpful includ% (1) sufficient

training of observers, (2) detailed spe'cification of tasks that observers .are asked tO erform, (3)
provision of specific Written instructions for constant consultation by, Oservers, (4) reporting
information as soon after observation as possible, (5) use of mechanical devices whenever

appropriate, ariti (6) obtfOing information from several observers who observe at the same time.

_As pointed out by Simon,3° these tactics "reduce the area of discretion within which bias may

operate" by (1) providing, carófully detailed protocols for-observers to follow, (2),discpurigklg,
inferences from observ s, And (3) stresSing techniques that minimize forgetting and Inaccuracy.

Thus, t1ulett3' has advi d "that a stubby pencil and a small.battered notebook make people less

nervous thiin do more pretentious tools."

Obseitter reliability is doncerned with interobserver agreement as well as with the agreement
of individual observers over time. It Is, howeVer, usually defined as "the degree to which two or
more observers agree on their bbservations."32 There appears to be no consenSus on a single

formula to use in determining observer judgments, but a common method is to divide number of

. agreements by the sum of number of agreements plus number of disagreements.3;

Atcording to Selltiz, Wrightsman, and Cook,34 this formula demands a brief.observation time
tbonsUre that observers code the same unit of behavior. The formula gives overly high reliability
Values When percentage agreements are compared with chance levels, and there are tpere are
high bass percentages and few categories.

13;iting ees:

Performance testing also frequently requires ratings of learning or work activities. Por
example, tO measure learning obtained a short-term library experience, "we can complete'S

A
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raHng scale to assess [his/herj learning, using such ctiterittas relationship to patrons, acculacY
of, information provided, cooperativeness and attitude."

Unfortunately, a variety of systematic owor s ale also piesont in atinQs For the most pat t,
these errors result from rater biases throe common systematic errors inclocie halo effect,
generosity error, and contrast error.

Halo effect resulti when raters generalize their impressions from one rating to another. That
is, they seek to achieve consistency or what Newcomb has called "a 'logical error% that is, judges
often give similar ratings on traits that seem to them to be logically related."3° Generosity error
occurs when raters overestimate positive qualities of individuals whom they like Similarly, raters
appear to Judge individuals as belonging to middle categories rather than assigning them to the
extremes. According to Murray, contraSt error results because of "a tendency 014 the part of
.raters to see others as opposite to themselves in a trait.","

'There are, in addition, a number of sociocognitive biases that can be expected to affect
ratings. Thus, raters May

attach excessive weight to information that is highly concrete.salient, and easy to
remember.. . . may be prone to overestimate the extent to which behavior is caused by
stable personality factors, while minimizing the impact of situational and environmental
forces on individual's behavior. . . . and, because people are unaware of fundamental
statistical principles, they are susceptable to biases in judgment."

The's() biases include only a portion of those that can influence judgment. Both validity and
reliability are reduced not only by systematic and random errors, but also by the many
sociocogniti've biases that may occur. Unreliability of ratings among raters frequently results
from "the fact that some-frame of reference is impticit in any rating; different raters may use
differe9t frames of reference in describing individuals in terms of the characteristics in
question."39

It is fbrtunate therefore that a variety of ways exist for reducing errors. andlifases. Although
it is not pOssible to list the mans/ techniques for minimizing these influences, we offer Several
ways to4nprove rater accoraty, in additiOn to those listed for overcoming observer variability.

, For example, one suggestion to reduce the constant errors described previously is not to use
extreme rating scale positions such as: The student always yies propek lighting inItaking
photographs. A preferable (less extreme) statement would be: The student generally uses proper
lighting in taking photographs. Similarly, the use of neutial descripti've scale positions instead of
evaluative ones are likely to reduce.generosity error. Biates can be avoided by adopting a
scientific approach, and maintaining awareneis "of Hit) fallibility of judgmental processes.""

Summary

In summary, a technical discussion of-performance tests should include issues of observer
nd rater variability io addition to the classical 'measurement processes of validity, reliability, and
efficiency. Although obserier variability is not easy to control, a number of tactics can be,
idopted to reduce variabjlity within observers which, in turn, also reduces variability among
observers. Ratings geherally include a variety of systematic errors and sociocognitive biases that
affect both validity and reliability. As with-observer variability, rating errors and biases can be
significantly minimized by adoptin6 a number of similar techniques, the primary one of which

I+
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stresses a scientific approach. It is apparent therefore that overcoming biases and errors is

difficult and. regardless of how much care is exercised, they appear to creep in. The best

solution-tothese problems seems to be to use the variety.of tactics specially developed to

decrease valiability and iliCitiabe validity and roliability.

r
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Some Selected Technical Isilues Related
to Performance Testing

Raymond Klein
National Occupational Competency

Testing institute (NOGTI)
Albany; NeW York

Deveboping PerformOice Teits

The current emphasis in performance testing is to develop measures of direct assessment of
skill attainment. In -order to to this, a candidate is asked to perform a series of tasks based on
actual jobs that have been judged critical in relation to demands of a specific occupation. In this
context, "critical" means the demonstration of skills considered essential to perform adequately
in a specific occupation. In order to be able to construct valid performance tests, the test
specialist needs to obtain a timely occupational analysis from which the critical competencies
and tasks may be determined. Once these critica) competencies have been uncovered, they
should be ranked in order of the frequency in which they occur, as well as their relative
importance in the job. In this fashion, a list of critical competencies may be idehtified.
Essentially, these key competencies set one role apart from another by identifying the elements
that give the occupation its uniqueness. (See Table 1.)

Unlike teacher-prepared examinations that can be put together after identification of the
objectives of a unit of instruction, a performance test designed to measure occupational
competency requires more extensive efforts.to construct.' Conducting an occupational analysis
involves observing what individuals working at specific jobs in a variety of situatibns and
conditions actually do. Out of this observational data, categorization of thesoccupational
competencies must be made. The categorization prowids the developer with a distribution of a-..
variety of ,tasks into divisions, each division representing more or less a unique major fector 4

the particular occupation.

Each major division then hasp be broken down into its respective subdivisions, ihereby wfr

grouping all subtasks into an orderly structUre. After the information collected has been so
categsfjzed, it should be reviewed by knowledgeable people in the field to confirm the validity of
the breakout. Having 'obtained a measure of ct:thsensus from knowledgeable individuals
regarding the competencies that comprisb specific occupations, it is then necessary to I.
reorganize the specific tasks in a hierarchical manner so that the least critiCal competency is
placed on the bottom of the Ostend the most sophisticated understanding appears at the top of
the list. The competency with the highest point total (frequency X importance) would appear
first, the other competencies would be placed in,a descendifigrank order. Once this is
accomplished, It is necessary to identify examples of jobs or tasks based on these actual
job-related compIttencies, and to consider them for inclusion in a performance examination.

_-z
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Table 1

'A Model for Determining Actual Competencies

1. Identification of major divisions of the occupation

2. Identification of subdivisions of each major division

3. Identification of competencies &wired for each subdivision

4. Identification of critical competencies

Critical Competencies = Frequency of Use x Importance to Job

.9, a. Frequency may be Acaled:

CrItbria

Ver0 frequent

Frequent

Average

Occasionally

. Rare

Weighted Value

(5)

(4)'

(*)

(2}

(1)

b:Impartance may be scaled:

Criteria Weighted Value

Critical (5)

Essential (4)

.Importance (3)

Needed (2)

Desired (1)

Note: The jobs and tasks selected for inclusion in the performance test should measure an array

of the critiCal competencies both directly and subsumed.'
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In the past, because of the coat and time required for such undertakings, comprehensive
catalogs related to specific occupational competencies were rarely assembled. In recent times,
with states pooling their resources, organizations, such as V TEC,r, and the Ohio Inst I tiLt io 11 it I
wirfienniI la nipi-orneory, have been comnihnq catalogs ot comneterwies related to the specific
occupations Those ventures have, in turn been translated by various state departments of
education into curricula aimed at developing the specific critical skills. These same analyses that
are used to identify occupational *Hs and knowledge are also helpful to test developers for -

selecting those competencies that Ineed to be assessed by means of a performance examination.

Major Stops

Specific jobs or tasks have to be determined based on the critical competencies that were
identified. These jobs or tasks cati then be used as the vehicle to assessskills.,To develop the
test, it is advisable to bring togethier a committee of practitioners and teachers of the occupation.
This committee is used to identifyi the jobs and tasks that will be required to test a candidate's
understanding of the critical competencies needed in the work setting. This can be accomplished
by having the committee:

1. Review the specific competencies and then identify potential tasks or jobs.

2. Hypothesize regarding 4hat might be appropriate jobs or tasks and then validate or
change the jobs through a p.rocess based on the analysis of the occupation (In practice,
both approaches, indivittlually or combined, are used.)

The competenctes related to a specific occupation can also be arranged by level. For
example, skills usually identifiedi with a skilled worker would,be different, in certain respects,
from those of an apprentice.

Therefore, the competencies: could be categorized by job levels within occupation.
Organizing the competencies b$, level will help the test developer design examinations more_
appropriate to a specific job or pbs within any occupation. Organizing by level will require the
additfonal breakouts related to Major divisions and subdivisions of competencies. These listings
need to contain the actual undIrstandings and skills required to function adequately at each
level.

1

In summary, once the maj4r divisions haye been identified and the competencies within each
level described, specifid underetandings and skills within each subdivision can be ascertained.
Such information forms a basit for curriculum development as well as for the construction of
performance tests. Occupationls are broken down into specific job levels, and in turn, each level
is arranged into specific comp tencies. The scope of each examination must be specific to the
level desired. The jobs selecte4i for inclusion in the test should be based on these levels as well
and they should be representa ive of current practice in,the occupation. (See Table 2.)

Additional Considerations

The jobs selected for inclu ion on the performance test should evaluate different3

. competencies. Each job shoul measure specific aspects of the critical competencieO
required in the performance of the occupation. When a student undertakes to identify what may
be causing a malfunction, the logic of the troubleshooting approach should be aSsessed. There
must be a demonstration by the student of approved methods.
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Table 2

Major Developmental Steps Related to Constructing Performance Tests

1 Identification of the field and level of jobs within each field

2. Determination of competencies through occupational and task analysis

3. Organization of competencies by level

a. single skilled

b. semiskilled

c. skilled

d. technical

e. professional

4. Categorization of competencies by job level

5. Ithalysis of competencies per job level to identify critical competencies

8. Identification of jobs or tasks by which the critical competencies of individuals may be
judged, including scopes of examinations, equipment and materials

7. Identification of weighted criteria for each job or task along with preparation of rating
scales and scoring procedures

8. Standardization of testing procedures

9. Pilot testing_of the instruments

10. Analysis of data

11. Revision of tests as needed

12. Field testing of examinations

13. Analysis of test and demographth data

14. Preparation of norms, reliability measures

15. Preparation of a technical manuil

18. Research reports and studies

10
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17. Establishing support systems, facilities, staff: operations

18. Undertaki steps for test revision
r

19. New test development activities

20. Special studies, stability, applications to other populations

21. Major:revisions through repetition of the process

22. New development through redesign

23. Comparative analysis of alternative forms

24. Data collection and analysis

25. Test revision

26. Reporting and implementing new developments

S.
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The closer,pno can duplicate reality In a performance test, the better the measure will be.

t he actual operAtion of machines, apparatus. instiuments and tools used on the job should be

included The step-by-step procedures involving designing. cutting. lulining, tuining, shaping,

and assemblincrunits Into components has to be demonstrated as well.

In situations where troubleshooting represents a major part of the occupation, such as in the

electronics field, the step-by-step prpcedures for locating the malfunctionh in 'equipment and

instruments should be documented by the examinee. The student should also demonstrate his or

her ability to remove and replace defective parts or components, as well as calibrating and

maintaining instruments used in the occupation. To illustrate the approach, the machine tool

trades will be discussed.

The maohine trades occupations can be divided into divisions such as layout, benchwork,

machine tools, heat treatment and so forth. Once these divisions have been made, it is necessary

to identify the critical competencies required to perform tasks and jobs within each division

successfully. This analysis will reveal that there are similar types of skills required to operate a

different piece of equipment. It is this recognition which will help the test developer synthesize

tasks and gain economy in terms of the number and types of jobs required to demonstrate

mastery of a competency. Table 3 lists some of the skills within one division of the machine

trades area.

9
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Table 3

Selected Skills Necessary Within a Divisional Area

Major Division
-

Subdivisions

calipers (use and application)

steel rules

protractor
t

radius gauge

micrometers

hole gauge

vernier calipers

height gauge

dial indicators

layout and inspection

measurement of surface finish .

blueprint reading

sketching, and making of technical drawings

use of layout fluid

layout of work piece

precision layout

surface plate

vernier height gauge

comparator
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In the machine trades area, the critical competencies inchnied under layout and inspection,

could include jobs that require such functions as layout of worit, including centers, reference.

contour and dimension Mies, surface preparation using common hand and measurement took),

surface plate and other holding or clamping devices, precision tools and gauges, testipg and

inspecting with precision inspection tools, precision blocks, gauges: indicators, hardness testers,

and use of a comparator. Therefore, the performance job selected shsould sample the procedures
t4&,

that require a working skill using the measurement tools listed.

The specific tool or procedure selected would depend on tholeyel of sophistication needed

to be judged competent in a given job situation The Criteria for assessing skill proficiency

should include both process and product measures and 1 rating scale used by an evaluator to

observe the subject. Performance of an individual taking such .an examination might include such

criteria as:
rt.

Process (These criteria provide standards related to how each Candldate undertakes to

accomplish the job, the methods and techniques used )

1. Handling of layout tools

2. Planning of layout procedure

3. Layout process

Product (These criteria provide standards related to what each candidate accomplishes, the

Outcomes.)

1. Accuracy

2. Precision

,3. Time

Note; As the experience of candidates increases, product measures provide 'More important

indicators of competency.

When the ranldng of individuals is important, ratings of performance on each drfterion should be

noted, When absolute maistery isessential, a checklist may suffice. The first approach allows for norm

referencing while the second can be criterion referenced.

To the extent possible, various weights can be given to Criteria. The weights should reflect

the importance and fre9uency of those criteria in relation to the competency being examined.

The more important aspects of the occupation should be weighted higher than less important i

competencies.
.

After the initial design of a performance test has been prepared; the test should be reviewed

by knowledgeable people In the field. This content validity step will increase ihe probability that

the content of the examiriation and the criteria are appropriate and atfequate. In essence, this

would be the second major 1.!alidity check of the examination; the first being agreemerit among

experts on the list of critical competencies.2
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(it\
When the consultants have agreed en thrl test, all necessmy information and materials to

conduct tht examination should be prepared in a manner that will permitridentical administration
of the test. Iteato consider include:

1. A handbook, providing directions for,the exami,per as well as for the student. 4

2: A set of jobs that will be required by eaoh candida.teincluding specific weighted criteria,
and the amount of time usually required to complete each subunit of the test, (A subunit
represents a jbb Containing a series of specific job competencies)

3? A Scale stipulating specific,criteria.
r

. Having assembled Itlese matterials,.it is nOw desirable to pilot test the examination under, a
,

variety of conditions. For example, the test might be given to*.
. People who are currently_employed in the occupation

4.
Students completing traiping in the occupation vs.

'

t.

sit

Studerits startill their training in the occupation,
t The deVeloper should observe if the items are indeed functioning properly. Are there real
differencesiin the scbres achieved by-the different populations? Students who are beginning ih
an, area shduld do significantly less well than' thIse who have been in the job Jor some timv, If
these conditions do not prevail then modificetiond tb,.the test instrument are required.' _

.
-

./

)t.

The Individuals who will be used as evaluators strbUld be given an opportunity to 104 the
performance examination themselves. This tYpe 9f handi-on experience will point outlo the
evaluators some of the problems likely to be encountered. by examinees.-All of the,conditions
required for the administration of the test' should be the sdme.foreach Etdrninistratiod of the test.
BeCause performance tests usually require the use Of local equipment or tools, some variance in,
scores cannbt becompletely controlled. Their effects can be reduced if candidates.4ire checked
out on the equipment b,eforé the test,or if they are peemitted to age' their own ,tools. 1

Validity:Reliability, and Nofins
. .e

. _ .
In addition to: the-conteht validity and agreement of jpdges, the results obtained from

perfotnianceexaminationp should be corripared tirbOthermeasures of student achievement, such
as a 'student's' grade poirif av19rage. A high correlation, in this case,-would provide a measi,ire of
the teit's critedoh validity. SuPervisOry ratings achieved by.people in the 4,i'orkplacebuld also

' be-gpmpared with the student's perforitiance,BasicalLyIf these melstires Were taken et
s .approxlmately the same time, they .wokild be.an igdication of the test'sCconcurrent" validity. the.,-

integcatron of several factors tp measure an abstract concep t is called ,5'construct" validity,.
Devetopmental efforts_fegarding the identification oftP'c'h traitk ciinbe incirpdrated.in

, 1,, PertormanN tests: ii:-desired. Validity-bf the test as the degree to which the test meastires.whqt it, - . . ,-
was designed to measure.4(See %able 4.) .

-
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Types of Validity and Their Appliccition

Type Applicatiim

Tabre 4

1. Content 1. Test of skill anti
t?aini rig

-A terion -re lated 2. Prediction of future,
based on'current data

Test

1. Sarnples desired
domain, judges'
consensus.

2. Correlation'between
scores arbd criterion,
measured dyer time.

'3. Cqncurrent 3. Ptediction at al 3. Correlation between
specific time scpres and criterion.

Tests of other 'measures
obtained at the same
time.

. 4. 'Construct 4. Measurement of a
scientific iglea or
factor; abstracjions-

4. Expliination of '
- `variance through

, experimental design.
#

.
Note: Perfor:Mance tests are usually validated using content analysis. Other forms of validity alSo

can be _applied.
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When evaluator judgments are required, such as in the casebof most performance tests, a
measure of interrator reliability is desirable -Administrative costs associahl,with obtaining such
rnoasui es aro high 1%6".* .

A recent study at NOCTI demonstrated the effickyof the uje Of Cronbach's Aloha measure
of reliability for determining the internal coesistency o'f performance tests. There are, other types
of reliability that, likewise, apply.'For exampile, measure of stability can be obtained ,by using the
test-retest approach, or measures cif equivalency can be obtained.comparing alternate forms of
the test by means of correlation coeffit)ient. Rehabilily iS a ratio of the true variance-in If set of
scores compared to the total variance obtained. jruo variance is what.retnains after all of the
factors which,may contribute to error are explained or controlled. Errors may result from many
sourcei such as: ambiguity of malerials, test.administratibn, inconsistencies, examiner biases,
and subject anxiety about test,takifig to.name a ,few. A summery of some of the approaches
related to obtaining measure§ of reliatfility for perforMan'ce tests is presented in Table 5.5

A performance test that is both valid and reliable requires an application to a sample of the
population it purports to rneriSure in order to estabish norms.,.The field test can provide the data
from which standard scores.may be derived. The sCores can be reported as percentiles or in
some other appropriate form such as a "T" score, where the mean equals 50 and the standard
deviation equals 10: ln addition to overall performance test score. norms, it may make sense to
develop subscores for diagnostic reasons. Such measureepan provide counselors and educators
with einore precise indicatorpf a student's accomplishment as well as a measure of unmet need
ithir; a specific area of understanding.

The method of providing standards, which has been described, is called norm reierencing.
The_standard scores are based on the distribution of scores of a sample for a specific population
The norms provided by test publishers usually,pertain to a large area; when feasible, local norms
s,hould also be prepared.

.

Performance tests also can be scaled using Other approaches. dne such approach is
critnou-referenced norming. In this case a specific level of mastery is required for success. The
mosrt.wiqely reaognized examinations that'use this conce0 for nolming are the tests given to
pedpie who want licensIas to drive a Motor vehicle. Becabse performance tests by definitibn must
be content valid, they, can be scaled in a criterion-referenced mode as well. This is because
criteripn-referenced tests also have to be content valid.

the Rasch methdd of scaling may also have opened ottler,Ways for performance test
,developers toscale tests. This staling method is based on factors independent of_ popiflation
considerations. In essence, the technique provides data related to the percent of students on a
specific level of developmerit, who would be expected to respond cOrrectly to-the-tasks. By
testing students at different level's of achieiement, one might arrive at a task characteristic curve
which then could be used as the stahdard:o doneeivably, a single peilorniance test could, be
scaled, aalying the three methodd in one insfrument. The users would then select the norm that
best MS the purposelor which the examiriationAs being applied. The norm-referenced approach'
has become the acceptable standard for most tests. With.tirne, especially.as refinements occur
regarding related test theory in terms of the crIteriee-referenced and Reach models, the use of
these hewer, techniques should find wider acceptance. Therefore, their application should
isecome more common, eipecially in the area of performance testing.

In initanôes' where the same perforhiance teM may be applied to different populations, it is
.appropriate fo provide norms for each of the groups. Under ideal cOntlitions, the developmental

.;
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Table 5

Some Apprbaches Towards Obtaintg Measurements of Reliability for Performance Tests
efx

Type ppl(cation Test
,

1 Test-Retest

2. Alternative foims

3. Single form

1. Second administration 1. Coefficients of
cit identical test where stability.
setting may have an
effect.

2. When there is a neecN 2. Coefficients of

. for more than one test equivalence,

to measure the same
performance.

3. When measures are to; 3. Coefficients of
bp obtained from one internal consistency..

test.
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process for tests should inclOde an analysis, describing the effects of the test among people of
different sex, race, ago, training, and experienc0 During thrrinitial stages Of test dev(ik)pment,-

h may not he po:;:ohlo lowtvoi,data of thi:. In! ,,t)tailicd
applications (p the test beconw more diverse ln situations whole equal employment opportunity
laws apply, the data may be required ' Furthermore, good practice requires that when subScored
norms are provided, the information regarding the validity and reliability of the resources should
also be included.

A caution needs to be riesed regarding goner alitations from too few criteria 111 a subset On
performance tests, work at NOC11 has revealed that.at least four process and four product
briteria are needttd to obtain an acceptable level of internal consistency. a reliability ofh 90 or
better. Generally, performance tesemakers have provided too few criteria or too many.' TQO few
criteria may result in an inadequate measure of the test taker's true score. When too many
criteria exist the scales become difficult to administer which may result in increasing the rater's
bias.

Cut Off Scores 4

There are no universally applicable methods fordetermining a cut off criterioh. Frankly, it
depends on many factors. It may be bAseThek a probabilistic model. The cut off might be related
to supplymand demand for a given occupation\ln situations where there is a large demand and a
small supply, a more liberal criterion might be used; and the reverse might be considered under
appropriate conditions. If a high dagree of skill is required to demonstrate competency, then the
cut off should reflect that level regardless of market conditions. .

What is important in establishing Lcut,off is the rationale for determining and considering
when a point must be clearly Understood that it may be defended if necessary. Once such a eiit
off point has been established, the results of examinations should be monitored. This will
ascertain whether or not the measures are providing weights for mehningful decision-making. It

, is only through constant reappraisal that appropriate cut off scores can be maintained.

'Another concept to remember is that a test's cut off score must be fair; fair to the candidates
taking the examination and to, the people they will serve in the occUpation. The measures
obtained from a performance test represent an estimate of an individual's performance under a
given set of conditions. They cannot represent all of the characteristics required to perform a
given task adequately. However, if the performance test has been constructed u`sing common
practices, thee will be a high probability that acores achieved on the examinatiOn will reflect the
individual's ability to perform successfully on the job and in ?he domain examined.

-

A

Test-Related Materials

Na.

.

"7, frr/ddition to.starldardizing a test and obtaining measures of reliability and validity% it is
important to provide data abOut the test to the usereThis information ma)Lhelp the user make
deciSions about the appropriateness and adequacy of the examination as well as providing
directions for test administration, scoring, and 'interpreting the results: A manual should be.li
designed to convey pertinent inforMation to users of the test:

, Reference to studies that involved' the use of the test should be' includek such as studies
concerned with menures of validity and reliability under.varying conditions. Any claims made by

_
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the publkher shout the test shoukt he substantiated in the information contained in the manual
or by referonco 19 the manual to a scole that would support the claim In addition, thforination
niciaiding how tini test Was developed should also tic itK.ludod "

Since testing is a dynamic activity, these manuals should be revised and updated as research
and conditions warrant. Information regarding how to interpret the exminations should be
included along with warnings to the user regarding possible misuses of the information obtained
through examinations. If the performance test norms were developed for use with a specific..
population, they may not be applicable to other populations information regaiding specific
applications and purposes of the examination should be explicitly stated. The manual should
identify the qualificationwp eded in order to administer the performance test. The qualifications
of the evaluators are as imigortant as the test itself when it pertains to occupational competency
assessment.

1
Directions for administration and scoring a performance test should be clear so that the

examination can be similarly conducted in all settings. One problenf in preparing examinations is

that the laboratories or shops where tests are conducted are different. Under strict
standhrdization process, it would be generally red that candidates taking the examination
should be required to perform the test on the same piece of equipment. Although manufacturers
tend to produce maChines of comparable design, tests, out of necessity, will be conducted using

different makes of the same tool. Therefore, in the instructions to the evalupkr, a notice should
be given that equipment having similar specifications/0o the suggested starcdfird may be
substituted. Skilled workers, iwith a minimum amount of instruction can function effectively on
equipment manufactured by different companies. In situations where candidaJes may be
unfamiliar with a specific piece of equipment, they should be given an opportunity, prior to the
examination, to become familiar with the controls of the equipment,. They shouid also be
permitted to operate the equipment for a brief period of time before the start of ,the test.

1*

When the examiners are required to 4core their own ratings, there should be PrOcedures

presented in the manual with enough detail to minimize the probability of scoring error. In
situation's where the scoring is to be accomplished by a test publisher, it is recommended that
the evaluation rating sheet contain, in addition to the numerical assessment, some space for

general statements or comments regarding the overall performEince oi each candidate by the
,evaluator. This information can be useful /man internal control. A candidate's total numericepl
'score should be in agreement with general statements made by the evaluator. For example, if in ,
the evaluator's numerical rating, thtrating turns out to be extremely high, his general comments
should be consistent with,this measure. If this were not the case, a follow-up should be initiated
to correct this apparent discrepancy.

Standardized measures of central tendency, standard deviations,,stanilard errors, medidn,

and validity and reliability and Correlation coefficients with their standard errors 01 measurement

should be contained in the manual with the fundamental data. Demtgraphic data ;and sample

slze from which the data was derived shovld also be reported in the manual. All of the data
reported in the manual should'help the paltential vser determi4 the suitability of the test in
termti.of the particular application as well as to assist in the interpretation of scores'.

. Since "akill'.is a relative term,.each. of the criteria selected cOuld be ludgdd on a rating scale

containing Went-If/me levels such as wtemely competent, average and inept. Along with the
fateic InformationAbntained in the manual, it shoUld be stated thkt locifl norms may vary from
the riorms that ita-published in the manual. When populations are large enough,' it may be

.

desirable to have local norms.
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In addition to norms for individaals. class or program norms can be derived The use of
performance tests within a school setting may require the deriyatR.m of special measures used for
tho pinposwi of analyzing gtoup a;J a nwa.Anc uf tuauhuf ul fouto,uin.31):).
Pot formanco tests may be _used to assess the performance of a group or program. 'This roguires
using the mean source of each class of students in a given program. instead of individual student
scores.' When such,norms are provided, the user should be informed,of their derivation and _ -

application. Whatever apprbach is used. it is important to provide the user with the standard
errors so that the precision of the measurement may be understood.'

Test Rewstort

Once the tetit has been used, the test developer must continue, on a periodic basis, to
update and improve the instrument. Although generally the critical competencies within any
occupation do not change radically from year to year, important developmknts do appear that
must be considered. The magnitude of 'these changes varies among occupahons. For Aample, in
the printing.industry during the last twenty years, there have been tremendous changes in
technology. The same holds true in the field of electronics. However, changes in fields such-as
carpentry or masonry tend to occur at a substantially slower rate of development. Therefore, the
ratio of chapge on any performance test measuring competencies in these occupations would not
va& greatly from year to yiear.

What is the most appropriate time to change jobs on performance tests? Rather than be
completely random regarding when to change some items. NOCTI, for example, deletes a

p,competency when it is not being used in at least 25 ercent of the field and adds new
competencies after the practice has been adopted at least 25 percent of the field. The 25
percent .is an operational standard that can be modified up or down depending on
circumstanceVVhen a replacement job has beep selected, if the time required to kcomplish the
task and its to lue on the test is siAiilar to the item being removed, the change may not
seriously affect the Cumulative norms. However, any change within an instrument *lust be
examined to see whether or not Die change could cause a change in the n rm nd thereby
invalidate the standard. New norms are usuallx needed when jobs are In cases wpere
examinations have high reliability, sMall changiasron the test dO not pear to alter outcorites. It
is therefore possible to update OcaminatioRs and Use the cumulative norms without necessarily
being too concerned about problems of independencapHOwever, if this practice exists, it is best
to monitor test results to.make certain that significarft differences do not occur, since what may

. ,appear to.be a small change col affect results in significant ways.
ft*

. Performance test§ may not cpver the latest deviSlopments or all of the techniques employegO:
:

by individuals ertitged in a specific-occupation. However, generalizations about a person's skill ''
can still be valid. Just becuse someone has knowledge does not necessarily indicate.
competehly.'For example, a student may know all of the liitest techniquei, and yet sorne..t f
these techhiques maY Still have to gain acceptant() in the field. The reverse may also be true,
field may be Welt,ahead of the training institutions. Therefore, the perlormance measurement
does not reflect petency urkless the examination is based on the current practice in the fiele
The testing shou riLate as dliectly as possible to reality.,This direct parallel with the world of
work OovIdaza sp ifk information regarding student 'Accomplishments in terms of,,Lhe neads of
erripldyers. . -

I

Since the tasks a e based on.srealIty, performance tests,can be used Ilkevaluate thd quality of
programs as well as t point out areas in heed of impraoement.
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Thbre will he sitrietions that preclude using a direct experience. For exampte, in the case of flying

an airplane, a simulatoi may he the best way to test initially tor the skill level rather than to permit the

student to directly contro l. the lliqh1 ol a plane

When feasible, alternative performance tests aiould be provided. Several verSions of the

same instrument is a help in regapi to test security. Although it may be highly desirable to have

other exams, the cost involved in such development is high. and the difficulty of arriving at

equivalent forms sometimes precludes their application.

Performance tests appear to provide measures of achievement that are not biased due to

race or sex. Because of the importance test scores have on the future of an individual and

society, concern is often raised about test bias due to race or sex. NOCTI has found that scores

derived from performance tests tend not to contain these forms oferror variance. Test results

should be communicated clearly. This suggests the describing of the confidente interval around

a test score, rather than just reporting the point estimate of the measure. A report of scores

should be accompanied with all the necessary-information-required to interpret the measure.
A

A Few Concluding Comments

Vocational .instriictors have always used performance tests. The basic dIfference between

their approach and the one described in this chapter is that the test development procedures

followed by instructors normally result in larger error terms. Standardized tests are more likely to

reduce the size of ihe error in the student's score ° Therefore, they provide a-better estimate of

student's true achievement level along with obtaining comparable measures across programs.

The performance test samples an individual's abllity,to perform jobs and tasks that are

judged to be cthical and important within a given occupation:They may take the form of real

work or a simulation of work. Regardless of what form they may take; they should be as redlistic

as possible. Performance tests provide a way to assess psychomotor skills as well as to provide

for an alternative way of examining a poison's problem-solving ability. When coupled with other

measures of achievement, they provide'valuable insights regarding An individuai's ability and a

program's effectiveness.

Perfdrmance tests are simply anothe method of measuring skill attainment. These tests,

themselv% must meet general standards for educational and psychological testing.") In the past

this has not been effectively accomplished. With advances in test construction and measurement

theory, it is now feasible to create effective and efficienteperformance instruments. Because

techniques at% now available to standardize such tests, Their usefulness will continue to be

appreciated, and their applicationMill continue to expand. The atm of standardized performance

tests has only just begun, and its future looks promising. ,
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TECHNICAL.. ISSUES:
COMMENTS

Comments on the "technical Issues
In Performance Testing

Samuel A Livingston
Center for Occupational and PrOossional Assessment

Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey

These two papers raise a number of technical issues in the development and use of
performance tests:

How should the test maker select tasks for a performance test?

Should a performance test evaluate the student's procedure or only the product of the task?

How can the student's performance be translated into a test score?

How can we 'reduce the influence of irrelevant factors on the student's score?

What types of reliability are particularly important in performance testing?

What types of validity are-particularly important in performance testing? )
How should we set the pass/fail cutoff on a performance test?

Klein suggests that the main consideration in selecting tasks for a performance test is that
the tasks should adequately sample all the skills that are to be tested. This suggestionis good s
far as it goes; redUndancy in testing is often a luxury that performance testers cannot afford. But
what should the test maker do if there is not enough teeting time to test all the'ski1ls? I would
suggest that there are two considerations: (1) the consequences of allowing s'omeone to remain
deficient in a particular skill, and (2) the extent to which the skill can be tested by other, less
time-consuming and less costly methods.

Klein suggests that both process and product should be evalvated in a performance test.
This edifice is usually sound. Concentrating entirely on the ProdUct and ignoring the process can
be dangerous, especially when safety precautions are involved. Process evaluation is also
important when a bad procedure yields a bad product only part of the time. But if no safety
precautions are invced and if wrong procedures always show tip in the product, an evaluation
of the product may be Sufficient.,In other performance tests, it may make sense.to base the
evaluation entirely on the process. The product of the. task may be difficult or impossible to
obsetve. The quality of the product may depend heavily on factors that cannot be standardized.
Or the product may be a joint effort of two or more persons, only once of whom is being tested.
In these cases, an evaluation based entirely on the process is quite appropriate. But in many
performance-tests, it makes sense to evaluate both process and product.,
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Both papers deal with the problem of converting performance into a test score. Per toff

suggests several weaknesses of rating scales but does not otter any alternative Klein suggests

that performance testers Use rating scHies tor ranking siudents, lil -VO

absolute mastery is essential." Actually, a lughly detailed chock list may piovide enough

information for ranking students, as well as for determining their mastery in an absolute sense.

Also, a check list requires less judgment on the part of the observers and thus feduces the extent

to which the student's score depends on the observer's individual standards (and the observer's

mood at the time the of the test). The completed check lists also provide a detailed, descriptive

'record of students' performance, for diagnosing student's (and instructors') weaknesses, and tor

documentation in case of a disputed score

Both papers offer several specific suggestions for reducing the" influence of irreJevant factors.

In brief:

Standardize the testing conditions

Give the observers detailed instructions.

Train the observer's

Use more than one observer if possible

Have the observers record their observations as soon al1/4:741Npossie after

making them.

One-additional technique that is often helpful is to give the observers examples of adequate

and inadequate performance for each aspect of the tdsk requiring the observer to make a

judgment. These examples should illustrate borderline cases if possible. That is, the example of

inadequate performance should be nearly adequate, while the example of adequate performance

should be just barely adequate. Examples of this type provide a clear standard for the observers

.to use in judging the students' performance.

Rellablrity is the level of agreement between test scores that would be the same if the scores

were ftee of the influente Of irrelevant factors. In performance.testing, the most irnportant of
these irrelevant factors is usually the selection of a particular observer. Therefore, the most

important type of reliabilty is inter-observer reliability. To determine the inter-observer reliability

.of a performance test, you must try it out with at least two observers observing the same .

performance. If the test involves an evaluation of the student's procedure, both observers will .

have to obierve the student at the same time (unless the performance is recorded in some way,

e.g., video-tape). Other types of reliability may also be worth investigating, e.g., short-term

stability, or alternate-forms reliability (where the alternate forms contain different tasks selected

to test the same skills).
A-

T

Internal-consistency reliability statistics such as "KR-20" or "alpha,' are often irrelevant to
performance tests. They should not be apPlied to the checkpoints on a check list, because the

theckpolhts are not a sample from a much larger universe of possible checkpoints. They are not

interpreted in terms of some underlying trait. They represent only what are they arethe most
important observable aspects of the task. However, there is one case in which internal

consistency reliability statistics would be relevant to a performance test. This is the case of a

perforvince test that contains several tasks, all intended to measure the samtgeneral abilities.

In this case, the "Items" would be the tasks, not the individual checkpoints.
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Validity is the extent to which a test does the joh it is heina used for More than any other
kind of test, a performance test is a direct measure of the skills it is intended to test Iherefore,
the must relevant typu ul alidity II, Lulitunt validity Lyon the hai sliest GlilitMit validity
concede that it is rolevapt when the information iesultiny horn the test is expressed in "the shict

:d behavioral language of task performance." However, if we intend to draw inferences about the
student's performance In situations unlike those included on the test, criterion-related validity
may also be relevant (The concept of "consistency validity" introduced by Perloff does not' seem
very different from content validity.)

Perloff is correct in asserting that validity is the most important characteristic of any test A
test that does notyield valid scores is worthless as a measuring device. However, there is often a
trade-off between validity and efficiency. It may be necessary tO sacrifice some degree of validity
to achieve a gain in efficiency, which is what we do whenever we use any form of simulation in a
performahce test. Often the most difficult decisions in developinga performance test involve the
trade-off between validity and efficiency. The real world forces us to dO our testing we limited
resources (time, money, and so forth) and without risking the safety of the students or-Mber
persons. Validity is the main thing, but it is not the only thing

MOre than any other type of testing, performance testing offers an opportunity to, choose
cutoff scores in a way that most experts would acknowledge as correct, or even "optimal". Any
method of choosing a cutoff scoie involves judgment:What important is that the judgments"
must be made in a way that aSsures their Meaningfulness and that they must be Made by
persons who areiqualified to make them. Probably the most meaningful type of judgment is the .

direct judgment of examptes of performance as acceptable or unacceptable. In most other kihds
of testing, it is difficult to get meaningful overall judgments of students' performance:
pe'rformance testing it is easy. Judges' standards wilt vary, but these differences will tend to
"average out" if several different judges participate In the process. By analyzing the-students's
test scores together with the judgment of theirpertormance, we can estimate.the probability that
a student with a giv'en test score'would be judgedt(by a randomly selected judge) to have
performed-acceptably.

To use these probability estimates to set a cutoff score, we (i.e., somebody) must make one
other type of judgment. There are two tYpesof decision errors we can make. We can pasS a
student who deserves to fail, and We can fail an student whd deserves to pass. What is the
relative seriousness of these two types of errors? We will never be able to eliminate decision
errors completely, as long as there is any test sipre at which some studen.ts4ire judged
acceptable and others unacceptable. Trie best we cari hope to do is to minimizethe total 'harm
from the errors we will make. When we know the probability of each type of error at any given
test score level,'and the relative serioUsness of the two types of errors, we-can choose a Cutoff
.score that Is "optimal" in this berme.

6
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S.J. Messick. "The Standard Problem: Meaning and Values in Measurement and Evaluation,"

Amoidcan Psychologist 30(1975) p 955-66.
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CHAPTgR FOUR

4

-

Questions frequentlY arise In thRfield ofethicatiàn4hat often find themselves tct per part Of bfoad .1\
legal issues affecting the delivery oPall typos of educational services. The institutionalization of
performance testing in vocational education programs,'for example, brings with it a serifs of
legal concerns to-which teachers.and administrators must be sensitive. Paul CTractenberg's
paper opens Chapter Four with an overview of the legal implications of performance testing. He
begins by Identifying the major legal provisions-7-due process,,equal protection clauses, state
education clause's, federal and state education statutes, federal and state regulationswhioh may
prove relevant to perforafikuwe testing..Tractenberg 'then applies the legal theories to a series of

111
keynotes on minimum competency testing.that have'been adapted tb perthrmance testing incv,
vocational education.
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The second paper in tills chaptel, by Diana C. Pullin, identifies lessons to be loat nod lt 0171 hrn

minimum competency-testing movement She discusses the question of accountability tilt ough
performance testing from a legal perspective and then focUses on several legal areas which
should be of concern to vocational education. The question of fundamental fairness is raised, as
is the fundamental flaw in one minimum competency testing program, and some recommenda-
tions for fundamental fairness in vocatioal education performance testing programs are
identified. The paper then discusses the potential for unlawful discrimination and the right to
privacy. Finally, recommendations are offered to the render

William G. Buss provides another look at the legal issues from a third porspective in the
Comments paper. He emphasizes "some of the legal ambiguity and related interaction between
law and education that is involved in the material constdered in these papers."
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LEGAL ISSUES

Legal Implications of Performance Testing
in Vocational Education: An Overview

Paul L. Tractenberg
13utgers School of Law

Newark. New Jersey

During the pasVeverif,years, the minimum competency testing movement has swept across
-the country. It has ft controversy 4n its wake. Proponents laud its potential as a vehicle for
increased educatiotisl accduntability;' critics attack its basic premises and the feasibility of
implementing it effectively.' Some observers believe that the movement has already peaked, and
that the educational reform pendulum will begin to swing in the opposite direction.' For the
moment, though, some form of minimum corftpetency testing program is in effect in about
three-fourths of the states.4 The implications of these programs for school systems, for education
professionals, arid for studentsTre potentially great.

One arena in which those implications are being explored,is the courts. Students and
parents have sought judicial intervention to prevent injuries that they allege will result from
particular minimum cowetency testing programs. The first important decisionthe Florida
iederal district court's decision Debra P. v. Turlingtonsihie teen handed dOwn. Several other
significant.cases are pending° and more are certain Ao be file . The impact of these mites on the
present and future status of minimuin competene*Asting is ikely.to be substantial.

Judicial involvement in matters of pupil assessment is n t new.' To a considerable degree,
the courts have sought to defer to the educational authoriti s where the issues raised by the
cases were whether the assessment instruments were appr priately developecI or administered,'
or their results were appropriatelY used.' But, in some case , the constitutional rights of students
were so clearly and substantially implicated; or the actions of the educational authorities were so
deficient,' that the courts saw no alternative but to interven 10

It i against this backdrop that the use of perforrnance testing in vocational education must
be considered. Performance testing in vocational educatiön has significant parallels to minimum
competency testing in general education. Indeed, the momentum generated by the latter
undoubtedly has contributed to increased interestin the former; peaking ol the minimum
competency testing movement, or adverse coOrt decisions, therefore, would have implications for
performance testing. But performance testing In Vocational education has a history and relevance
which are independent of tHe minimum competency testing movement.

This paper has three purposes, each the subject of a separate section: (1) to provide a brief
overview of legal principles and proVisions thatiare likely to be relevant to performance testing in
vocational education; (2). to desalt* the majorpolicy decisions involved in develOping a
performance testing program and to asses the legal Implications 'of each; and (3) to predict
legal developments and consequent policfdlrections. The work of Bricks!l in articulating the
seven keynotes of competency testing'? and of Anmann in applying them tO perforMance testing
in vocational education'2 provide a convenient organizing framework.
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An Overview of Relevant Legal Provisions

Thorn am sever, categories of legal provisions that may prove relevant, to performance

testing developments Four are' constitutional In origin- federal and state due process clauses,

federal and state equal protection clauses; fadersl and state clauses protecting privacy and

freedom of belief; and state educetioh Clauses. Thelah is statutorythose provisions of federal

and state statutory law th'at directly orindirectly bear .tipon the establishment and_operation of

performance testing programs in vocational education. The sixth is regulatory --relevant policies,

rules, and regulations of the federal and state education authorities The seventh is the "common

law," legal principles evolved through the litigation process. Each of those sources of law will

be considered briefly,

sr,

1. Federal and state due process clauses. The Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal

Constitution and most state constitutiona contain a &le process clause. The federal clause

provides that no state'3 shall "deprive any person of life, liberty or property, without due process

of law." The judiOary has construed due process to have substantive and procedural aspects.

Substantive due proCess, still in existence although significantly diminished in legal

importance," requiret that -the action of the state be rational and reasonably related to a

legitimate state objective. If, for example, it could be proven that performance teating.was

evaluating students on materialeor skills never taught in the vocatOnal program, students who

failed on that test to demonstrate their proficiency might credibly assert a violation of their right

to substantive due process."'

Procedural due process requires that the state act in a fair manner when it deprives a citizen

of Iiirrty or property. In connection with a performance testing program, procedural due process ,

miont require, for example, a procedure under which students with "falling" Scores be permitted

tOhallenge the scorinb of the test, the qualifications of the test administrators, or the validity of

the test itself. It might also require adequate phase in time for a performance testing program

that imposed substantial sanctions. The absence of adequate phase in time was one of the bases

for the Debra, P. Court's four-yeari deferral of the diplom'a sanctions under the Florida minimum

'competfricy-testi g program.

Both subst ntive and procedural due process require a showing that h.peeson has been

deprived of lib rty or property by actien.of the state. Students could assert that denial of a

diploma, or o promotion or graduation, or of full access to the job market, as a result of, .

performance testing constitutes a deprivation of "property." Courts have found that students

have a propórty interest ih their education suCh that physical exclusion from school, eveh for a

short time, requires due process procedures.' In the Debra P. cape, the court found that

stud,nts' ould be deprived of a,propeity interest by, a minimum competency testing prodram

that dote mined whether they would be graduated.

Th Debra P. court also found that the minimum competency testing program deprived

' students of a liberty interest.by stigmatizing them as incompetent or ineligible for

, proniçPtlon, graduatiOn, or a regular diploma."

should be remembered, though, that proof ofideprivation of a liberty or property Interest in

I Itself does not condemn the state's action; it obligates the state to act fairly and,rationally.

Indeed, during the past seveirpt years' there has been something of a trend in the federal courts to

expand governmental prerogatives and discretion, and to afford correspondingly reduced judicial

. ,
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protection to ag rieved citizens."' At least some state courts have resisted this trend in
interprotirrg their tate constitutional duo process clauses."

2. Federal and state equal protection clauses Equal protection is a constitutional principle
related to due 'process. Both require governmental rationality and fairneis in treatment of
citizens. The federal equal protection ctbuse also derives from the Fourteenth Amendment. It
prohibits the state from denying "to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws."

The equal protection clause tends to focus on state action with respect to groups rather than
individuals. A challenger of state action must show that it classifies persons and provides
differential treatment to them without adequate justification. In the federal courts, as well as in
some state courts, the burden of justification required of the state for differential treatment
increases with the importance of ple interest subjected to such treatment. The courts speak of
"fUndamental" interests imposing upon the state the burden of showing a compelling reason, for,
and no available alternative to, the differential tfeatment: This "strict scrutiny" approach,is also
invoked"by "suspect" classifications, such as.those based upon race. Interests of lesser
importance or classifications not based on a suspeot characteristic result in a lesser burden on
the state-,--perhaps only the need to prove that the classification is rational,,even if not-the best
means to achieve the state's objective. In recent years, an intermediate approach has been #
developed to deal with certain kinds of cases, and a "sliding scale" approach, in which the
importance of the citiiens' interest is balanced against the significance of the state's justification,
has been advocated.

An equal protection challenge to performance testing in vocational education likely would
proceed along one or both of the following lines: (1) that, to, the extent black or Hispanic
students were ditproportionitely represented among those,failing to demonstrate proficiency,
the program classified students racially or ethnicallya suspect classific,ation,andphould be
subjected lo strict scrutiny; or (2)-that the program lacked even a rationar basis because, for
example, the test was invalid" or,covered material or skills not 'taught in the schools.2' Thp
argument that strict scrutiny should be applied because of the fundamental nature of education
is unlikely to succeed in the federal courts. The United States Supreme Court ruled to the
contrary in 1973.22 Several state courts have reached a contrary condlusion, however, under
state equal protection clauses."

Recent LY.S.,Supreme Court decisions also have created problems for an equal protection
challenge based upon raciai or ethnic discrimination. The Court has ruled that a statistically
disproportionate effect, while relevant, is Insufficient tb demonstrste a racial or ethnic
classification." Challengers of state action must.prove, by direct or circumstantial evidence, that
there Vies an intentibn-to create such a classification. That may Ile a,formidable task in the
context of a performance testing program. On the other hand, if the particular state or school
system previously has engaged in unlawful discrimination, it may have -an'ongoIng duty to
eliminate the effects of that prior diacrimirfatibn. In that situation, even a neutral classifying
device could be found deficient.25

3. Federal and state freedom of belief and privacy provisions. iThe scope and content of
some performance teats may raise significant issues under the First AmendmeM's right to
freedom of expression and bellefkand the Fourteenth Amendment's implicit right to privacy, and
theirlstate constitutionalcounterparts. These problems will arise.primarily from the inclusion in
perfcirmance tests of items that assume or inquire into values, attitudes, or characteristics
cons dared relevant to job succeti, such as punctuality, respect for authority, and ability to get
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along with co-workers. There are two areas.of concern: (1) in order to dernonStrate proficienc ,

the student in effect must subseribu to curtain values:find (2) the student rpny he required to'

reveal confidential personal matters

There are no judicial decisions which provide defrnitive guidance about how these issues III

be resolved in a challen6 to a performance testing program. An important line of Supreme

Court decisions" does afford students with some protection againstthe efforts of whool

authorities to have them believe in a certain way or to express certain beliefs. In performance

testing, however, student values, attitudes or characteristics may be highly relevant to predicting

success:on the job. To tpe extent Mat such a prediction is an important 6lement of performanice

testing, eliminating it might limit the validity of the testing Thus a court will have to balance thb

respective interests carefully.

Another significant issue relates to the confidentiality with which performance test result

are treated. If the results are kept Confidential, the intrusion into'a student's privacy is minimi ed

somewhat. But an important purpose,of performance, testing is to provide prospective emplo ers

with information about the abilities of applicants. The invasion of privacy problems may be

minimized if the students have to approve the dissemination of performarice testing results.

Ultimtely, however, the court may have to confront the question of whether there are limits ti the

state's power to inquire about a Student's personal views and beliefs. It wili'do so by balanci g

, the inyasion of privacy occasioned by the testing program against the state's purpose in

implementihg the program.

4. State education clauses. Every state.now has in its constitution a commitment to pro de

school-age residents with a free public education. About three-quarters of the clauses descr be,

to some extent, the requireb education." These clauses may be relevant to, or the basis of,

variety of performance testing challenges. 28 For example, the absence.of a peiformance tee ng

program might provoke a challenge based on the state education clause. The argument co Id

pr8ceed as follows in a stats witha "thorough tnd efficient" clause: The clause obligates t

state to provide an educational program designed to equip students to function as citizens n

as competitors'in the labor market" proficiency in vocational skills is essential for those

Purposes; establishment of a performance testing program is necessary to ensure that all

students have an adequate opportunity. to achieve such proficiency."

State education climes may also support challenges to particular performance testin

programs. For instance, the levels at Which proficiency standards were set could be challe ged

on the ground that they were not consistent with the state's obligation to provide a "high uality"

or "thorough and efficient" education, especially if those education clause requirements h d

been conatrued to relate to the stpdents' capacity actually to function in the postseconda

school work world. Challengerspigtit argue that the standards were too low; performanc at

those levels,would not perTit students in fact to function adequately in employMent.3'

Another type of education Clause challenge could be brought against &perforMance testing

/program that required or permitted different standards to be established by different v tional'

schools. Some education clauses expressly mandate a "general and uniform" system of

education for the state:" others have been interpreted to require uniformity across distr t

Arguably, such clauses would.bi offended by a performance testing program that perml ed a

student's greduation or diploma to depend upon the district of residence or the school ttended.

On the other hand, educational hoine role is a welllentrenched tradition in many states1

including, par/sidoxically, some with uniformity clauses.
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Finally, a state education clause challenge might be directed at the inadequaties of remedial
progranis for students who fail to demonstrate their proficiency. If a stato has defined Its
educational mission to include pupil proficiency in vocational skills, then it must take reasonable
steps to carry out that mission. Effective remedial education, once student deficiencies have
been identified, is an important element

5. rsderal and state education statutes. Although at the preient.time there is no legislative
parallel involving performance testing in vocational education to the minimum competency
testing movement, statutes may be enacted which specifically provitie for performance testing In
that event, the requirements of those statutes'may provide legal bases for challenging particular
performance testing programs. A' possible line of legal argument is that the program, as
implemented, does not,comport with the statutory requirements. Alleged noncompliance may
take many forms, ranging from blatant failure to meet specific requirements (e:g., failing to
institute testing by k date specified in the statute) to more comp/ex issues of qualitatively
inadequate programmatic efforts (e.g., failing to provide educationally sUfficient remedial
programs for students who fall below the proficiency standards). Several legal challenges to
minimum competency testing programs have raised these sorts of issues. For example, in one
case, the challenge is based upon the schools system's alleged failure to comply with a specific
statutory requirement to obtain parent, teacher, and student participation in the formulation of
the program." ;

Other more general prdvlsions of federal and state education laws may be relevant, too. For
example, there are statutes that provide guidelines for the operation of vocational programs,3'
that bar racial or ethnic discriminaton in education," that provide for certain access to pupil
records," that assure citizen participation in educational policy making and governance,31 and
that regulate the education of special groups cot students."

Statutory challenges to.performance testing efforts are likely to be narrower and focused on
more specific aspects than constitutional chid/lenges. By asserting a specific legislative standard,
they will tend to 'reduce the court's concern bout whether it may be substituting its judgment for
that of another branch of government.

6. Federal and state-regulations: Und many of the statutes referred to above, the
responsible administrative agency his pr ulgated formal regulations or has Issued interpreta-
tive guideines. In some states education gulations formally promulgated by state education
authorities have the force of law. They C. n form a direct basis forlegal challenges relating to
performance testing Programs in much he same way as statutes. Indeed, because regulations
tend to,deal with educational program 4.0 greater detail than do statutes, they may provide a
stronger basis for legal action..-The m re lepecificAnd detailed the prescription by a legislature or
state education body, the more limit -and mechanical the judicial intervention can beV

If, for example, state regulatio provide in detail for a performance testing program
pursuant to the authority of a mor general statute, failure of the state or of the local vocational
agency to implement that progra fully cae be challenged. Th7 edUcationlal authorities may -

defend by asserting that ddspit he specificity oighe regulations they should be permitted some
flexibility, or they may seek to odify the regulatfons, or they may argue that the challengers
have to exhaust available adg istrative'remedies. All of these, however, are matters well within
the, traditional competency o lc:Owls-to resolve.

'. In States where adrninl trative regulations are not given the force of law, or in the case of
administrative action, suc as guidelines or policy statements, not baying the status of formal

. ,
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requlatiOsns, the substance of theiadminstrative judgement should still have weight in legal

proceedings It represents the expert view of the state's educational authorities As such, a court

likely would find it highly relovant to an intorpretntinn of hroad ronshti I tonal Or stritiitorv

provisions.

7: The "common law". The final source of law that may be influential in judicial consideration

of a performance testing program is the "common law." Under the Anglo-American legal system

this is judge-made law. Courts will tend to follow prior judicial decisions in similar cases under

the doctrine of stare decisis. In confronting a now case, therefore, a court will consider, along

with relevant conOtutonal, statutory and regulatory provisions, the ludicial precedent. especially

cases decided in the same iurisdictiow

Many bodies of precedent are relevant to performance testing programs in vocational

education. For example, as indisaW previously, federal and state courts have dealt extensively

with, and given content to, conslifutional concepts such as due process rights of students, equal

protection aspects of pupil classification by testing, educational segregation, and equality of 1.

educational opportunity. In many states related education statutes and regulations have been

juditially construed. Beyond those possibilitie-SN; the courts have established certain legal rights

independent of constitutional, statutory or regulatory provisions. Thus, students are entitled to be

tested in a careful and appropriate manner by ttiose who owe them a duty of care. School

authorities which have failed to do so may be held liable for their negligence."

Applying the Legal Theories to Performance Testing

Performance testing programs in vocational education may evolve in various ways. The

differences in approach may be based upon differing perceptions as to what are the best public

and social policies, educational program, administrative structure, use of available resourdes, and

relationships to the job market. The purpose of this paper is to urge that legal consideiations

also should play a significant role in the development of performance testing. As a point of

departure, I wil use Brickell's seven keynotes as Ahmann has adapted them to performance

testing in vocational education,l'Ahmann also has added the "who" qUestion at each stage in the

developmental process. Thus, the keynotes become:

1. The skills and characteristics to be tested
1

2. The means of measuring them

3. The point(s) at which they will be measured

4. The number of proficiency standards Wiiich will.be set

5. The level(s) at which these standards will be set

6. Whether the standards will be for school programs or students

7. The consequences of failing to achieve the standards

-8. For all of the above, who will make the decision.
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The skills and c haocteristrics to be tested A number of interrelated questions are raised by
this keynote They include the following Are the skilk and characteristics derived from the
substance of the vocational education subjects? Are they derived flow specific jobs (through lob
analyses) to Which the vocatmnal odircation subjects art olatmt Are they der wed trorn
categories of job? Are they derived from a broader idea of professional preparation, including
Ahmann's concepts of "occupational knowledge" and job-seeking skills?'" Are all tho relevant
skills and characteristics measured or a sariple of them? Aro values and attitudes to be
included? Aro general compotoncios to bo included in the poi formanco test oi are vocational
students required to take the separate minimum competency test used in the general educational
program? Who determines the skills and characteristics to be tested (e g educators. employers
or unions, stridents, parents or other citizens. or some combination of these)?

Consideration of the legal implications of the various alternatives may influence the policy
decisions. In general, the most relevant legal theories are the substantive due process concept of
rationality. the'equal protection concept of nondiscrimination. thd freedom of belief and privacy
concepts, and the state constitutional, statutory, and regulatory requirements of a certain quality
or quantum of education

On one level, focusing on Skills derived 'directly from vocational courses may comport easily
with due process and equal protection concepts as long as: (1) the performance testkng relates
to subject matter that the students actually have had a reasonable opportunity tict master; and (2)
the selection of subjects tauOht or chosen forl'the performance testing is nondiscriminatory (in
the sense that it is not skewed in favor of particular socio-economic, racial, or ethnic groups).

,

However, focusing on skills derived directly frqm vocational courses may pose greater legal
difficulties under other concepts. State educational quality requirements, as well perhaps as
substantive due process, may dictate'that proficiency be defined in terms of skills actually 1
required in the marketplace'. In theory, vocational courses, more than any other school subjects,
should be related to the marketplace. But that may not always be the case.

If the skills upon which the performance testing is based appear to be reasonably related to
the job market in some sense, it is unlikely that a court will intervene because the skills are

'derived from categories of jobs rather than individual jobs, or from a broader idea of professional
preparedness, or represent a sampling of relevant skills rather than all the skills involved. These
are judgments about wttich the judiciary will tend to defer to the education officials, assuming
that there is credible evidence that the task has been approached responsibly.

The courts are more likely to'consider intervention if the performance testing gives
substantial welgtV to personal values, attitudes, and other characteristics in addition to, or
instead of, job-reiated skills. The risk of subjectivity and, ultimately,bias may be heightened by
such an approach. Moreover: issues involving freedom of belietand privacy may be raised.
Justifying themclUsion of such elements, therefore, is likely to be more complicated. On the
other hand:if the educational authorities can demonstrate empirically that certain personal
characteristics are closely, related to successful performance on the job, they may be able to
argue that the predictiveyaliclity of the perfoririance testing is linked to inclusion of such
elements. The courts will have to balance any infringement upon students' interests against the
weightiness Of the state's purpose.

The relationship betWeen performphce testing in vocational education and minimum
competency testing raises further legal isseles under the state's educational quality provisions.A

Generally, courts that have construed the state's'obligation under such brovisions have
.concluded that students have a right to an educational opportunity designed to equip them for

!
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effective citizenship as well as for competition in the marketplacan Mastery of basic academic

skills may be relevant to both. I herefore, students in vocational programs will have to bo

included in the general minimum compotrry testing program, as they are in most states.

Finally, wtp determines the skills and characteristics to be tested may have legal

implications. Certainly, the requirements of rationality under due process and.equal protection

concepts must be satisfied. Statutes or regulations might specify the procedures to be used in

creating the performance tests, and their mandates would have to be met. Moreover, if the .

decisions actually were made by persons or agencies not officially part of the governmental

structure, issues of improper delegation of authority would be raised.

The means of measurement. Brickell suggested four broad choices for measurement of

student competencies that are applicable to performance testing in vocational education: (1)

act* performance in job situations; (2) simulated performance in situations resembling the job;

(3). performance in school programs; and (4) performance on paper-and-pencil tests.

The touchstone for evaluating these alternatives is the concept of validity." Under both due

process and equal protection doctrine, tests, of whatever type; must satisfy standards.of

objectivity, reliability, and validity." Due process is implicated if the use to be made of the test

threatens to deprive students of their rights to liberty or property. 'Evidence that the use of the

test stigmatizes students who fail to demonstrate their competence or requires their attendance

at rernedial programs will be germane to an alleged deprivation of their liberty interest." Denial

of promotion or graxikuttion based on the test results isae clearest support for deprivation of a

property interest." Evc4n if a court could be persuaded thitt some students had been deprived of

their liberty or property rights, the students still would havato prove that the test or related

procedures were not procedurally or substantively fair.

An equal protection challenge would proceed most forcefully if a suspect classification Were

evident. At one point, a test's racially disproportionate effecta far higher percentage of black

than,white students falling belovf proficiency levelsestablished a firima.facie case of racial

discrimination sufficient to shift a heavy burden of justification to the education authorities.

Several years ago, howeviir, the United States Supreme Court determined that an intent to

discriminate, rather than merely-discriminatory effect, had to be proven in brder to establish a
racial classification." An intent to discriminate can be proven by circumstantial evidence,

including statistical data, as Well as by direct evidence." it is still not clear, however, how heavy

a burden that will place upon bhallengers of a-performance testing program.

If, despite racially disproportionate consequences, no suspect classification can be

established, and* the federal courts adhere to the view that education is not a fundamental

Interest, then the classification of vocatiortal students into those who have achieved proficiency

and those who have not can be justified by showing that It has a "rational basis." The validity of

the testing instrument will still be part of the showing of rationality but he overall burden on the

school authorities will be substantially lighter than under a stricter sc tiny approach. That is .

.espetiailv true given the recent tendency of the federal courts to def r increasingry to public

officials"' judgments."

HOiniver,-evele if the performance testing is found to be racially neutral it niay still be

Invalidated if the state or.local educational system previoualy was found to discriminate against

students and the effect of thitesting is to perpetuate the effects of past discrimination. fhe

federal district court in Debra P. found this to be the case with the Florida minimum competency

testing program. Instead of invalidating the program, thougii, the Court merely deferred

effectiveness of the diploma sanction,
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The Debra P. court also dealt with many claims of test invalidity. In one of the weaker
portions of the opinion, it concluded that although the test was flawed in many respects the
inadequacies did not rise to the level of "constitutional infirmities "Ala This mny suggest that it
educational authorities can present evidence that they have attempted to deal with test validity
concerns their efforts will not be struck down because they have fallen somewhat short of the
"state of the art."

Applying these legal Principles to the broad choi9es outlined by Brickeit indicates- that, in a
general sense, paper-and-pencil tests may be morck easily defended than.the other alternatives.
Although it may be more difficult to establish their bredictive or face validity, the courts have not
usually required such validity..Paper-and-pencil teats may be _easier to validate in content or
construct terms, and this isthe direction of the court's primary focus. Moreover, paper-and-
pencil tests may minimize the more obvious problems relating to objectivity and reliability that
could plague tests based on actual or simulate&performance." Ahmann has described the
difficulties, in terms of resources and personnef capability, that would have to be surmounted to
deVelop and administer effective tests of actual or simulated performance.. The courts will have
little difficulty striking-down a jerry-built performance test. This is" not to suggest that, being the
avenue of least legal resistance, paper-and-pencil tests should automatically be adopted. It does.
however, reflect one Of the realities that must enter into the decision.

The poirsts,for.measurement. The purpose or purposes of the performance testing will
determine, to a substantial degree, when Ile testing is coaled out. The testing may serve a

,creening function for entry into a particular vocational program." In that event, of course, the
test would be given prior to entry into the prograTh. If, on the other hand, the performance
testing serves a certification function, it may be.administered. at or near the end of the vocational
program. Finally, if the purpose is diagnostic and remedial for individual students, programs, or .

both, the testing will be administered periodically during the course of the program.

These purposes are not mutually exolusive. The chcrice of testing purpose and the related
decision about points for measurement will be influenced by legaleconsiderations. If entry into a
vocational program is at isiorand the screening will disproportionately affect particular groups
of students, equal protection questions will be raised. Due process questions may also be raised
about whether the performance testing is an arbitrary means of screening individual students.

Central-to both sets of questions are the validity of the particular performance test,
discussed in the prior section; and the intention of the rpsponsible education officials. In the
latter connection, vocational educational professionaliAay have to deal with the argument that
they attempt to limit entry into their progfams to students who will be easiest to place in jobs.
Critics have asserted that this had.led to discrimination against black, non-English speaking and
handicapped students.82

Similar legal issues.will be raised if the purpose of the performance testing is certification.
The sanction there 'may be withholding.of promotion, graduation or a "regular" diploma, or .

identificationof students as "lacking proficiency." The effect, in any case, may be ineligibility for,
or reduced access to, future educational or employment opportunities.

.
Because of the weightiness of these consequences, the vocational edUcation authorities'

justification is likely to be subjected to careful scrutiny. This will include attention to the timing
of the measurement. There should be adequate notice of the performance expectations an4
sufficient,time and opportunit* for students to-meet them. A court that considered these matters
also probably would require testing early enough to permit remedial efforts for students found to
lack the necessary performance skills."
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If performance testing were for diagnostic and remedial purposes only, the burden of

justification would be lightest. When and how frequently- the testing was administered would be

left to the discretion of the education officials, unlon that discretiOn was exercised in a

manifestly arbitrary or irrational way and same tangible harm to students chuld be proven In this

connection, the state education clause's quality standard might becbme relevant. Students might

argue that the harm to them was that the program as structured could not provide them with

adequate diagnostic and remedial efforts.

7 he nurnber of piolicioncy standards sot. There is a considerable range of policy possiblities

concerning this matter. There could be a single statewide standard for all students in a particular

type of vocational program, or there could be a separate standard for each student based upon .A

perceived abilitio, background and educational objectives. Between those poles are other

possibilitiesmultiple statewide standards categorizing students by one or more of a number of

possible criteria (i.e., demonstrated or projected intelligence, facility with English, existence of a

handicap, socioeconomic background, nature of the particular school or school district and the

community and job market that it serves, and the educational expenditure level); either single or

multiple standards established region by.region, district by district, or school by school for

students within those respective jurisdictions; a combination of one or more statewide standards

augmented by additional and perhaps higher standards established locally.

Various educational and policy problems are posed by these alternatives. For example, a

single statewide standard for all students in a particular vocational program may be seen as both

too difficult and too easy given wide variations in student ability and performance and, perhaps,

in the varying demands of the marketplace. Differential standards require that each student's

capacity be estimated, with the dual problems of the possible subjectivity of such estimates and

the self-fulfilling prophecy phenomenon.

Moreover, if testing werse designed to certify that students had achieved adequate profipiency

to perform in the marketplace, suCh differentiation would deprive the certification of uniform

meaning-even at the lower end of the scale.

These sorts of educatibnal and policy problems have legal analog% A single statewide

proficiency standard.could be challenged on a number of grounds. If it failed to relate

adequately to the demands of the job market, it could be challenged for lack of conformity with

the state's educational quality responsibilities, or for its arbitrariness under due process notions.

If the consequence of a single stitEiwide proficienGy standard had a sharply different impact on w

groups of students, especially those defined by race or ethnicity, an equal protection challenge

might be forthcpmin§.

Resorting to multiple'standards would not necessarily eliminate these legal concerns.

Illustratively, if performance expectations for miAority students were consistóntly and

substantially reduced, although those students might be "certified," such an approach could

stigmatize them, lower the program's expectations for them, and deny them a9cess to remedial

. programs designed to elevate their proficiency levels. The consequence of these factors might

actually be to diminish ths job prospects of minority graduates of vocational education

programs.

Differential standards could also-raise substantial due process issues regarding the
arbitrariness9rAnitionality of the standards themselves and of_the mechanism by which they

were set. The strength ofo this challenge Would depend upon the care exercised by 'the

responsible education authorities. If, for example, standards were established for each pupil by

4
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an individual teacher acting impressionistically rather than on the basis of carefully articulated
criteria, the-System woOld be very vulnerable

The level at which proficiency standards are set. A question related also to the number of
standards set is whether standards ostensibly established to reflect the demandp of the
marketplace are for entry or journeymen-level positions. As a praatir* matter, unless a particular
program is specifically designed to equip its students for journeymen positions, the.standards
should be geared to entry level positions. The more important issue is likely to be whether the
standards actually relate to the marketplace.

There is evidence that in many vocational programs, instruction may not be effectively
geared to the job market." If that tendency were extended -to performance testing standards," .

there would be clear perlicy and legal problems. The performance testing effort cOuld be attacked
on the due process groundthat it was not rationally related to the State's avowe,d purpose .of
equipping students to compete in the job market. Moreover, if the level at which standards were
set did not comport with the marketplace, a state education clause challenge might lie. Finally,
standard setting raises the issue of who makes the operative decision..lt is inconceivable that
standards could reasonably relate to the demands of the job market without the standard-setting
process substantially involving representatives of the market in question. Nonetheless, trom a
legal perspective, the ultimate decision must be made bbr the responsible public otficiale
Otherwise, the.standards are subject to chalienge on the basis of en uniawful.delegation of
aUthority.

Whether the standards will be for school programs or for students. Thus far, thii paper had
proceeded primarily on the assumption that performance testing standards will be eitalilished for
students rather than for school programs. This orientation is not inevitable. A performance
testing program might be established to determine how well vocational schools or programs are
performing on the whole.

The practical differences between these two approaches are substantial. As Brickell pointed
out in connection with minimum competency testing, the.choice between them will determine:

whethecNrou will.write test items all studenls can pass or only most students can
pass; whether you will test everybody or only a sample; whether you will report results
tO each individual parent or only to thegeneral public; whether you will settle for a
school program that reaches 70% of the students even if that 70% misses, for example,
ever9'single 'disadvantaged' child; and Whether you will modify every unsatisfactory
program or failand recycle-every unsatisfactory graduate."56

A focus on schools and their programs will reduce some legal difficulties but may increase
others. To the extent that such a focus would reduce or eliminate sanctions against individual
students or groups of students (i.e,. by not denying them promotion, graduation, or regular
diplomas, Or-by got publicly identifying them as below proficiency levels), due process and equal
,protection concerns would be lessened. Arguments based on deVivation of a liberty or property
interest, or on indiviout discriminitibn, would be far less credible. The thrust of performance
testing wduld a on school or program countability and the response to inadequate
performance presumably would be a programmatic or personnel-orifted response.

Thit may be a rational and appropriate approach unless the state's constitution, statutes or
KegulatiOns impose a clear edudational quality requirement directed to the rights of each student.
In that event, aa previously discussed, a performance testing effort, wpich was not designed to

k
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ensure thateach student,had an eduCational opportunity geared to the achiFivement of

reasonable. proficiency in job-related vocational skills, woUld be suspect. Failure of the program

to lead to.special educational assistance for individual students who fell beilow the specified

standards Would be the clearest indication of its invalidity.

The consfequifnces of failing to achieve the standards. TWs final keynote follows directly

from the priordisdussiori. In'cOnnection .with minimum drOmpetency testing, Brickell suggested

six possible consequences for students who fellipelpw minimum competencies 'and-six parallel

consequences fOr achools whOse students failed to per(orm adequately. They were:
a

1. Verify thes findings independently
4

2. Provi. 3 several more chances . ...-

. - .

3. Lower:the standards to Motif their performance
. .

4. Remediate so that they can pass (or fedesign school pFograms to match succestful

programs).

5. Refuse to promote or graduate them (or refuse to let schools operate until they can meet

the standards)
6r)

r

6. Promote or braduate them with a restricled diploma or certificate or attendance (or let

.schools operate but refuse to accredit thern1)57

In applying these possibilities to performance testing in vocatTional education, the prior

discussion made clear that the phtferable, and in some states the required, response to evidence

that particular students have failed to meet proficiency standards is to direct appropriate

educational assistance to them This may take the form of remediation for the Individual

students; it may also involve broader programmatic or personnel responses. Surely if a

substantial percentage of the schoOl's or program's students is failing to meet statewide or local

standards, the overall educational program, including,the quality of instructional stiff, should be

evaluated and perhaps upgraded.

Lowering the performance testing standards because .loo many" students have failed to

meet them" is an unacceptable response for both public policy and legal reasonS.

If students who fall to meet the standards are proyided with appropriate remedial assistance

and If the ptogram is otherwise fair and rational," then ultimately they could be refused

promotion or grAduation, or be,promoted or graduated with a restricted diploma or certificate of

attendance. From a due process perspective, these students may have been deprived of a liberty

or property interest by ithat aotion but the state Is permitted to do so tf It acts fairly and

rationally. From an educational qqality,perspective, the state 'cannot-be required to guarantee

dducational results for all students. It can be held, however, to provide an apptopriate

educational opportunity for all students.

, Vocational educational results, as measured by_an effective performance testing program,

are relevant to a determination of whether that educational opportunity is appropriate. In legal

terms, evidence of 'Inadequate pupil perfcirmance'should shift to the education authorities the

burden of demonstrating that, nonetKeless, they have been providing their students with

appropriate educational opportunfties. This result Is consistent with sound public policy and with

the diecharge by educators of their professional responsiblities.
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Future Developments

The minimum competency movement has generated extensive debate and controversy Its
future is uncertain. Part of the uncertainty arises because pending and future legal challenges
may-invalidate entire programs or certain aspects of them. The Debra P. decision, the first

elating to a direct minimum competency challenge, has not resolved the matter; indeed, it may
ave.heightened the uncertainty by providing ostensible support for both supporters and

challengers of minimum competency testing

Uncertainty about minimum cjimpetency testing extends beyond the legal arena, however.
Educators and policy makers are'rdivided about the likely effects of these efforts. Whether the
movement will improve education and educatignal outcomes by promoting more responsible and
effective teaching, administering, and studying, or will victimize those who am held accountable
by it, cannot be determined yet. In substantial part, the answer to that crucial question will turn
upon the quality of further policy making that can shape or reshape minimum competency
pros:kerns. It will also depend upon the care and skill exercised in implementing the policy
thrusts.

The evolution of performance testing in vocational education hopefully should benefit from
this experience in minimum competency testing. There are sufficient parallels to Make this a
ieasonable poosibility. What is required of polity makers and practitioners in vocational
education is that they neither uncritically adopt performance testing as a solution to all their
prsoblems, nor reject it out of hand because it will have to be developed and implemented with
thoughtfulness and care.

A

6) Legal principles, and tije threat or actuality of litigation, may come to play an important role
in the evolution of performance testing programs, too. This role, it is hoped; will be a positive
'one, requiring rationality, fairness and objectivity of the process, but not making impossible
demands. But, vocational educators should not simply sit back and wait to be sued. They should
deal in dome preventive maintenancethey should attempt to head ofj legal challenges by
,fashioning and implementing performanke testing. programs in the most capful marmot possible.

they do so, the law and the courts will'have been an important partner in educational and
professional reform.

1,. t1/4-
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bakery employees. The breakthrough case where the Court applied the now common and more v..-
relaxed "rational basis" test was West Coast Hotel.Co. v. Parrish, 300.U.S. 379 (1937). Since that
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"In Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976), the Court held that disproportionate racial impact

of a test Is insufficient to establish an unconstitutional racial classification; a discriminatory.
purpose must be shown. Sevetral subsequent Supreme Court decisions shed light on how that

purpose.may be shown. See, e.g., Village+ 01 At1ingion 110ig1ils v,. Mullopulltw; Housing

Development Corp., 429 U,S. 252 (1977). In light of this narrowing construction ot the equal

protection clausit, challenges.based upon Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its

implementing regulations may be preferable. The U.S. Supreme Court indicated in Washington v.
Davis that disproportionate racial inipact of a test might be sufficient to constitute,violation of

' Title .VI. See McClung, supra. n. 15, at 442.

"See, e.g., ,Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Educetion, 402 U.S. 1 (1971).

"See, e.g., Wisconsin v.'Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Tinner v. Des Moines independtnt School
District, 391 U.S. 502 (1969); Wird Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624

(1943). See generally McClung, supra n. 2: at 674777.

"The educatiqn clauses use a variety of formulations. Among the more common descriptions of

the required educational quality. are the following: (I) "thorough and efficient" (e.g., N.J. Const.

art. VIII44, .1; Ohio Const. art. VI, §2; Pa. Conit. art. III, §14, W, Va. Const. art. XII, §- 1); (II)

"high ,gyality" (e4:, Ill. Const. art. X, §1; Mont. Const. Art X §1(3); Va. Oonst. art. VIII, §1);,{iii)

.:.!*eral and unIform''. (e.g., Ariz: Cobst. art. Xi, §1; Idaho ponst. art. IX, §1; Ind: Const. art. yill.
. A

"See Paul L. Tractenberg, "Legal Implications of Statewide Pupil Performance Standards." Pape

prepared for the Education Commission of the States, September 1977.
t)

"In Robinson v. Cahill, 62 N.J. 473, 303 A.2d 273 (1973), the New Jersey Surfreme'Court,

interpreted the state's lhorough and efficient" 6Iause in that mannar;

30This is likely to be the most difficult link to establish. A performance testing progfam
undeniably is krational way for the state to implegient its educational obligation. But the state
*ill maintain that there are other rational ways availible to it.

"This approach would raise formidable proof problems and the challengers would have to

, overcome a court*tendency to defer to the expertise of legislators or educators who have set

the standards. ,

"See n. 27 stipra.
4.

33Hernandz v. Board of Education, Lynwood Unified School DiVrict, sypra. n. 6.

"E.g., P.L. 94-482, §112 (1976).

"Et:, Title V1 of the Civil Rights Act bf 1964, 42 U.S.O. §2000d (1976); Equal tducation'al
Opportunity Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. §§170111758 (1976).

"Family Educational flights and Privacy titt Of 1974, 20 U.S.C. §1232(g) (1976), P:L. 90-247, as
added P.L. 93-3800 and amended P.L. 93-564. Implementing regulations are at 45 C.E.R. 99.1 et

seq.

"E.g., N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-2(a) (5),*(6), (7).'
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"E.g., Education for all Handicepped ChildrenAct of j975 (P.L. 94-142), 20 U.S.C. §§1401-1481
(1976) imple4menting reguliitions are at 45 C F R. §121n 1 754 (1478)

411.dcattonal malpractice cases are probably the best knOwn lawsuits regarqing pupil
performance. Those cases are based primarily on common law negligence theories. The

I. assertion is that students have failed to learn because the. schools and their professional staffs
have breacKed a duty of care and skill owed to the students. Thus fai,educational malpractice.
cases on behalf of "dormer studenta have been unsuccessful because of the courts public
policy concerns about imposing such liability on school systemsand professionals See. e.g
Peter W v. Sin Francisco Unified School District, 460 Cal App. 3d 814, 131 Cal. Rptr. 854 (Ct.
App. 1976); Donohue v. Copiague School District, 64 A.D. 2d 29, 407 N.Y.S. 2d 375, 391 N.E. 2d
1352 (Ct. App. 1979). Cases brought on behalf of handicapped students alleging particular
negligent acts of specified professionals, ratherthan algeneral pattern of negligence, have been
more.suecessful. See, e\.g. Hoffman v. Boartf of Edutation, City of New York, 64 A.D. 2d 369, 410
N.Y.S. 2d 99.(App. Div. 1078). Recently, however, the New York Court of Appeals reversed the
Hoffman decislo.n on public policy grounds. Although the results of performance teating in
vocational education might highlioht Madequata performance ofsome students, those results are
unlikely to cause the judiciarylo depart substantielly from the policy approach it has staked. out.
See generally Note, "ImPlications of Minimum Competency Legislation: A Legal Duty of
Care,"Pac. Law Journal 10 (1979): 947-70. flip

oSee:Ahrbann, Uk n. 12, at 8-11.

i'See; e.g., Roelnsoh v. Cahill, 62 N.J,,,473, 303 A:2d (1973).

42ValiOlty has both a generalized meaning of suitability and appropriateness, ands technical
psychometric meaning. As to the Mitten See n. 251 supra.

43See n.,20 supra.

44See n. 17 su'pra.

"See n. 16 supra.

"See n. 24 supra'.

., I

"In Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitart Housing Developmerit Corp., 429 U.S. Q52 \
(1977), the Court listed a nurtiber of factors that may be Contedered in establishing
discriminatory intent. These(Included: (1) historical background; (2) the specific seguisnce of
events leading up to the challenged decision; (3) the departures from normal procediral
sequences or typical aubstantive results; and (4y the legislative or administrative histofy.-

,.1

4See, e.g.t Ingraham v. WriA, 430 U.S. 651 (1977); Rizzo v. Goode, 426 U.S 362 (1976). See also
Tractenberg, supra n. 7, at 13.

0474 Supp. n. 23, at 261.

"See Atunann, supra n. 12; at 19.

51be focus of this performance testing probably will be whether the student has adequately
mastered certain foundation or prerequisite skills.
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"Diana Pullin's paper deals with this issue in more detail

"The court in Debra P. deferred the Florida diploma sanction tot tout yeats because students

had not had adequte notwo of, ut opportunity to prepare tor, the rornpetoney twit The coutt also

addraeed the unavailabpity of Meaningful remedial programs until sholly before the sanction

attached: 40

"See New York Times, October 16, 1919,.§C, at 1, Col. I.

°V the performance testing standards were related to the tnarkotplaci.), but the instruction actually

provided in the program was not, there would be a mismatch between course and, test content.

This WoUld raise issues ot substantive due process.

BeSee Brickell, "Sefen Key Notes,'' 592.

57Ibid.

."Evaluation instruments, and perhaps the performance testing standards themselves, can be

modified If, based on field testing or otherwise, vdlid educational or psychometric judgments

indicate that modkfication is tequieed to implementithe state's'boals. Safeguards should be

erected, however, tkprevent this from being an open door to dilution of standards. If standards

wets lowered so that th@y no longer *ere reasonably related to the demands of citizenship and

the job market, they c91ft1 be challenged on legal theories discussed previously.

"Sore of the primati elements of a iair and rational system are: (I) carefully developed, non-

. discriminatory standards; (ii) valid evaluation instruments and procedures; (iii) an opportunity for

verification of the initial evaluatiqn results; and (iv) evaluation early enough to permit remedial

assistance (or program redesign) and re-evaluation. Some commentators have also suggested .

that testing programs should be phased in so that students' who have substantially pompleted the

educalional process do not have new and onerous standards imposed upon them. See McClung,

"Competency Testing," p. 2.
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Accountability Through Performance Testing

performance testing instruments and techniques are designed to foster accountability within
the vtrational education system. I he tnie ot performance testing for accountability raises legal
eoncerns on behalf of both students and the vocational educators conducting the testing
progrem. In both CatIOS, the importance of the legal considerations will be,*ectly rplated to the
ext nt of the harm resulting from the use of:the tests. In some instances, the*gal issues for
hd ators and for students will overlap.

While this paper will focus for the most part on legal is ues arising from harm to students
frotn a performance testing program, it is helpful to enum rate the legai impact on educators
themselves. Performance testing ii initiated to foster acc untability in vocational education, but
that accountability can be designed to diagnose weakness and provide effective feedback for
change or to diagnose weakness and eliminate' that weakn ss. Results of student performance
tests can be used to evaluate and guide teacher or progra effectiveness, or tests can be used td
assist teacher iermination decisions. The former situation aises few legal issues; the latter
presents issues that have been addressed previously by the judiciary.

The most striking example of the use of student tests Mr teacher accountability involved the
termination of an elementary teacher due, in large part, to the performance of her students on
standardized achievement tests, the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and the (owe Tests of,Educational
Development. While the trial court found that the dismissed teacher should be reinstated, an
appellate court disagreed and upheld the teacher's dismissal. The appellate court noted a dispute
among educators about the reasonableness of using the tests to assess teacher competence but
found that the action of theischool board and. the superintendent in the dismissal was
reasonable.' It is not unreasonable to expect that a court might have the same reaction to the
use of vocational performance tests for teacher termination.

a.

A,court's analysis of the legalituf the use of performance testing to evaluate and terminate
teachers rests in large part upon ah examination of whether the scheme complies with
constitution! guarantees of due process of law or fundamental fairness.

4

Fundaniental Fairness

* An area Where educational and legal policy questions most closely coincide concerns the
/./ fundamental fairnessof. performance testing programs. Within the legal system, this issue is

addressed by assercsing whether the program meets constitutional standards of due process of
law. This issue is addressed by assessing whether the testkig program is designed to serve a
necessary and legitimate governmental purpose and is formulated to serve that purpose through
reasonable means. WitOin the educational system, this issue is addressed by assessing whether a
testing program serves the educational goals and objectives of the schools.

Traditionally, conititutional guarantees of due process of law insure that individuals are
'treated with fairness, consistency, and lack of arbitrariness by governmental agencies and s

employees.pue process protections are of two types: procedural and substantive. Procedural
due process protections seek to insure that the procedures used by government in dealing With
individualtare fair. Procedural due process protections typically include the right to some form
of notification of impending governntental action and the right to effectively influence or
participate In governmental decisiorp.making through hearings, representation by counsel, review
of evidence, and so forth. Subetantive due process seeks, to ensure that, regardless of the

110
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procedures followed, the action undertaken by the government must be reasonable and must
serve a legitimate govenmental oblective or purpose.

Due pludus, both substantivu and pruuuduial, is an Olitstiu uunCilfipt iuquning difluient lovols
of protection depending on tho context. The procedural protections that must be afforded a
defendant in a criminal trial are much More detailed than those that must be provided a student
who faces a long-term suspension from school. Similarly, the governmental objectives to be
ierved by a statute regulating conduct through criminal sanctions will be subject to a much-
Stricter substantive due process analysis than the objectives-of a statute regulating the dress and
appearance of police officers. While the meaning of due process, the delineation between
substantive ind procedural due process, and the standards for determining what process is due
in a particular situation can be somewhat blurred. However, there are guidelines offered
educational decision-makers and vocational educators by a due process analysis of performance
testing schemes.

..

A substantive due process analysis ordinarily begins with an examination of the legitimacy of
the goat df the governmental program. This analysis of the "state interest" in a program can
rarely be conducted by referring to a full and clearly articulated statement by the governmental
agency made at the time the program was initiated; such statements seldom exist. !Weed, a
court relies upon the government's after-the-fact rationale for its program or a r cowl LW) if
defines whdt it feels a legitimate interest or goal might bo. A substantive due p ocess analysis
therefore begins with scrutiny of the goals, either explicit or implied, of a testing program. Next,
if the governmental goals are legitimate (and courts alMost always find that they are), the means
of achieving the goal will be examined. 4

4

Twopxamples of judges' use of substantive due process to an yze educational practices
may be hdlpful. Both sitOations involved school disóipitne and th xclusion of student, from'
school for alleged violations of school rules of conduct. In the fir t m4,24 New Hampshire high
school student was indefinitely expelled from-school for intoxication. Laws of the State of New
Hampshire permitted expulsion of students for "gross misconduct;" school rules specified that
students could be iexpelled,for "undesirable behavior patterns." The expelled student's infraction
of the rules was her firsroffense, there was no evIdence.of any gisruption of other student% and
evidence presented to the judge hearing the case indicated that the misbehavior 4is due in large
part to difficulties thht student had been having in her relationship with her parents..In the New
Hampshire case, the court stated that:

It is fundamenlaily unfair to keep a student mit of school because of difficulties
between the student and her parents, unless those difficulties manifest themselves in a
real threat to school disciOlint.3

In reaching decision which ordered the student reinstated in school, the court considered
the harm to the student in being excluded from school, the. effectiveness.,of the exclusion In
deterring other student misconduct, and the failure of the school to prove that readmitting the
girl to sehOol would cause significant harm to the school's functioning. In addition, the analysis
focused upon whether it is fair to punish students for behavior over which the students
themselves have little, or no control.

In the second case," a brother and sister were both suspended from a Louisiana school
under a school rule aich allowed for the discipline of a student when the student's parent
challenged.the authority of school officials in an "offensive manner." The students were
suspended indefinitely and then,transferred to a new sctfool for disciplinary reasons after their
mother struck an assistant princlpal in the course of a discussion over his discipline of the

ft.
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children. A federal court of appeals found the discipline of the students an untonstitutional

infringement of the right to substantive due process of law The school rule punished students in

the ahtnnce of any personal quilt for the infraction and in a situation where the school could not

meet .a substantial burden placed On it to justify Its Actions I he Louisiana case involved a senile'

analysis. There, the court asked whether there was a Justifiable and reasonable need lot the

school rule punishing students for the misconduct of their parents and whether there was a

reasonable 9nd less onerous alternative means for fulfilling the need the rule was designed to

serve.
,

A second Series of questions relating to the fundamental fairness of an educational program

or practice concerns the manner in which the program or practice was implemented. These

questions are sometimes treated as procedural due process issues, sometimes as substantive due

process issues. The implementation of a new program or practice presents fairness issues which

relate both to the sufficiency of advance notice of the change (procedural due process) and to

the extent to which the implementation scheme reasonably and rationally furthers a legitimate

educational purpose (substantive due process). Because a procedural due process analysis is

most often epplied to situations scrutinizing the mechanics of formal or inforMal procedures

involving hearings, the substantive due process rubric may be more helpful here. r

One court was asked to apply a due process analysis to a situation in which a student

challenged the manner in ,which her graduate program changed the requirements for a master's

. degree. In that case,5 the student argued that she was denied procedural and substantive due

process guarantees when a comprehensive examination was added as a graduation requirement

after she had commenced her graduate program. The appellate court considering the case

decided In faVor of the sdhool after analyzing jhe factors involved. The court, however, implicitly

recognized a due. process.right to timely natice of a change in graduation requirements.

There is clearly a legitimate governmental interest in maintaining decorum in the schools

througtuchool discipline rules; The eubstantiv ue proceas considerations presented in the two

cases'described above concern whether the schock1 rules wet-, fair means of achieving that goal .

and whether the rules were fairly abplied..A similar type of due process analysis to that

described. id the,jwo discipline cases can be followed in eXamiiting school testing programs. The

analysis.has already been applied to the statewide use of a minimum competency testingj
program to' deny high school diplomas.

The Fundamental Fairness Flaw In One Minimum Competency Testing Program

A forecast of the type of substantive due process analysis. be applied to

performance testing in voeational education cart be.formulated by examining a recent court

decision concerning Florida's use of minimum competency.testing to deny high school diplomas.

The decisiop was made in the case of Debra P. v. Turlingtone in tl?,e summer of 1979 and was the

first Judicial reaction to the legality of the minimum competency lesting movement then

sweeping the nation's secondary schools. The lawsuit was brought by a number of students who

failed the competency test and would, as a result, be denied regular high school diplomas and' -

awarded instead certificates Of completion of high school.

Florida's minimum competency test requirement was the result of a 1976 state law

con'cerning educational accountability. The 'law requtred that high school graduates be provided

at least the minimum skills necessary to function and purvive in modern socf6ty and that students

demonstrate satisfactory performance in 'functional liteiecy" to receive zehigh schOol diplbma.
4
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Pursuant to the' statute, a minimuM competency examination of functidnal litera'cy wa
administered to Florida's public high school luniors and senkors: The functional literacy test was
first given to. Juniors In the fall of 1977; students who failed the test had two more chances to
talk() it befwe the giaduation !equirement was tu be imposed in the splinw ut 1979. Substantial
numbers of stuents and a'disproportionate number of black students,' failed the test.

_ The students 'who brought the lawsuit challenging the Florida testing program based their
challenge on seVeral different claims: that the p.rogram resulted in unlawful racial discrimination;
that the program, through the remedial classes provided to students who failed the test, resulted
in resegregation of black students, and that the program denied due process of law. After a
lengthy.trial, the court issued a decision that placed a four-year moratorium on the use of the.

ipfunctiohal literacy test to deny high school diplomas.
L

The substantive due process analysis is of primary interest as an analogy for studyin6
performance.testing;The Florida court,had little difficulty in finding a legitimate purpose served
bY the testing, i.e., ".. . the teqt could be utilized not only to gauge achievement, bUt also to
identify deficiencies for the ptirpose of remediation." The issue of the legitimacy of the means
used to reach this goal was of greater difficulty. The issue, as the court saw rt, was ". . . whether
the test utilized was a valid and reasonable measure for dividing students into classifications for
the purpose of hidh school graduation." One might well ask whether the court was confused
about what the goals and means involved were. The due process issue which had been
presented to the court was whether .the test instrument itself and the means used to implement
the testing, program were fair means to achievelhe goals of placing students in remedial classes,
label test failers as "functional illiterates," and to determine the award-of high school diplomas in
lieu of certificates of completion.

A major criteria for review of the testing program concerned wheffer adequate notice of the
change in the graduation requirement was prpvided to pasents, students, and educators. Florida's
statute was passed4n the summer of 19780)14.41andards,and objevtives to be measured on the
teat were established in the spring and summer of 1977; the first functional literacy examination
was administered in the fall of 1977. In effect, teachers in Florida's high school had only two
months of class time to work with students on the new functional literacy skills Measured on the
test, skills which the court found had not previously been successfully taught to all of Florida";
students. .

The court recognized the need to Inform students and educators of the importance of the
test and the sanctions to be imposed as a result of the test, in addition to the subject matter hi.
be examined. The court recognized the educational implications of adequate.notice:

While all instruction is important, there ere obvious methods of motivating students
and emphasizing certain skills. The principal problem with the instant program is that
the instrUction in previous yeak took place in an,atmosphere without the diploma
sanction .. . It is critical that atOhe time of instruction of a functional literacy skill, the
student khows that the individual skiU tharis b6ing taught must be learned prior to Kis
graduatioh from a Florida public high schooi. Instruction in the speCific skills is critical,
but likewise to is identification of wbether the skills have been learned. Teaching and
learning are not always coterminous.")

Bated upon the expert tet4irnony of several educators,'the bourt concluded that four to six
years should intervene between the time the objectiies to be measured on..the test are made
public and the unction resulting from ihe test is implemenied.

.
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To assess the validity, reasonableness, and arbitrariness of the minimum competency test,

the court discussed the content and construct validity of the test and alluded to other technical

flaws In the test development A nd administration process. The court noted errors of

"considerable magnitude" in test deVelopment, and admimstrationand found adequate levels of

content and coristruct validity. The court found that, even if Florida's test developers did not

meet appropriate professional standards of "state of the art" riqiiirements, constitutrakal dile

process standards are not identical to professional testiand measurment standards. A test,

according to the Florida court, need only bear a rational relation to a valid state insterest. The

constitutional standards for test icstruments themselves are therefore lower, in certain cases,'

than professiohal standards.

Fundamental Fairness In Performance Testing For Vocational EducationSome

Recommendations

In the context of performance testing in yocational education, what due protess is due?

Clearly, for those programs where successful test performance is riequired to exit from the

program, obtain a certificate or license, or for entry into an apprenticeship following the formal

training, students should be fully informed of the test requirement befdre entering the program.

The nature of the sanction, e.g., failure to complete a course' of.study, to obtain a license or

certificate, or failure to be apprenticed, is of sufficient magritude to,require the early and

complete-notice. What of tests of less magnitude? Given ietipctance of the judiciary to

become involved in educational decision-making, particblarly in individual relationships between

instructors and students," a court may never intervene to determine the degree of due process

approfrriate for such'a situation. Court intervention, and the extent of such intervention, wilr
always hinge on the extent of the harm resulting from a program or practice. However, the basic

tenets of due process would indicate that, if imposed, the due process requireMents are less

strict, thatthe notice can be less complete when tests haie less importance. An instructor in an

occupational home economics course'giving a test at the end of a teaching unit on metric

conversion would, for example, be helno far less strict requirements than was the State of

Florida in testing to _deny high schbol diplomas.

The ntiture Qf judicial involvment to one side, would it not be appropriate for educators to

impose some due process, or fundamental fairness, requirements upon themselves in the

classroom teating situation? Such requirements would undoubtedly foster better teaching and

More effective learning, Educators have recognized the importance of tareful objective setting

for both teacher end learner." There should be little dispute that vocational students would
benefit from knowing in advance what is to be expected of them as a result of their training, and

that learning will improve as goals are clearly identified and worked toward. Any constitutional

due process standard of notice that would be applicable in this situation would not impose an

additional requirement on educators but would instead simply restate the perimeters of good

educational practice.

Asauming that a performance testing requirement has been fairly imposed, some guidelines
.concerning the nature of the test itself can also be drawn fram the Florida court's resictIon to the

high school minimum competency test.'What technical standards of the test and measurement
profession have been recognized by the judiciary as applicable to educational testing*?

Ttie Florida court, in its discussion of due process notice requirements was, in effect,

recognizing the seldom recognized but Increasingly important concepts of curricular and .

instructional validity. There was, in short, no match between the functional literacy skills and

objectives measured on the minimum competency test and the curriculum and instruction
offered the students who we,re required to pass the test to receive a high school diploma.

s
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To achieve fundamental fairness in performance testing for vocational educators, schools
and instructors administering the tests should follow the following guidelines:

Students should be informed of the existence and the nature ui the testing iequilement
-well in advance of taking the test.

If the performance test will be required to exit or graduate from the trainindeprogram,
the stu.dent should be Informed of the test before entering the program.'

1

If .the performance test will be required to complete a eburse or unit of study
successfully, the stud4mt should be informed of the test before beginning the coursb or
unit.

Students should be informed of the 4ubject-ma1ter, skills, and.objectives to be measured by
the test.

The curriculum and instruction offered the student should cover all subjects. skills, and
objectives to be measured tly the ten.

-The test-should only measure those areas actually covered by curriculum and instruction.

s The test instruments of techniques used should Meet professional standaids for val.idity and
realiability.

Performance Testing and The Potential For Unlawful Discrimination

In addition to the fundamental fairness issues addressed by the Florida court considering
minimum competency testing, the court also addressed issiles of unlawful racial discrimination
resulting from use of the functional literacy test. Similar issues are presented by performance
testing in vocational education.

Florida's functional literacy test, aftzwilt-ie third administration just prior to graduatiOn, had
failure rates that clearly indicated that t testing program impacted disproportionately on black
students. The failure rate for bikk students .was-apProximately ten times that among white
students. The students challenging the test alleged that the test results for black students
reflected the educational deprivations those students had suffered; the high school 'seniors who
faced the test-for-graduation requirement spent the crucial first four years of their schooling in
inferior, racially segregated schools. In the years since physical integration of the schools, black
students continued to suffer ongoing discrlinination. Poor test performance for black students
both ieflected and perpetuated the effects of past racial discrimination.

The judge, considgring these arguments against the Florida test, determined thaf thOuse of
the functional literacy fest to deny high school iplomas constituted unlawful racial
discrimination. The test, the court conoluded, s Quid not:be used as a graduation requirement
until all of the seniors compelled to meet the tes for-graduation reqUirement had completed a
full .tweive years of physically desegregated 'schools. Thus, a four-year moratorium on the use of
the test as a graduation requirement was ordered.

The race discrimination analysis In the Florida casi:j was based upon both a constitutional
and a statutory theory. Under the constitution, the tes ingprogram denied equal protection of
'the laws to black students. Under federal statutes, the roram violated Title VI of the Civil -,

4
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Hights Act of 1964 The use of constitutional and Title VI theories k) scrutinize an educalional

testing prarnee has hoer) ploynd recently. with perhaps even more far reaching implications

than the Florida case, by a federa.court in (:alitorma the Galikanio Lase- invulvud thu lEA, of

I.Q. tests to place students in classes for the educable mentally retarded (LMH). Classes to; I MR

students were populated with a large percentage of blitcli students, a percentage considerably

higher than the proportion of blacks in the total school population. The court found it unlawful to

rely upon 1.0. tests to determine EMR placement_when there is no proof that those tests are valid

and reliable for use with black students and there is no proof that use of the tists or resultant

disproportionate class placements furthered the purpose of providing the best educationyl

opportunities for students.

Challenges under both' constitUtional,and Title VI theories could also be brought against

performance testing in vocational education. There are also additional legal claims that can be

brought in the vocational education context.

Programs that receive federal financial assistance afe obligated to comply with an array of

statutes and regulations prohibitin4tiscrimination on the,basis. of race, sex, national origin,

color, or handicap:4 The nature of these prohibitions can' be fairly summarized by reference to

the March 21, 1979 "Guidelines for Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Services oh the

Basis of Race, Color, National Origin,, Sex, and Handicap" promulgated for vocational education

by the Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. These vocational

education guidelines set forth nondiscrimination requirements concerning distribution of funds,

access and admis$ions to programs, counseling and prevocational programs, instructional

programs, employment of faculty and staff, and proprietary schools.

The vocational education guidelines set forth several standards relevant to performance

testing situations. The guidelines indicate that programs may not develop, impose, maintain,

approve, or implement discriminatory admissions criteria. Programs may not ordinarily judge

candidates for admission on the basis of selection criteria that have the effect Of

disproportionately excluding persons of a particular race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap.

However, if,e program can demonstrate that the criteria for admissicin have been validated as

essential to participation in the program and that alternative and equally valid criteria without

disproportionate impact do not exist, then the criteria may be used despite their disproportionate

impact On the protected groups. A performance test measuririg entry level skills used to select

candidates for a vocational program could be subject to scrutiny underjr guidelines. If the

performance test used for admissions purposes resulted in a dispropolWate number's of

minority students failing the test; then the test could not be used unless vocational educators

could 'demonstrate that the entry level skills being measured on the test were essential for

successful participation in the vocational program. Evert once this proof was made, the test could

still not be used for admissions purposes unless there was no other valid way of assessing the

entry level skills that did not have a disproPortionate result.

The vocational_education guidelines have similar types of nondiscrimination provisions that

could also apply to uses of performance testing. For example, there can be no discrimination in

makinij work-study or apprenticeship opportunities available to vocational students. Therefore,

performande tests used to Measure student readiness for a work experience should not resAilt in

disproportionate minority failure rates.
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Nondiscriminatory Performance _Testing-Some Recommendations

Legal standards regarding nondiscrimination are'bot designed to prohibit testing nor to
circumvent the primary use of tests', -e.g., discriminating between those who know or can pelltOrm
from those who do not know or cannot perform. The legal standards being discussed here do.
however, prohibit distinctions between test takers when the distinctions are based upon
protected status, such as race, rather than upon knowiedge or skill.

When the results of a test make it appear that distinctions were based upon race, national-
origin, color, or sex rather than upon true ability to perform the tasks being tested, then
educators are asked to scrutinize their conduct to eliminate bias. This scrutiny has two phases:
Does the test really measure something that has to be performed to succeed in the vocation for
which the student is being trained, and is this test the only valid source of measurement or is
there an alternative that will achieve the same goal without harming minorities?

In beginning a performance testing program, Vocational educators can take the following
steps to minimize the potential for unlawful discrimination:

Test only at the basic level'at which cOmpetence must be demonstrated; if a program is
designed to produce apprentice pl6mbers, the performance' test used for exit from the
program should not measure skills,that only a master Plumber would be expected to,know:

If lest resulth indicate that a disproportionate number of minority students are failing the
Mit, determine whether t,here is a different but equally valid test'that woUld measure the
same areas, without the disproportionate rgult. Also, determine whether the test results
refioct past deprivations and how.these can be remedied through compensatory educational
programs.

Performance Toting and the Right to Privacy

A final set of issues of legal concern relate to the use of performance test results once they
are obtained. What use is Made of the test results within the vocational program, and how or
where are performance test results disseminated.outside the training progran? For educational
programs receiving federal.financial assistance, there are clear standards concerning privacy and
confidentiality under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA),I°

FERPA details protections for students concerning information, such as performance test
results, contained in school records. Test results 'may not be disclosed to someone who does not
have a "legitimate ellpcationdi interest" in,setring the results without written consent from either
The parent of the stiRlent Or, for students over eighteen years Did, the students themselves.
Persons with legitimate educationalinterests", and for whoM consent 'is therefore unnecessary
are probably only persons directly involved in the student's traihing program. Potential
employers clearly should not receive such information without written cOnsent; potential
supervisors for a work-study or apprenticeship experience probably should not receive the
information without written Consent.

The federal student records law also requires that students arid parents be provided
interpretations of test result information should they request it. This provision clearly points to
the need for careful and unbiased record keeping, the use of valid and defensible tests, and the
need for trainbd personnel who can explain_and 6ounsel abOut performance testing.
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In addition to the requirements of the federal records statute concerning privacy and

consent, there are potential prohlems eta constitutional dimension concerning performance

tests and the use of test results Some educators may be inclined to include questioris designed

to assess student attitude about a task or vouation. 1.;ut.11 attcnipt:, tii rIwtr ills I nfr ingo iron

student privacy particularly when they scr utinia) areas that are actually unrelated Or 1111111,('Ossar y

to successful performance in either the training program or the vocation. For example, a female

student's attitude about pregnancy and child-rearing has no bearing on her potential as a

secretary.

Privacy and Confidentiality in Performance Testing --Some Recominondations

To minimize potential infrirrment of students' privacy and the right to'confidentiality, the

following guidelines are appropriate:

Test scores should not be disclosed to persons outside the schOol or to those not directly

involved with the student's training without consent.

Test scores should not be divulged to potential employers without the written consent of the

parent or, where the student is over eighteen, the student.

Interpretation of test results should be made available to students andyarents

Tests should not include questions that unnecessarily infringe on students' privacy.

Conclusion

The use of performance testing in vocational education can lead to desirable Improvements

in the delivery and outcome of training programs. Performance testing does present potential

legal problems of erome magnitude. None of these problems is insoluble and, in fact, a wise

vocational educator will work to alleviate legal entanglements and will, at the same time, have

improved the educational program.

To maximize the educational, benefits of a performance testing program and to minimize the

impact of legal scrutiny of the pro4ram, vocational educators should structure the program so

that there is adequate phase-in time prior to implementation of the test. During the phase-in

period, test developers should undertake efforts to insure the validity and reliabiltiy of the test;

instrument. Quring the phase-in period, instructors should inform students of the subject-matter,

skills and objectives to be measured on the test and should insure that the areas covered on the

test are in fact being taught all students. Next, educators and test developers should insure that

tests do nt unlawfully discriminate against students on the basis of race, sex, national origin, or

handicap. Finally,.steps should be taken to protect the privacy of students participating the

testing program.
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'Scheelhaaso v. Woodbury Central Community School,District, 349 F. Supp. 988 (N.D. lows,
1972), rev'd. 488 F. 2d 237 (5th Cir.. 1973), cert. den. 94 S.Ct. 3173.

'Cook v. Edwards, 341 Supp. 307 (D.N.H. 1972).

3341 F. Su Pp. 309.

'St. Ann v. Pajlisi, 495 F. 2d 423 (5th Cir. 1974).

SMahavogsanan v. Hall, 529 F. 2d 448 (5th Cir. 1976).

e474 F, Supp. 244 (M.D. Fla. 1979)

'A black student had aten times greater chance of failing to graduate than did a white student.

6474 F. Supp. 260.

9Id.

'9474 F. Supp. 264.

nThe clearest example of this Judicial reluctance is a recent U.S. Supreme Court case, Board Of
Curators of the University of Missouri v. Horowitz, 98 S. Ct. 946 (1978). In that case the Supreme
Court noted, in discussing the academic expulsibn of a medical student,tfiat a student's
academic status requires ex0ert evaluation of cumulative information and a court should decline
to overturn the judgment of educators.

/0

'211obert F. Mager, Preetarini InstruOtional Objectives (Balmont, Calif.: Fearon Publ)shers, 1975).

"Larry P. v. Riles, No. C-71-2270 RFP, N.D. Calif. October 10, 1979.

.
"Discrimination on the basis of race, cokik, or national origin is prohibited by Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 12000d. Discrimination on the basis of sox is prohibled by Title IX'
of the Education Amendments of 19721 20 U.S.C. §§1661 it seq. Discrimination on the basis of
handicap is prohibited by 1504 of thil Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §794, and by P.L.
94-142, Education for all Handicapped Childon Act, 20 U.S.C. §11401 et seq. Each relevant
statute has a set of Implementing regulations, written by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, to further clarify the law. Finally, Title II of the Education Amendments._
Act of 1976, 20 U.S.C. 112301 et seq. and "Guidelines for Eliminating Discrimination," 44 Fed.
Reg, 17162, referred to hereafter as "vac ed guidelines," also contain relevant nondiscriminition
provisiohi.
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"For the purposes of this discussion, a "disproportionate result" or "disproportionate effect" of a

test is defined as a circumstance in which the total percentage, or proportion, of minonty

students fading the teat is greater Mali that group.5 proportion in the total group nt qttirientn

taking pa test.

1620 U.S.C. §1232g. The implementing regulations are found at 15 C.F.R. Part 99.
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A hard lesson ,for law students to,learn is that the expertise of a lawyer has much more to do
with predicting legal outcomes than memorizing a set of rules. Making such.predictions entails
famillarjty with the process of decision, appreciation of the distinct institutional roles of court .

and other decision-makers, arid awarenesaof the constant interplay of fact determination and
value judgment. Making siich predictions employs a process of reasoning that is hardir
scientifibin fact, a reasoning protcess that takes uncertainty as a pervasive feature of a dynamic
system. Part of the lesson to be learned is that the predictions are characteristically tentative and
often amount to little mOre than identification of alternative possibilities.

The truth contained in this lesson can be seen in the papers by Tractenberg and Pullin
dealing with legal implications of performance testing for vocational education. These papers do
not/tell us--as,they carinotwhat legal -results will follow from "performance testing;" they a
merely give tentative predictionsor, more accurately, they provide a legal framework within
whlth predictions might be made. They tell us a little about the way courts work. For example,
they make it clear that courts attempt to assimilate "real world" problems into legal categories,
such as "due procesi of law" or the "equal protection of the laWs" or a "right to privacy."

Tractenberg and Pullin tell us that the courts wiltboth second guess educational. judgments
and defer to educational expertise, and they try to suggest when courts will do more of one and
when more of the other. They tell ua that the coiirts will examintrfactssuch as those provided
in tim.testimony of educational experts or written in educational books or, perhaps, facts that are
"knOwn" by everyoine, Including Judges, such as fecte concerning the existence and disadvantage
of radially segregated schools. They tell us also that the coUrts wiltmake value judgmentssuch
as those involved In, somehow, !!weighfng" the interests of individuals who may be harmed by
denial of a high scholol diploma against the interepts Of the state in safeguarding the significance
of a high school diploma. e

Finally/Tractenberg and Pullin tell us that to hazard a prediction concerning the success of
various legal Challenges to performance testing one embark on a process of reasoning that is
truly labyrinthian. For-example, to predict the outcome of a discrimination challenge one must
adist the intertwining significiance of (a) certain Supreme Court cases dealing with the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; (b) certain Supreme Couil cases dealing with
statutory provisions, such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of.1984,,is amended (preventing,
emPloyment diserimination);'(c) a body of literature (not court decisions) dealing with
competency testing (not, as such, performance testing in vocational education); (d) a single case
try a court at the lowest level of the federal judicial system dealing with a particular competency
testing law (again, not a law deallnig With vocational education) in the particular context-of a
state educational system.not yet freed from the constitutional implications df having had, prior to
1954, separate schools for black and white children.
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To be sure, ono`can find some of this summary only he reading between the lines of the

papers Rut that, of course, is because these papers havo other purposes.and bec.ause of the

monumental difficulty of dealing with such complex mattels within ,L) Hallow 4m, neces!larity

simplified H hame. iiy lootono Litlefly at a very tiny pore of the whole 1 would like to attempt to

emphasize some of the legal ambiguity end the related mteractum between law and tldocation

that is involved in the material considered in theise papers. As a minute illustrative focus, I will

take a test designed to determine a Student's ';Feadiness" for parthcipation in a work-study

program. Let us assume that 80 percent of the white students' and 60 percent of black

students "pass" the test used; and let us assume a legal challenge based on discra elation

against blacks

If this legal challenge is founded on the equal piotection clause of the fourteenth

amendment of the United ,States Constitution, a Supreme Court decision (Washington .v. Davis,

426 U.S. 229 (1976), poses a major obstacle. According to that case, the fact that a significactly

higher proportion of black than white applicants fail an employment test doea not, without more,

show that the test was racially discriminatory; proof of a discriminatory purpose is requited. The

Court has also said,An Washington v. Davis and subsequently, that a challenger could prove the

required fliscriaiinatory purpose indirectly. TO this end, statistics showing a racially dispropor-

tionate impact would be relevant but not conclusive factual information. The Court noted in this

respect the case of Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1866), in which the disproportion was in

the order of 99 percent to I percent. That reference, plus the 'fact that the disproportion in

Washington v. Davit was 57 percent to 13 percent, suggests that the 80 percent to 60 percent

imbalance of the illustration would provide relatively weak evidence of discriminatory purpose.

In Debra P. v. Turlington, 474 F. Supp. 244 (M.D. Fla, 1979), discussed in both papers, a

federal distqct court discussed and ultimately distinguished Washington v. Davis in connection

with its considerations of a challenge to Florida's competency test for high school graduation.

The district court in Debra P. conceded that neither the disproportionate incidence of failure

rates (ten blqcks to one white in that case) nor the fact that the responsible education officials

had anticipated this disproportion demonstrated a racially discriminatory purpose. But a

distinction was found in the fact that the black students who were challenging the test were

assumed to have*suffered educational disadvantage attributable to school segregation. This

critical fact provided the basis for a legal conclusion that the past discriminatory purpose to

segregate schools was perpetuated by the present competency testing program. Yet, the locus of

Washington v. Davis was in the District of ,Columbilsk, where the Jim Crow practice of separate

but equai facilties for blacks and whites was prevalent in the public schools and other aspects of

the city's public life. Since this background was not persuasive to the Supreme Court in deciding

whether a discriminatory racial purpose was shown (or that its absence should be discounted), it

is not obvious that the background of de jure school segregation should have been efirsuasive to

the court In Debra P. Just as the inferior education of segregated schools might explain a lower

rate.of passing Florida's competency test, the Supreme Court has explicitly observed (In Qriggs

v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971))'that such segregated -education would disadvantage

blacks in employment testihg.

The Waselngton v. Davis precedent is significant because It makes proving the existence of a

racial classification so difficult. That would nottechnicallydefeat the equal protection-based

discrimination challenge to the hypothetical test which determines work studies eligibility. The

challenger could in any event argue, correctly, that the test for admission to the work studies

program is government action that classifiesbetween those who pass and those who do

notand that only government classifications which allocate benefits (or burdens) reasonably ,

are consistent with equal protection. But, in the absence of a racial classification (or some other
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Ingredient which performs the same function and is assumed here not to be present), the
reasonableness of the classification is made virtually invulnerable because of the controlling
significance given to tfr6 institutional roles of court and educational tester.

With no proof of purposeful race discrimination (or the equivalent), the courts "deter" to the
educational tester because the courts believe that our political system gives educators the role of
making.the critical judgment about What is reasonable...That is, in the court's view, the educators
are empowered to judge the reasonableness of the classification resulting from the test, and the
courts lack the competence as well as the authentic power to second-guess that judgment. As
ordinarily framed, the dovernIng legal principle rckiuires the challenger to "prove that there is no
rational basis relating thetlassiciation (test passers vs. test fellers) to the legitimate purpose of
the test (e.g., to select those,who would profit, or profit most, from the work-study program). It is
generally conceded that the challenger will be.able to meet the test so infrequently that the
cklallenger's probability of success\ should be rated at 0. ' .

-

Let Us assume now that the Challenger founds the challenge not on the constitutiOn, but on
some statutory andJor regulatpry provisions that prohibit racial discrimination in providing
work-study opportunities of the kind in question. Under this assumption, Washington v. Davis is
not a direct barrier. Furthermore, the Washington opinion reaffirmed Griggs v. Duke Power Co.,
which had held that, under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1984, an employment test having a
racially,disproportidnate impact is illegal if not validated. To validatd a test the user must show
that the.test is an effective device for selecting the more qualified employees. In general, the
different Griggs/Washington results are'explainable in terms of differences in institutional roles
and of the different implications of constitutional and statutory decisions. In Griggs; Congress
had deliberately singled out employment discrimination based on race as an area of concern; In
Washington, by contrast, the Court had no such policy decision to rely upon. Furthermore, the
Griggs resultprohibiting unvalidated tests beciuse of their disproportionate racial impactwas
confined to the employment focus of the. statute; by contrast, a disproportionate impact decision
in Washington would have had'sweeping implicetions over a broad range, inauding such,
far-reaching areas covered by the equal protection clause as criminal law, taxation, and welfare.

All of this suggests that the disproportionate impact ctiallenge inour illustration might find
smooth sailing if it is based on statute or regulation. That conclusion Ji far from inevitable,
howevlsr. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1984 provides the most obvious statutory sources of
such a challende, but,the rationale distinguishing Griggs and Washington may not faifor the
Challenger relying on Title VI. That statute does not represent a deliberate policy judgment that
racial dlicrimination in vOcational education or even in education generallyshould be singled
Mt as an area of concern; Title VI applies to all programs receiving federal financial assistance.

As a consequence, any adoption of a disproportiopate impact principle for Title Vi could
,hatterbroad application over many ireas. In fact, a majority of the Justices of the Supreme Court

's, have indicted In University of California Remits v. Bakk, 438 U.S. 285 (1978), that the
antl-disCrimination principle in Title VI is identical to the anti-discrimlnation of the equal
,protection clause.

Reliance on the regulations 'issued under the Vocational Education Act would appear to face
comparably difficul oblems. T e act itself contains no anti-discrimination provisions (based on
race) end plainly çibes not ..rpr.s4nt a deliberate Congressional policy.decision to prevent race
discrimination in eçatIonsI 'duo tion. The regulations under the Vocation& Education Act do
expressly prohibit ricIal diScrImin tion, but these regulatory provisions draw their authority, not
from the Vocktion Education Act, but from Title'Vl. Unless there is some reason to read the

4o
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regulations more broadly than their authoilizing islation, it would seem that the anti-

discrimination principle of Washington v. Davis, the equal protection clause. and Tltle VI would

also apply to thoz;e Title VI based regulations In tntt_ in the Fink ke case, a majority of the Cour(

evidently gave little significance to 1itle VI lirW legulatIons which tended to support racially

conscious affiernative action to overcome the effects of past discrimination. And, in other recent,

decisions, the Supreme Court has no,t been willing to follow anti-discrimination regulations that

seein to range beyond the scope of authorizing legislation. See Southeastern Comintinity

College v. Davis, 99 S.Ct. 2361 (1979) (handicapped); General Electric Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S.

125 (1976) (employment discrimination).

Let us assume, now, that the difficulties considered here can be overcome and that the

racially disproportionate impact resulting from the work studies test of the illustration would

require the test to be validated. At this juncture, a pourt would be faced with a second basic

issue, and this issue combines legal anti non7legal elements'. The court must set itself up as

something of an expert in testing. This might be accomplished in various waysby the court's

actually acquiring the expertise itself, by its use of a court-appointed expert, 6y relying upon the

expert witnesses and/or arguments of the parties. But the court must accomplish this somehow.

That is, somehow, the court must put itself in a position to understand what is meant by such

things as construct validity,content validity, criterion-related vtiliclity; it must be able to decide

which of these techniques is appropriate; and it must understand whether an appropriate

technique has been correctly used, But it is not accurate to think of the court, simply, as

assuming the role of a testing expert. In the end, a legal requirement of test validation poses a

legal test. There is no automatic identity between something, like "acceptable professional .

standards" and "acceptable legal standards'; the law may require more or les& or it may not. For

example, it may be argued that even though the test in question meets professional standards,

there is an alternative test (or.an alternative to the test) that, at' the same time, would be effective

in selecting students ready to profit from work study, but would have a significantly lesser

tendency to exclude black studentS. The court must decide whether such a less restrictive

alternative test is legally required, and the court must decide what should be accepted as a

sufficiently effective alternative selector and,as having atufficiently reduced racial impact.

Although it is accurate to characterize tbese decisions as ultimately "legal" decisions to be

made by thie court, it would certainly be misleading to imagine that the,courts would ordinarily

be free of the influence of the "real experts': in making those decisions. The extent of this

influence on the court's decision defies prediction (and, perhaps, even defies accurate

after-the-fact assessment).

Both the narrow illustration of this comment and the more far-ranging discussion by

Tractenberg and Pullin lead to several clear implications for performance testing in vocational

education. First, legal challenges to these programs will be made, both because perceived

injustices are involved and because the legal machinery is at hand. Second, aCturately predicting

the outcome of the legal cases that will be brought is well beyond our collectiVe wisdom at the

present time. Third, the,certainty o lawsuita and the uncertainty of result's will feed upon

themselves and create a distinct, though unknowable, reality of its own. This new creation will be

shaped by two evolutionary prOcedsesthe one identified by the cdurts' episodic attempts to

understand the world of education and testing and to articulate legal rules responding to that

understanding; the,other identified by the on-going attempts of educational planners to

antiCipate (and to avoid) the "worst" and of litiOators lo anticipate (and-lo exploit) the "best" of

the emerging legal doctrine.
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Part of our conventional wisdom, based on the insights of de toequeville, is that political
questions sooner or inter become judicial questions In-the United State0Nh04.4w9.1dom nofIced
is that, in the process of assimilation, the underlying issues are changed and distorted-- initially
in their new legal setting and eventually in themselves
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CHAPTER FIVE ,

IMPLEWNTATION ISSUES

I.

.1

The successful implementation of any program or product is not an easy task. Care must be
taken.that the steps in any implementation plan be carol* identified and analyzed. These
concernq ire addressed in Chapter Five.

First, H. Brinton Milward disCussos performance testing as an organizational innovationnot in.
the conventional sense of the term (I.e., measuring the performance of a student) but "rather of ,-

,)the performance of an entire tviining program of an Instructor." He Introduces such concepts so
"ideas in.good currency" as ,a nec ary precondition to the adoption of am Innovation. The-
remillnder of the paper focuses o the diffusion and adoption of the innovation within an
organiZation, the role of "Street-le I bureaucrats" in implementation and a technique"mapping
backwards"Lto arrive at an estimate of what will be needed to successfully implementa program
or practice. .. ..,

f
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In contrast to the organizational theory perspective presented In Milward's paper, Curtis R. Finch

addresses the implementation from a more pragramatic point of view. He describes the 1.

implementation setting and ideniilias a semis of considoiations which should he kept in mind

curricular, teacher and ancillary peisonnel, administration, student and community. The points

raised by both contributors are discussed by Janet E. Spirer,in the Comments papir.

a
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IMPLEMENTATION
ISSUES

Performance Testing as an Organizational Innovation

H. Brinton Milward
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Performance teats are not Innovations in vocational education. Vocational education has
long given a broad variety of performa e tests tO certify students for particular occupations and
tralps.-Thus, these tests are not an "Inno ation" in the conventipnal sense of the term that refers
to i product 'or practice new to the adoptin unit.

This paper will be conterned with the actil or potential use of the results of performance
tests, not as measures of the petformance of a ètident, but rather of the performance of an
entire training program or of an instructor. From llis persPective performance tests are an
innovation that states, school districts or the federal government could use to evaluate the'
performance of Instructqrs or programs. Thus, in th context of this paper, a performance test
would not be an innovation to a welding teacher; it w uld be an innovation to the staff of the
state office of vocational education who would use the aggregated results of students' scores to
evaluate how successful a given program was in actually training people for specific occupations
and trades.

The impetus for using performance.testsras. instruments of vocational education Program
evaluation comes from the implementation of the 1978 Amendments to the Vocational Education
Act of 1968.' The act stipulates that both the Bureau of OcCupational and Adult Education and
the states shall audit and review vocational programs to make sure they are the best possible
programs of vocational education. The role given to the states is very explicit:" . each'State
shall evaluate, by using data collected, wherever possible byetatistically velid sampling
lechnicjues, each such program within the State which proports to impart entry level job skilli. .

In other words, voca,tioneteducation mutt become result oriented. Increasingly, 'the
emphasie will be-on what the students can do in the occupations they have been trained for,
rather than an evaluation that is oriented toward the proCess by which students have been
trained.'

A response to the legislation and the general concern for government accountability has
been improved monitoring of the effectiveness of training. Performance testing can be used as
one mechinIsm aseessing Outcomes of the training process. In the past, performance tests have
seldom been used in this fashion, and most evaluation efforts in vocational education have
bee ". .. too casual, informal and fragmented and have only rarely served the cause of program
i rovement.. .",

What is occurring in vocational education is no different`from what is occurring in a variety
of other programs, The federal government is attempting to increase the analytic capability of the
states ".. . to strenOthen state leadership In education, to put more of the monitoring

:
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responsibility in the hands of state education igencies." This has resulted from the federal

government's inability to monitor or control effectively the behavior of thousands of programs

scattered across the country. In Intergovernmental relation ,,tho federal government has become

a provider of funds and a writer of guidelines and requlatio The states' role has become that

of federal program manageis, and the local programs are th delivery agents This explains why

the rolizi of the states in evaluation of performance of local pr rams has become such a salient

issue.

Air

Ideas in Good Couency
/-1

There is a direct connection between adoption of an innovation and ideas in good currency

Ideas in good currency are a necessary precondition for the adpption of public policy,

innovations. The space race of the 1960s as well as the law and order movement of the late

1960a and early 19708 are examples of ideas of good currency. "Among their most characteristic

features are these: they change over time; they obey a law of limited numbers and they lag

behind changing events. . . "e The "failure of the schools" idea, which has led to accountability

measures like minimum competency testing, is the idea in gOod currency behind performance

testing as an instrument of evaluation.

New ideas in good currency usually emerge from a disruptive event in a series of events.

These perceived crises set up a demaqd in society for new ideas to solve these problems. It is at

this point that ideas whtch are beyond the mainstream of the public agenda begin to surface.

This Occurs through a process of diffusion that depends upon interpersonal networks and upon

the communication media which in turn, shape the idea to their needs. In the use of minimum

competency testing, traditionalists used "the failure of the schools" idea to try to abolish Many of

the non-traditional courses and programs which were developed in the 1960s and '70s.

Ideas must gain entry to the limited set of channels through which formal policy agendas are

set. As Schon wrote, ". . .they require, in the approval of asIministrators, commissions, notable

personages, legislators and the like, iiicind of benediction.'" This power is used sparingly and the

decision to do so comes usually from a shared calculation of the idea's relation tO personal and

political interests and of the support thildeas have already gathered. As Feller, Menzel and

Engel found in the case of federal legislation; the adoption of a new technology by a state wes

directly traceable to the passage of.a new highway or air quality act. "Although federal

legislatWh seldom mandetes the adaption of ,a,specific technology, ihe 'choice' may be narrowly

defined." Thus, ideas In good currency can affect.diffusion patterns through an intergovernmen-

tal network.
.4.

Implementation as an Interorganizational Process

innovations based on ideas in good currency must diffuse and be adopted, as well aer

implemented, into practice through an interorganizational -network. There'are two features of the

vocational education network that distinguish It. First, since education is a state, rather than a

federal fynction in the United States, there is no national configuration to the network in terms of

equivalent organizatlivis, actors or practices. Second, the delivery system for vocational

education and training is difficult to-distinguish-from the general network offiqucation.
I

For the most part, the vocational education delivery system is the same system used to

educate all of the secondary, postsecondary, and adult students. School principals, superintend-

ents, presidents, directors, and boardsthose who make the decisions for education in

generalalso make,the majority of the decisions for vocational education.°
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There are a large number of organizations that shape policy and delhiery of services in
vocational education. These Include, for example, the Department of Education, State Boards of
Vocational Education, State Advisory Councils for Vocational Lducation, Local Boards of
Education, the Department of L A hor, State Employment Security Agenrip9. nnri CFTA prime,
sponsors. In addition, these organizations exist in thousands dt cormminities, fifty states and'the
territories and at the national level pf government. Instead of a neatly arranged hierarchy with
clear lines of authority, what we have is a loosely coupled functional system with considerably
more PoWer atttiti middle and bottom than at the top. In addition, all three levels of
organizationfederal, state and localpossess certain scarce resources valued by the others.
Each leyel also has a certain amount Of constitutIOnal and behavioral independence.

While the organizations providing vocational education training ale loosely coupled with
those providing coordination and guidance, the network of actor's and organizations consist of a
tightly Coupled policy networkalbeit one which lacks elaborated, hieraf9tlical authofity
relationships. It is a network whichis boundarymaintaining, and which has persisted for Over fifty
years as a separate entity frOM the larger general education system. This occurred because of
the differences in orientation, as well as in status, between the two groups. Vocational education
is best described as a functionel system that consists of:

1. The set of persons who lack, but want or need occupational skills or training.

2. The set of agendies, groups, and institutions ih'et serve and train them.

3. The research, evaluiition, and training activities that affect the provision of educational
training.

'41P
4.

4. The laws, policies, and programs under which vocational education is prOvided.

To call this a 'system' is not to imply that it has well-defined, consensual goals and
coordinated programs fOr reaching them. The institutions included in (this] system tend, in fact,
to Ilehave In a fragmented and disorganized way."° E'ven though disorganized, this is the system
with which persons seeking vocational training must de,al.

Karl'Weick calls this a "loosely coupled system where the individual organizations in the
system.are more like holding companies than goal directed entities." He suggests that this may,
be due to the diffuse task vocational education performs and the undertainty of the technology
used in the process of educating students."

Performance Tests as an Evaluation Method

We are assumming nere that performance tests are not an innovation to those who will
administer them. Thus, a secohd assumption may be made; Le., if the innovation is to be adopted
and effectively used, then one must focus, not on the process of innovation diffusion, bUt rather
on the implementation of the results of performince tests to local administrators, state vocational
education officials and federal adminstrators of the Bureau.of Occupational and Adult Education.
With thls as the focus, several corollaries must be spelled out.

First, Any new system of evaluatjng programs or individuals will increase the programs' and
individuals' uncertainty in regard to their performance. Uncertainty is ekkey conceplrin both .

organization theory as well as 'economics. A person or organization wig always try to reduce the
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amotint of uncertainty they must deal with. People in public organizations, like vocational

education programs, will prefer to be evaluated by Instruments that they both understand and%

influence. Performance testing depends on measurabto outcomes Since it is the students' score

that is aggregated, rather than superior's evaluating whether or not an instructor followed the

correct process of teaching and test administratl n, the teacher may feel that the outcome

measure of evaluation is unfair since a variety of things may affect the students' seore. Too many

students may *scheduled to take the tests atjSne time; the quality of equipment may vary from

program to program; teachers may feel that tPjy have more than their share of undermotivated

students. Thus even if promotion, pay, and tr nsfers are not tied to an evaluation'system heavily

relying on performance tedting, it would be a major source of uncertainty for those being

evaluated.

Thls suggests Why an innovation model is not appropriate for performance testing as an-

evaluation instrument. Many of the innovation models assume that all innovations go through a

sequence of stages approxiMatIng the research and development 'process where technology

dominates the results.'2 This does not apply to educational innovations, like performance testing,

as an evaluation instrument. The technical superiority of the innovation is very difficult to show

and, in addition, the innovation clearly threatens both teachers and adMinistrators whose

programs will be evaluated with the information they provide. With educational Innovations

where the technology is "soft," implementation, not the superiority of the technology will

dominate outcomes." Education is not unique In being dominated by the impltmentation

process.
' -

Simply because teachers and administrators'adopt an innovation does not mean that the

adopted practice will be the same as the original innovation. The actual "outcome" of the

adoption of performance testing will greatly depend on how teachers and administrators

ithplement it. In a federal system, there are no command and Control mechanisms for forcing

compliance with directives from either the itate or federal level. Interdependence and bargaining

inevitably shape intergovernmental relations. In.this case, as in so many others dealing with

implementation, the "street-level bureaucrats"the teacherswill larbely determine whether or

not the evaluation system produces meaningful information upon which to base program

choices.

4

Street-Level Bureaucrats and Implementation

The concept of street-level bureaucrats is very important in understanding the introduction

of an innovation into continuing practice. Stwet-level bureaucrats include teachers, police

officers, welfare workers, public health officers, and many others. All of these officials Work with

the public and make decisions on the basis of individual initiative as well as established routine.

They interact directly with citizens, in lath, they are most people's only direct Contect with the

' government. Since the9 exercise considerable discretioh in their a, they effectively determine

how policy is delivered to citizens.
-

In other Words: "To accomplish these required tasks, street-le I bureaucrats must find ways

to accommodate the demands upon them and confront the reality f resource limitations. They

typically do this by routinizing procedures, modifying goals, rationing services, asserting

priorities, and limiting or controllini;1 clientele. In other words, they develop practices that permit

thenrin aomi Way to procile the Work they are required to do. [Theirrwork4 .. Is inherently's

discretionary. Moraier, It is diffibult 6 establish or impose valid work-perlorMance measures,

and the conslimers of sekvices are relatively insignificant as a reference group. Thus street-level

byreaUcrats are constrained, but not directed, in their work."
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Theae accomodations and coping mechanisms, that they are free to develop, form patterns
of behavior which become the governmental program that isr"delivered" to the public. In a
significant sense. then, street-level bureaucrats are We policy-makers in their respective work
arenas.'4

As Weatherly and Lipsky and Richard Elmore point out,") this turns the study of both
innovation diffusion and the process of implementation on its head. The lowest level of the
implementation network determines policy while the upper-and mid levels are only able to
circumscribe the behavior of lower officials within certain broad limits. Thls occurs because in a
loosely coupled, interorganizational and intergovernmental network, goal homogeneity in the
absence of hierarchical authority cannot be assumed "lnterorganizational problems arise largely
from the difficulty of coordinating the activities of several different units, each of which has its
own Oats and established routines."

There appears to be an inverse relationship between the number of required transactions
between organizations to implement a new piogiam or practice and the likelihood of the
implemebtation being successful, "Even when the probability of a favorable result is high at each
step, the cumulative product of a large number of transactions is an extraordinarily low
probability of'success."" A recent study laysout in elaborate detail the multitude of devices and
ploys that experienced administrators can use to subvert, deflect or delay the effect of
programmatic Innovationi they do not like."

Given the fact of the inability of state and federal officials to control the behavior &local
teachers effectively, what oen be done to increase the probability that an evaluation system at
least partly based on performance tests will not be subverted? One technique for arriving at an
estimate of what will be needed to implement a new program or practice successfully is called
"mapping backwarda." It proceeds from our a umption that power over the delivery of
vocational education training effectively lies he hands of the street-level bureaucratsthe
teachersrather than in the hands of adminis rative officials at higher levels of government. "In
the bewildering variety of local institutions .. . one factor remains constant: The point at which
public policy meets the private preferences and choices of young people is in individual contacts
between teachers or program operators and young people. This is the street-level contact that
determines whether policy affects the behavior of individual y_oung people."" k

Mapping backwards focuses not on the goals of the administrators at the top, who wish to
use performance tests to determine which programs are successful and which ones are not; it.
begins with looking at the behavior of those who will be implementing the performance testing
system then proceeds to ask the question "what do I want the teacher.or local administrator to
do'?" Once that question is answered, one traces back though every step in the implementation
process and at each step determines what.needs to be done to increase the probability that a
teacher will implement the performance testing system in the prescribed manner.

When the vocational education network is viewed from the bottom up, it becomes clut that
whatever policy we wish to implement ultimately will depend, not on a centralized command and
control system, but on changing the behavior of local teachers and program operators who

. actually deliver services to trainees.

The true policy problem that must be faced is not to make,teachers behave consistently with
respect to a new evaluation System, but to increase the probability that the teachers skill,
judgment, and knowledge will affect the ability of trainees to find meaningful and productive
work.

'
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Coriclualons,

The proceeding sections described the network through which a performance toAt based

evaluation system would bo implemented The paper has also identified where the ability to

shape policy lies and whose behavior must be changed if a now evaluation system is to he

successfully implemented. This section will focus on what can be learned about implementation

and innovation from this discussion. The implication of the paper thus far is that ". . . the process

of framing questions from the top begins with an understanding of what's important at the

bottom.""

With the implementation of any innovation, there are three reasons to cooperate w;th those

promoting the innovation. The first reason is self-interest. People and organizations join together

because paqicipants perceive the innovation to be in their best interest. Given the variety of

different people and organizations in vocational education, it is unlikely that one innovation will

be perceiver' in the interest of all or even a majority of the organizations and people in the

network. Therefore, this is not a sufficiebt base on which to strueture cooperation.

A second reason for cooperating is that higher level authorities mandate cooperation

innovations that are linked to the governance system of an organization will obviously command

more attention than them) that are not. But a mandated evaluation system that has to be

implemented across governmental boundaries and where the institutions involved are loosely

joined will not have the same fOrce as it would if it occurred within one organization.

A third reason for cooperation is exchange. Here, people cooperate because they receive

'Something they value in exchange for their cooperation. In a loosely joined network this will

facilitate cooperation, as it is unItkely that any one organization will have all of the resources

needed to accbmplish their tasks. This creates a positive incentive for mutual exchange of

needed resources.

:
In reality, all three of the reasons fok or inducements to, cooperate will be effective,in

certain situations. Also, the three are ideal types, and most interorganizational transactions have,

elements of more than one of the three; often one Sees an organization adopt a "carrot-and-stick"

approach to inducing cooperation.

The purpose of defining the throe reasons for cooperation is that administrators at federal

and state levels, when they are dealing with local officials, often assume that the local officials'

interests and goals, are or should be, the same as their own. They also may operate as if an

authority relationship existed between them and local officials. As this paper has pointed out,

these ace inaorrect assumptions and may contribute to the failure of an innovation, such as an

evaluation System to be implemented or, if implemented, to provide meaningful data on which to

judge program performance.

If we wish to increase the probatAlity of the implementation of a performance testing system

as an evaluation instrument, we need to map backwards in our analysis from the teacher who will

actually give the tests to the local administrator of the program, to the,state vocational education

officials In charge of evaluation, to the federal administrator in the Bureau of Occupational and

Adult Education..This is the reverse of the process that most analysts propose. Systems analysis,

policy analysis, 1.1ind.Ottier rational techniques advocate starting with the goals of federal officials

and mapping forward to the point of service delivery. In the absence of hierarchical control and

common gbals;this will not usually be effective.
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If we map backward though, we find teachirs who feel a great deal of uncertainty over a new
method of evaluation that they cannot completely Control. There are administrators of local
programs and school principals who will wonder whore tho resources will come from to colloct
and tabulate the data generated by the system. These administrators will also know that teachers
will put pressure on them to upgrade the equipment used for performance testing so it will be
appropriate for the newly developed tests.

"Any kind of broad' mandate that occupational competence be demonstrated by
vocational education students could be viewed as some kind of disaster. .-The reason .
. is quite simple: The mandates always seem to require more than can he produced
under the constraints which exist.-71

All of these pressures may dispose a local administrator to oppose or subvdrt the new
evaluation system. With service delivery and people-processing programs you simply do not get

.-ImplementatIon without resources. It is a necessary but not sufficient condition." The sufficient
conditibn is support for the innovation by the local administrator. In two different review articles
on the implementation of innovations, one that specifically focused on the implementation ot
evaluation findings, the support of the local administrator was found to be critical in successful
implementation."

Given that vocational education is a bottom-heavy system, what suggestions can be offered
to improve the chances of successful implementation?

1. Map the delivery network baciwards from the activities of the tea`thers to the source of the
innovation.

2. Often local administrators do not comply with a mandate because it is not accompanied by
the resources to implement it. Try to distinguish between an unwillingness to comply and a
lack of capecity to comply.

3. Only attemOt to change those activities for which it is possible to specify a clear standard of
performance."

4. Attempt to intervene as closely as possible to the point of.service delivery so that the
innovation is not distorted in the levels between point of service delivery and the source of
the innovation. There mustbe careful preparation of local personnel so that they are
prepared to implement the new system. Their advice is also needed in shaping the
innovation.

5. Rather than simply monitoring compliance, state vocational education agencies should
emphasize services to local programs."

6. While state and federal agencies cannot control the implementation process, they can
ifferentially reward those local programs -making the greatest effort to implement the
novation. The creation and manipulation of a program's incentive structure may be one of
e more effective ways to increase the probability of successful implementation.

The central point admnistrators that should bear in mind is that while some pokes, like
affirmative action, are regulatay in intent, vocational education exists primarily to deliver
services. Here compliance, while important, is secondary to improving the ability of schOols and
institutes to deliver services, the quality of which depends, to a great extent, on delegated

ocontrol."
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Considerations In the Implementation
of Performance Testing

Curtis R. Finch
Virginia Polytectinic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia

\tri our society, frequent, change is inevitable. Employment opporfunities shift, new
occupations are established, and employers revise their expectations of workers. Change has.
also become quite prevalent in education. Rich,' for example, notes a variety of educational
movements and innovations that have been proposed over the past two decades. Among these
are the open classroom Concept, career education, and mairltreeming.'

In recent years, the notion of educational 'change has fallen into disrepute. This state of
affairs is at ittaet partialy due to teachers' perceptiohs.of benefits derived from it. During the
1950s and 1960s, teachers were strongly encouraged to accept change and cooperate with
others to ensure.that it occurred. They were often told that a change would result in certain
benefits such as greater efficiency or increased student learning. This, of course, did not occur
in some cases, and teachers rapidly betame disillusioned with change for the sake of change.

While a simple definition of change may be any alteration in the status quo, this does not ,

take the basic concens bteducators into consideration. A more expansive definition must be
used for educational change. it may thus.be thought of-as any significant alteration in the status
quo pat i intended to benefit the people involved.2Such a definition reflects the need to
implement only those chahges that have the greatest poteptial for positive payoff.

This paper examines one such change, giving consideration to itis implementation in
vocational education settings. Performance testing appears to have great potential for improving
the educational process and the results of that process. However, Its potential may never be
realized if _educators and others are riot ittentive.to factors that hinder Implementation in the
schools.

As the othec pafters have noted, performance testing Is a rather complex phenomenon. And
once philosophical:legal, and technical issuep surrounding performance testing have been at
leest partially resolved, there is still the need to deal,with a host of implementation
considerations. They include the basic implementation setting as well as the curriculum,
teachers, support perionnel, administration, students, and the community. Each of these areas
will be examined iri order to highlight some of the key issues associated with implementing
perforrnance testing in vocational education.

The Impldmentation &Ming

Whom change is.beIng consideted,# may be most boneficial first to examine the setting in
which.change will take place. Hull, Kester and Martin' note the thrie elements that can provide
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the necessary stimulation for change to occur. These include the change advocate, the targeted

consumer,-and the innovation. In the application of this basic notion to performance testing,

consideration may also be given to sovoral othor koy olomonts, nnmely the curricuhim and the

community

The change advocate serves as an Initiator of the change process. Logically, if change Is to

occurs some person, group, or organizatioh must provide initial support. Vocational education

administrators and supervisors tend to be most readily classed as change advocates; however, it

is best to go beyond these individuals and consider others such as vocational teachers, ancillary

personnel, students, parents, employers, and even professional organizations.

A second key element Is the targeted consumer. Consumers are those who will actually use

the innovation, not merely pass it on to others. They may, likewise, be persons, groups, or

organizations. While the change advocate is hopeful that all consumers are eager to accept

change, this is typically not the case. Some consumers are more adoption prone than others and

are thus more receptive to change.

The innovation, which constitutes a third element, may have almost any form, dimension, or

substance. In this instance, performance testing is reflective of a system that may be utilized as a

basis for instructional improvement, evaluation, and accountability. If the Hull and We Ils4 scheme

for crassifying vocational education innOvations were applied, it might be difficult to determine

whether performance testing would be individual-behavioral, organizational-legislative, or
scientific-technological. Classification may, in fact, be a function of the intended uste and

associated technology of performance testing.

Of equal rplevance to change is the vocational education curriculum. Any educational

change must be Woven 14o the cUrriculum in such a manner that it is acceptdd and utilized. In

terms of performance teipting, thought should be given to a variety, of areas including the

alignment-of testi, objectives, and the employment setting; varying technical content; and

varying instructional settings. Each of these may affect the ways that performance testing is

Jltimately implemented ih the schools.

The community is yet another element to be considered when change is taking place.

Included in thecommunity setting is a host of persons who must be dealt with various points in

time. These Include citizens, individual taxpayers, school board members, owners, managers,

supervisors, personnel directors, and advisory committee members!. in this arena, concern tends

to be expressed about the quantity and quality of education as well as how much vocational

education will assist business and industrilo grow and prosper. Community concern about

change is extremely important since endorsement or lack thereof can spell success or failure.

While individuals and groups in the community do not have day-to-day contact with vocational

education, many are in a position to inflvence resource allocation and support for funding.

Curricular Considerations

The vocational education curriculum can be viewed as more than courses and content.

Realistically, it reflects a broad range of educational activities and experiences. Given this

perspective, we maydefine curriculum as "the sum of the learning 'activities and experiences that

a studeht has under the auspices or direction of the school." Thus included in the curriculum

wouth be claasroom, feboratory, and cooperative work experiences, cocurricular activities such

as clubs and vocational student organizations, organized athletics, and music groups. It is within

,this setting that performance testing is Intended to be implemented.
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One basic curricular consideration has to do with the alignment of educational objectives,
performance testing, and the employment setting. While educators have recognized. for many
years that instructional objectives for vocational education ahould he closely allyeed with .needs
of business and industry, it has only boon recently that organized gimups have taken Over iho
vocational tutu:tiers iesponsibility to ideithly lelevant ObleCIIVOS.

Consortia such as the Vocational and Technical Education Consortium of Stqtes (V-TECS)
and the Interstate Distributive Education Curriculum Consortium (IDECC) have, iri.tact, worked
toward the alignment of objectives and the work setting. This has consisted of developing
objectives and (in the case of IDECC) learning activity packages (LAPs) that are based upon
extensive task analyses and personal interviews with workers and employers. Given thfs situation,
it appears quite easy to move toward performance test implementation (if it has not already taken
place).

V-TECS, for example, has developed catalogs of objectives and criterion-referenced
measures that might serve as a basis for test development. IDECC includes check sheets in many
LAPs that can be used to evaluate student performance in applied settings. Of major concern is
the potential that exists to develop tests that align with instruction, objectives, and job relevant
content. The extent to which tests mesh with teacher and 'consortium efforts may well determine
whether or not performance testing is accepted and used.

A second curricular consideration is that of test content variation. Performance test content
'varies as a function of curriculum content and, as such, may require different approaches.to
development and use. A close look at code numbers used for occupations in the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, reveals that workers have varying degrees of involvement with data, people,
and things. For example, a salesperson would have a high degree of involvement with people, a
computer programmer would work more extenalvely with data, and a welder would be more
involved with things. While test developers tend to perceive such differences in tests,
administrators and teachers may not be as aware of how curriculum content is translated into
meaningful test content. If these variations are not taken into consideration, performance test
relevancy may be seriously affected.

A somewhat similar situation exists with regard to the instructional environment. Tests and
the testing process tend io vary as a function of the instructional setting. Thus, a test that is
designed for use in a vocational laboratory may not be applicable to evaluation in cooperative
employment settings. This could occur because students are paid for participating In a
cooperative vocational program and report to an employer, whereas, in a school setting they are
not paid and report to an instructor. In the school setting, instructors have complete control over
the testing situation while in a cooperative setting this control is shared with employers. Aa the
'Implementation of performance testing occurs, a close look needs to be taken at ways that tests
can be adaptgd to different environments as well as what shared testing responsibilities may
exist. This wifrat least partially alleviate some of the problems associated with testing in various
instructional abtfrings.

Alf
Mention must also be made of how performance testing may interface with the

competency-based education (CBE) movement. While CBE has been in existence only a short
time, its ImpaCt is being felt in all parti of the nation. Some states have, in fact, mandated the
implementaticin of CBE by a specified daib. Although CBE does not differ from other modes of
education in terms of its goals, there are seveial key elements that sonde to make it a powerful
movement. These include using the competency (skill, attitude, value, or apprediation that is
deemed critical to successful employment) as a basis for curriculum content, making available
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explicit criteria for each competehcy, assessing competence In applied settings, having

demonstrated competence serve as a determiner of student progress, and focusing on facilitation

of student achievement of competencies ° It is clear that CBE and performance testing have the

potential to work as a team, and in many functioning CHF procirmrmt that ifI thf4 (ASO Any stops

taken to implement performance testing should thus he coordinated with existing or proposed

OBE activities. Obviousky, it is much easier to effect one educational change than two separate

changes!

Teacher and Ancillary Personnel Considerations

In many respects, teachers and ancillary personnel may be considered as the basic

advocates and consumers of performance testing. These individuals are moat likely to administer

tests, determine results, and make professional decisions based on these results. Ancillary

personnel include guidance counselors, placement officers, and similar specialists. These

persons are in an excellent position to help students enroll in meaningful vocational programs

and assist program graduates find employment. While teachers obviously have the major

responsibility for performance testing ininstructional settings, they are often heavily involved in

student selection and placement activities and may work quite closely- with ancillary personnel.

One basic consideration with regard to these groups is acceptance of the performance

testing concept. Many may see performance testing as a threat to their positions; something that

serves to hold them accountable for .student achievement. Performance testing may be viewed by

others as being no different from what is being done at the present time. This situation is

particularly difficult to handle since professionals believe that they are already doing what is

proposed. Others, however, might not be aware of performance testing's complexities and may

only recognize their personal interpretations of the concept. Clearly, acceptance will be most

difficult among"persons who have misconceptions about performance testing. In fact,

professionals who have had the least involvement with performance testing may be most eager

and ready to implement it.

Running parallel to the acceptance concept is the expertise needed to conduct performance

testing. Sanders° notes several poteritial problems associated with performance testing

administration. These include control over the testing environment and standardization of testing

conditions 'and scoring procedures. Test adMinistration processes are reasonably common

knowledge to measurementspecialists and those who have had experience developing and

administering valid and reliable performance tests. Vocational teachers, on the other hand, have

not always been exposed to the psychometric properties of performance'tests and how these

properties may be altered through test administration, If performance testing is to be

implemented In vocational education, the knowledge gap must be narrowed.

While teachers are not expected to become measurement specialists, they should at least

have a working knowledge of factors that can affect test validity and rellabilty. A poorly

developed and administered test Is worse than no test at all. Consequently, any implementation

scheme mtist deal directly with improving teacher knowledge and showing 'how this knowledge

may be applied to realistic educational settings and testing situations.

Since some teachers and supporeperionnel rnust be convinced to accept performance

testing and to learn about its unique character, how may this task be accomplished? One logical

approach consists of InseMce education. Credit or noncredit workshops could be offered that

provide educators with an awareness of performance testing, an understanding of its strengths

and limitations, and an opportunity to conduct tests under the supervision of workshop leaders.
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One key aspect of the inservice educatioji process is motivation. If educators are not
positively motivated to participate in inserviee education, any proposed implementation may be
doomed to failure. Palmer notes that both extrinsic and intrinsic Motivation are useid to
encourage educators to improve their performance With regard to extrinsic motivntion'

The Impetus may come from rule enforcement (making participation in Inservice
programs a requirerrient of the job), or from rewards that are valued by the participants
but do not stem from improved performance (such as bonuses, increments, certificates,
etc.) 10

Persons who related most closely to extrinsiO motivation are those who have not yet satisfied
their basis needs or dd not obtain'satisfaction of higher order needs from their work. As far as
intrinsic motivation is concerned,"the impetus for improvement may come from a desire to do a
better job.of teaching. Intrinsically motivated teachers derive satisfaction directly for the
performance of their teaching duties."

Clearly, it would be desired that educators involvi4I in performance testing inservice
programs be intrinsically motivated:Some educators, of course, will not be motivated in this way
and thus must be reached through extrinsic means. Then, once involved in an inservice program,
these persons may become intrinsically motivated to implement performance testing in their
vocational programs.

Administration Considerations

Even though teachers and ancillary personnel accept performance testing as a worthwhile
concept and have been trained to use tests, the, implementation process lei by no means
complete. There are several factors in the admintetration of a performance testing program that
must be examined very closely. These factors can serve either to enhance or hinder
implementation depending upon how they are handled. Among the more critical factors are
testing scheduling, test facilities, determining students' grades, and communicating test results.

It is reasonably easy to schedule a classroom pencil-and-paper test. In this instance,
students are all .brought into the classroom, sit at different desks, and are each given a written
test to complete. Performance testing takes on a somewhat different air. Students typically take
performance tests individually or by small groups in laboratory or work settings. In most cases,
actual equipment, materials, and people are used to make the test as realistic as possible. These
requireAients often place a heavy burden on vocational educators since it may be difficult to
arrange test schedules in an acceptable manner and have adequate supervision available. In
military technical training, where performance testing has been used successfully for over thirty
years, scheduling Is of major importance.'2,in fact, biodks of time for performance testing are
built directly Into students' training schedules, and instructors are assigned to coordinate and
monitor testing activities. Time made available for testing may be as much as six hours and
student-instructor ratios of six to one are typical. Given this situation, it is easy to see why
performance testing in military settings Is so successful. Students may be tested individually
under controlled conditions under the watchful eyes of skilled instructors. They are placed in
controlled environments before and after completing the test so that answers are not passed on
to others.

The military testing mod& indicates some of the major scheduling problems that may occur
when performance testing is carried on in school settings. While recognizing that military And
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civilian vocational education do differ, educators should be aware of various scheduling

concerns. The successful implementation of performance testing will require that answers be

sought to questions such as. How many blocks of time should be scheduled exclusively for

perfor mance testing? What must he done to ensure a reasonably low student-instructor ratio

during the testing period? How will test security be controlled before, during, and alto, students

are tested?

A. an alternative to scheduling blocks of time, teachers might chooie to test on an individual

basis whenever students appear ready. This may be quite easy to accomplish, especially when

the performance is of a maniOulative nature. As with group testing situations, it is essential for

the teacher to use standarglized equipment, materials, directions, and conditions. Additionally, in

the case of tests that focus on fault diagnosis (e.g., electronic and automotive troubleshooting), a

large number of representative troubles must be at hand. Otherwise, hints may be passed on

from one student to another with the result being invalid test results.

A natural outgrowth of scheduling processes is the establishment of testing facilities.

Numerous authors have emphasized the need for a facility or area that may be used exclusively

for performance testing. Wilson indicates that it is "highly desirable If a regularly assigned space

could be set aside for conducting performance tests."' Performance testing facilities help to

ensure that uniform conditions are set up for all examinees. While this notion may seem

farfetched to vocational educators in the public schools, it is one which should be seriously

considered. Having uniform test conditions allows all examinees an equal opportunity to do their

best work. Within the testing area, it is extremely important to have equipment and materials

which are the same from one test administration to another. If examinees are tested with

non-equivalent equipment and materials under varying conditions, test scores will not reflect

performance against a standard criterion. Vocational educators must recognize the need for

standardization in testing processes and adhere to these standards whenever tests are

administered to students.

Although not always associated with performance testing, the issue of grading is often raised

why student achievement is to be measured. While most teachers would agree that grades serve

few aseful purposes, grading is an integral part of our educational process and as such, must be

dealt with as performance testing is implemented. Of practical consideration is the way or ways

that performance test results can be translated into a locally established grading scheme.

Teachers and administrators must reach some basic agreement as to how performance test

scores will align with present grading policy or serve to modify that policy. This is not something

that can be accoMplished by an external advisor. Teachers need to consider, for example, what

weighting may be applied to various tests and how this weighting contributes to determination of

a final grade. Administrators must set up a system that ensures that students are being given

appropriate credit for performance test completion. Other concerge will surely arise since local

situations may point to a host of potential grading problems.

A final administrative consideration has to do with articulation. .., Performance testing has

great potential to enhance communication between secondary and;postsecondary institutions in

terms of offerings, credit granting, and content. In fact, a properly administered testing program

may enable students to receive advanced placement at community olleges and technical

institutes. The articulation process (groups of persons from differen institutions working

together to ensure a minimum of course duplication and a maximun of transfer credit) seems

very much in line with performance testing concepts. Tests can serv as communication devices

that assist groups of educators to note exactly what is expected of s udents in various
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educational settings. Thus, as performance test implementation takes place, a look should be
taken beyond Individual courses and schools to see how pi ocossos might be ai ticulated with
schools and programs at other levels (e.g., secondary, postsecondary. adult, CFTA)

Student Considerations

While students' needs and interests are often considered as vocational curriculum content is
being.established ahd teaching/learning strategies are being selected, this is generally not the
case when tests are being devised. Apparently, some teachers have felt that testing is a secret
process that must not be revealed to anyone until some appropriate time. Students are required
to develop high levels of anxiety end engage in testing activities that are very unfamiliar to them.
Obviously, if such practices are fbllowed with regard to performancelesting,,the end 'Inuit will
be even greater anxiety and frustration. An alternatve to the possibility of utter chaos is placing
greater emphasis on students' cOncerns and being sure that these concerns are built into the
testing process.

Initially, it might be best to eplmine students' acceptance of the performance testing
concept. Since some students have only taken pencijApd-paper tests, they may not understand
what 'peformance testing is. For these students, it woVIII be necessary to design some sort of
orientation program that clarifies perforthance-testing procedures, provides each person with
"hands-on" experiences, and generaily7.relieves anxiety. This approach should serve to improve
students' acceptance of performance testing and speed the implementation process.

A second consideration has to do with student contributions to testing. Students can be
given opportunities to help design tests. For example, If a test involves "cutting a piece of metal
with an oxy-acetylene-cutting torch," students might talk to welders about the standards
tradespersons would use to evaluate such a cut. They might read technical manualeto determine
meaningful process and product criteria. The information could thenkeerve as a basis for
evaluating student performance. Students would, thus, be more awire of how they' are expected
to perform and where test standards come from. Even though students are seldom involved in
test design, the nature of most performance tests makes this procedure reasonably easy to carry
out. It should not detract ,from the validity of most tepts and will certainly reduce student anxiety.

A final student consideration has to do with evaluation of testing. All too often, teachers do
not report to students about.how well they perform on tests. Students do not like this sort of
treatment, and it will effect their attitudes to any type of testing, including performance testing.
While written nearly thirty year* ago, Michaels' and Karnes' Comments about performance testing
are still very appiopriate: "After the test has been administered and scored, discuss with the class
outstanding strengths and weaknesses noted. pive the students an opportunity to ask questions
and view up any misunderstandings."'

s . /
Reporting results to students helps them understand the importance of time, efficiency,

proficiency, quality, and similar performance criteria, It also serves to reinforce the importance of
doing one's best work on a teat and amplifies the need to follow test directions and procedures.,
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Tho Community

Even though individuals in the community /flay have little Involvement with performance

testing, they "lust nOt be left out of the implementation process. In this case, the approach taken

is more akin to public relations With.key groups irkthe community being informed about

performance testing. With parents cornmunicatiorrneeds to be started.early in the implementa-

Hon process, and they shouldbe told Mi.), performance testing Is being used at well as what it

means. to their children. When a youngster comes home one day.and complains.lou'dly about's

"wjird" performance test, the parent should already have some notion about such tests. Keeping

parents informed serves to strengthen support for performance testing in. the schools, especially

if those parents take an active part In reinforcing coriiments made to students by their teachers.

Most Vocational programs enlist the assistanceiof advisory committees composed of

business and industry representatives. These 'committees advise and assisevocational educators

by verifying the need for instruction, examining course content, Providing teachers with technical

assistance, and providing various services to-students, the school, and the pommunity;t8 Any

performance testirrg implementation plan should give Considertion to these Cbmmittees. This

may range from informing members about performance testingIo soliciting ideas for test

development.

Advisory committees help to link educatioh and'work snd, as such, can proviiie invaluebie

services. The ifocational teacher should, thetefore, draw-heavily upon thii resource whenever

tests are being developed and revised. Assistance mighi consist of identifying approprilte work

samples, identifying pqientlia criteria, selecting equipment and materials, and reviewing'testing

and scoring proceduret Extensive involvement by advisory cOmmitteret will, contribute greatly to

the solidification of community support since members-tend to.be key leaden; in their respective

occupational areas. Their support of the performancelgsting concept wilt be looked upon by

other employers as a very positive sign.

Employers, other than advisory committee members, also,need to be intormed about

performance testing.'As the consumers of vocational education products (graduates), employers

should have a basic understanding.about how vocational students are tested and how test

performancte aligni with work performance.

In order to keep employers informed, some vocational programs have developed

performance-based transcripts that indicate what the individual student is able to do in terms of

tasks and skills rather than mereily using a statement of grades. This approach lets the employer

know what to expect of a program graduate and helps in determining the initial duties that

persons will have on the Job. The basic focus of.performance tests can easily serve as a

foundation for transcripts. Details such as the level of acceptable behavior and conditions might

also be included for each listed item.

. Employers appear eager to find out more about what potential employees can do, end

performalice testing hats the potential to meet their needs, particularly if a meaningful

communiaationidevice such as'a performance-based transcript is developed and used.
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Summary

Implementing performance testing in vocational education settings is a complex process
1 hose iesponsible for implementation must take a host of factors into account and work with
numerous groups and individuals if any sort of success is expected to occur. the-character of
vocational education demands that linkages be developed with persons in education as well as in
the corMmunity at large. Tekhers, support personnel, administrators, and students each have a
rote in performance test implementation. Failure to include one or more of these groups in
implementation plans will most certainly work against the movement.

Finally, parents,.advisory committee members, and emplAs play an important part in the
implethentation process. Their collective support ensures that performance testing will be
recognized as being beneficial to persons outside of etcation.

The messa§e is clear that implementing performance testing in vocational educatiOn will be
. a difficult, time-consuming task. However, given the many benefits derived from performance
testing, any time devoted to implementation will be well spent.
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES:
COMMENTS

1. ..
Comments on Implementation Issues

in Vocational Education

Janet E. Spirer
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
Columbus, Ohio

"The'best laid plans.. ." is a well brase thatrwe have ap heard and probably find
ourselves muttering from time to time. It certainly may be applied to publicly funded progrinis
whe're -it is often acknowledged that there is a gap bdtween policy intentions and policy
implementation. Recognizing the tendendy for this gap to existand often expandHs crucial,
regardless of the policy or program being implemented. The two implementation papers present
some concerns with which administrators and teachers must deal when implementing
performance testing.

The authors broach the implementation issue from two different perspectives which:appear
to be complementary. Milward discusses the process by which an evaluation system, partially or
completely relying on performance testing, can be implemented. He explains how ideas or issues
come to the fore (i.e., ideas in good currency).and who should be involved in designing
implementation strategies ("street level bureaucrats"). -Thrwiajor strength of Milward's paper lies
in its generalizability. That is, administrators could apply the concepts Milward introduces to any
program planned or currently in operation.

,,if an administrator sat down and as Milward suggesis, "mapped backWards" to identify those
persons who should be involved in the implementatiori process, the "considerations"- addressed
by Finch certainly would emerge. Finch's Paper is written more prigmatically and should help an

.

administrator begin to identify specific audiences (and what he terms "coosiderations") that
might affect the implementation process. These include: curricular considerations, teacher and
ancillary personnel considerations; administration considerations; student considerations; and
community considerations.

Thus, while Milward's paper introduces the pr. y phich an administrator implements
any evaluation system, Finch provides the reader wit a "laundry list".of who and/or what
"considerations!" might affect the implementation of:performance testing kowever, a note of
caution is appropriate. While the implementation process is generic, each vocational education
program or school exists in an individualized environment with its own set of actors, cdrittraints
and problems. Therefore, Finch's "considerations" should serve only as the first step when
"mapping backward."Jhis handbook, as a whole, deals with other considerations that might
prove to be as, if not M some cases, more important for a specific vocational education program
Or school. For example, some legal considerations, especially if a state has adopted a minimum
competency testing law, might bf crucial to successful implementation. Or, the institution of
performance tests thAt are not proven to be valid and reliable riiight undermthe the entire
implementation process. 4It
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Also, the purpose behind performance testingan evaluative tool to improve programs and

student.learning should be focused on as the implementMion process is designed and then

out niiisatistaction with evrthintion's usefulness has produced an extensive body of

literature contending that evaluation seldom influences program decision-making However,

studies have been reported that deviate from this stream of thought. For, example, Michael a

Patt On, Edward C. Weeks, and Marvin C. Alkin, et al have made strong cases for the usefulness

of evaluation by adopting a broader definition of utilization. 413

The literature is replete with suggestions for increasing the utiliration of evaluation

infthmation. For example, Weeks' otters three factors thought to influence the use of evaluation

findings: (1) organizational location, (2) methodological practices, and (3) decision context

Alkin, et al' have identified eight factors affecting the utilization of evaluation information. These

include: (1) preexisting evaluation bounds, (2) orientation of the users, (3) evaluator's approach,

(4) evaluator credibility, (5) organizational factors, (6) extraorganizational factors, (7) information

content and reporting, and (8) administration style.

Regardless of whether one subscribes to Weeks' model, Alkin et al's model or other models

appearing in the literature, inherent in all of these models are factors which need to be carefully

identified and defined in order to implement a performance testing program. Milward offers

"mapping backward" as a method to identify the concerns and their interrelationships. Finch's

"considerations" often will surface in this process. However, the point to be made here Is that no

author can identify, a priori, the actual considerations that will be appropriate in every setting.

These papers describe theimplementation process and some considerations that may be

appropriate. But the final list of considerations that emerge when the implementation process is

conceptualized and then carried out must be individualized to meet the specific needs of a

vocational education, policy, program or school.
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Notes

'For example, see Michael 0. Patton, Utilization-Focused Evaluation (Beverly Hills, California:
Sage Publications, Inc. 1978); Edward C. Weeks, "The Managerial Use of Evaluation Findings," in
H.C. Schulberg and J. M. Jerrell(Ed) The Evaluator and Management (Beverly Hills, California.
5age Publications, Inc., 1979) pp. 137-255; Maurice C. Alkins, Richard Daillak and Peter White,
Using Evaluations (Beverly Hills. California: Sage Publications Inc., 1979).

,Weeks, "The Mahagerials Use," p. 139.

'Alkin, et al., Using Evaluations, p. 23§.
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CHAPTER SIX

tJ

IMPLICATIONS FOR
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The first paper by Robert E. Spillman and Charles D. Wade begins by exploring different .

orceptions of vocational educAtion (e.g., human resources view,' humanlatk view, social reform
view and general education view). Thay then discuss why four issuesregal mandates, human
resource needs, student needs and institutional and curriculum concerniparit important for
vocational education.' The paper concludes by'offering the response they leaf vocftional
iducation must make to the philosophical, technical, legal, and implementatluon issues raised In
the handbook.

I
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In the second paper, Nellie Carr Thorogood also deals with the questign of implications lot

vocational education Using a diftetent apploach from lman and Wade, she looks at the role

01 -shiAuholdors- in vncntinnal orhirntton and performanee teSting. the uses at perfolinence

testing in vocational education and discusaes the implications of the nIsues raised by the

contributors by delineating those internal to and external to the institutions. A third perspective

on the implica(jons ol the tour issues tor vocational eduction is presented by Marvin R.

Rasmbssen in the Comments paper.
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The implications of the Issues for Vocational Education:
A Viewpoint

Robert E. Spillman
Charles D. Wade

Bureau of Vocational Education
Frankfort, Kentucky

. introduction

Performance testing is a tool wnich can be used by vocational educators to improve the
quality of programs, enhance the learning process by students, and strengthen the accountability
of vocational education. However, it is not without problems or limitations, but with careful
planning the process can be effectively implemented into vocational education programs.

The purpose of this chapter.is to review the major issues in performance testing ideat)tod by
theautflprs of the previous chapters and to bring into sharper focus the implications for

.vocational education.

The contributors to this publication agree with Slater's definition that "performance tests:,
refer to tests in which the test stimulus, the dpsired response, and the s&younding conditions
approximate the reality of an actual situation 'drawn from a specific occupational or role-based
context." Several otthe contributors discuss in detail the variety of reasons for performance
testing. The consensus seems to be an agreement with Slater's four major purposes: (1)
formative program evaluation, (2) summative program evaluation, (3) instructional management
and decision-making, and (4) student certification.

At this point, the reader begins to identify some conflicts among the philosophical, technical,
legal, and implementation issues surrounding performance testing. To relate both commonalities
and differences of the issues of performance testing to vocational education, some
understanding of the purpose of vocational education is necessary.

Exploring Different Perceptions of Vocational Education 'Paw

There is no widely accepted ptatement describing the purpose of vocational education.
Although various documents from the federal government, state education agencies, and local
institutions address the purposes of vocational education, no effort is made in this chapter to
persuade the reader to accept or reject these purposes. Rather, this chapter will s'Imply explore
some different perceptions of vocational education.

Human Resources View. Some believe vocational education is responsible for supplying a
pool of well trained people from which business and industry can select employees. This view
requires that the graduates have entry-level job ekills and appropriate attitudes that make thee'
productive on the job and contributors to the economic growth of the community, state, and
nation." In this perspective, service to the economic system dominates service to the individual.
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Humanistic View. From this view, vocational educators are responsible for preparing all

vocational students for employment in their chosen vocations 1 he needs and dosii es of tho

students are given niajor consideration in all averts of the program Students are challenged to

achieve to the highest level of their potential, regardless of the local av»ilability of jobs F rem this

point of view, the graduate, in a mobile society, seeks employment in a broader area and

becomes a contributing member byteing trained for maximum contribution. Curriculum

decisions are more sensitive to individual needs than to local lob market requirements.

Social He loan View. Recent federal legislation has highlighted this view by giving less

attention tO human needs and desires and more attention to increasing tho enrollment of both

sexes in nontraditional classes. Again, education IS asked to be the leader in removing social

deficiencies, such as discrimination based on sex, race, economic deprivation, and physical or

mental handicaps. In attempting to meet these needs, vocational educators are often faced with

conflicts when the community expresses resistance to the social reforms. Parents may not want

their children in nontraditional programs, and employers may be slOw to employ graduates for

nontraditional jobs. The social reform approach maximizes access to all programs for any

studen and pressures traditionalists to accept contemporary societal goals

General Education View. This view acknowledges the need for the institution to assist

students in making meaningful career choices; it Also promotes the idea that specific job skills

should not be taught in the institutional setting. In this view, the students should begiven

economic awareness, self-awareness, and career awareness, with the specific skill training left to

the employer. Supporters of this concept believe all students should receive some orientation to

a variety of occupations without spending extensive periods of time in developing competencies

'in a specific occupation. More time is Spent socializing the students to the labor force than

developing skills.

All ot this leads up to the fact that the implications of performance testing for vocational

education depend, not only on an understanding of performance testing but also on a perceptLon

of the purposes_of vocational education. In Chapter Two, Borow discusses some fo the conflid

that occurs between the goals of optimum human utilization and the objectives of maximizing

personal potential.

Important Issues for Vocational Education

The intent of this handbook' is to identify issues underlying performance testing as they

relate to vocational education. Perhaps one question which should be asked is why vocational

educators are cbncerned with performance testing at this time. In Chapter Five, Mi lward clearly

states that performance testing per se is not an innovation in vocational education. The brief

history of performance testing in the Preface indicates that this form of testing has been

acknowledged and, in fact, used by vocational educators for many years. The answer to the

current concern may be found in the new degree of sophistication in the tests, testing

procedures, and test analysis and in the innovative uses of performance testing. Why these

issues are important for vocational education can be discussed in four areas: (1) legal mandates,

(2) human resources needs, (3) studencneeds, and (4) institutional and curriculum concerns.

Legal Mandates. While Public Law 94-482the Vocational Amendments of 1976and its

resulting regulations do not specifically require performance testing, it is certainly a methcid to
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be considered In addressing the requirements for program evaluation. Section 104.402 of the
Rules and Regulations states:

"Thu State Board shall, dui Ow the five yew poi luet of the state plan, evaluate Ill
quantitative terms the effectiveness of each formally organized pr ogram or project
supported by Federal, state, and local funds. These evaluations shall be in terms of: . .

(b) Results of student achievement as Measured, for example by:

(1) Standard occupational proficiency measures;

(2) Criterion referenced teats; and

(3) Other examinations of students' skills, knowledge, attitudes, and readiness for entering
empldyment successfully."2

State boards have struggled with this area of evaluation. Performance testing has not been
widely accepted as a program evaluation tooL Slater's summative program evaluation description

"is.appropriate for describing the utilization of performance testing for program evaluation. As
indicated by Milward, performance testing for orooram evaluation is innovative and must
encounter the implementation probleins that he and Finch address in Chapter.Five. According to
Pullin, there may alsiAe legal implications, sucp as a situation in which program quality requires
termination of an instructor's contract.

In three-fourths of the states, legislatures have considered some form of minimum
competency testing, according to Tractenberg. A few states, by policy and regulation, have
mandated competenCy-based vocational education and its related curriculum-based performance
testing. Borow describes a relationship between competency-based programs and performance
testing. As these programs grow in acceptance, states are mandating local partldipation.

Student certification in occupations seem to be increasing. Performance testing for student
certification in vocational areas has generally been limited to the health and personal services
areas such as nursing, cosmetology, and barbering; however, licensing requirements for aviation
mechanics and communication electronic operators have existed for years. Newer efforts include
certificaton of fire fighters, emergency medical technicians, and automobile mechanics.

According to Pullin and Tractenberg, the area Of student certificatiaand its leijal
implicationsis a major concern. For those adhering to the human resources perception of
vocational education, student certification is a positive step for any occupation, since it gives the
employer greater assurance of hiring a quality employee. Persons with other views of vocational
education may resist performance testing for student certification; however, new occupations
may mandate such student certification for graduates who wish to work in those occupations.

Whatever one's perception of the purpose of vocational education, the legal mandates by the
federal government, state governments, and occupational boards and agencies make perfor-
mance testing a concern for vocational educators.

Human Resources Needs. For a large number of vocational educators, advisory committees,
and business and Industry representatives, needs for human resources deserve special attention.
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If vocational programs are to be accountable to employers, students must be trained in the

entry-level skills required for the job In Chapter lr hree, Klein piosents a model toi detoi mining job

competencies as well as toi developing poi forma n'u tee,t.; Proper perforriumre tectg Carl

Measure each stucient's job competency and tho entne program's Proficiency Ill whiting to actual

job requirements.

Not only do graduates need initial job skills, but they must also possess that

difficult-to-measure trait called "employability." Borow discusses the need to include the affective

domain in performance tests since many jobs depend on such things as attitudes and ethics:

however, Tractenberg cautions that there are legal problems relating to the students' right to

privacy whdn attitudes are included in the test Items
-

The first objective of vocatidnal education graduates is to be employed, but they soon wish

to advance to positions requiring greater skills, better human relations, and leadership ability.

While the earlier writers do not stress need for leadership development, Borow states that

"performance tests should be chosen and administered to measure competencies related to the

aims of broad, liberal education as well as those of work."3

Employers apparently want workers with skills, but in line with the "general education view"

of vocational education, they also want employees with job adaptability and advancement

capabilities. Performance tests strive to simulate the actual job situation, but final evaluation may

Nivel() come with follow-up studies of both the employers and the graduates who have been

placed on the job.

Student Needs. To vocational educatois, social service agency personnel and advocacy

groups of various types, vocational education can be the answer to the employment problems of

most people. However, the goals of serving industry and meeting the needs of students are often

in conflict. For instance, Borow notes the conflict between an open admissions policy and the

use of certifying examinations. An open admissions policy is "humanistic," while student
certification supports a "human resources" view. In addition, Pullin and Tractenberg agree there

are problems associated with performanCe tests for student certification; i.e., in establishing

performance standards, educators must maintain integrity with employers and, at the same time

be aware of the possibility of discrimination to thtr student because of socioeconomic

background, race, or sex.

Performance tests must be constructed to protect the rights of all students. Those who view

vocational education as a "social reform" program see this as a major issue, In no case should

performance tests discriminate on the basis of race, sex, handicap, or membership in a special

population. Pullin and ,Traotenberg point out that using "instructional management and

decision-making" for evaluation presents problems since the remedial program indicated bit the

diagnostic test could segregate the groups by sex, race, or type of handicap. Performance

tests for sum mative evaluation can present a problem when classes or institutions have a
disproportionate enrollment of special populations. The expectations for successful program com-

pletions may have to be altered when a large number of students are academically, mentally, or

physically handicapped.

Institutional and Curriculum Concerns. Administrators of vocational programs must be

concerned about the use of performance tests in their institutions. A goo&deal of controversy

surrounds the uses of performance tests and who makes the decisions regarding their use.

Performance tests may bg good, but Borow raises the question, "for whose good?"
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Teachers may not object to formative program evaluation when the purpose is to make
program adjustments and curriculum improvement. Students may not object to "Instructional
management and decision-making" evaluation as long as it is used for prescriptive programming
tot insti uction, but summative piogiain evaluation affects the teacher personally, il the results
indicate program termination. Student certification is also viewed with alarth by students who
have spent up to two years in program and then are rejected from the occupation by a final
performance,test. These kinds of serious concerns require resolution.-

Institutional administrators must also be concerned about the cost of performance testing
and the time allotted to testing. Finch stresses the need for performance testing to become a part
of the instructional program with time blocks, space, equipment, and personnel assigned to this
task. The military has used this approach for years and assumes it to be an important function of
the instructional process. The competency-based vocational education movement incorporates
performance testing concepts in the instructional program, since each competency must be
mastered to the destred standard before the student can be recognized as having completed the
task': Administrators and instructors must clearly idoetify the relationship between the
competency-based vocational education curriculuravand performance testing.

Response of Vocational Education to the Issues

In this section, the authors deal with the response that they feel vocational education must
make to the philosophical, techncal, legal, and implementation issues associated with
performance testing. The topic Is dealt with in six major subdivisions: (I) philosophical adoption
of the concept. (2) test development and administration, (3) uses of performance tests, (4) access
and equity, (5) curriculum improvement, and (6) implementation of performance testing.

Philosophical Adoption of the Concept

The fact that Willers and Borow did not quite reach agreement on a philosophical base for
performance testing points outthe need for each vocational education agency to proclaim its
own philosophy of education formally before initiating performance testing. To be successful in
this endeavor) educational leaders must develop general goals of educationincluding
vocational education. These goals need not be measurable; in fact, the major purpose should be
to set a direction for the organization that is consistent with its basic philosophy. Only those
institutions that believe in job training should attempt to develop performance objectives for
vocational education. Vocational educators should develop specific, measurable course
objectives that are based on.actual job needs and on, well-established general goals.

While some narrowly define performance tests as measures of psychornbtor skills only,
developers and users of such tests would be-welt-advised-to inel-ude cognitive cornpetencies and,
when the technology'permits, the affective dpmain. It should be noteq that the regulations for
P.L. 94-482 indicate a need to measure "stpdents' skills, knowledge, titudes ', and readiness for
entering employment successfully:" This challenges educators to de lop measures to address
the "whole person." When performance tests do not measure the co itive and affective domains
adequately, vocational educators-should supplement the test with o er methods of evaluating -
tp3se domains.

?.

There is no merit in having a "pure" performance testing system if it does not meet the
needs of the studen; and the institution. State and local vocational agencies should supplement
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performance testing by developing and Implementing an extensive follow-up system. Such a

system should determine the extent to which vocational;graduates are placed in the occupations

for which they are trained. The follow-up should also assess the extent to which employers are

satisfied with the training received by their empftwens Analysis of such data should he useful in

supplementing performance Jesting Since future funding may be contingent on how well

graduates perform in the actual occupation, this type of data could prove to be invaluable.

Attention should by now have been directed to one major reason why performance testing

should be adoptedand while many good reasons may be discussed, one top priority must be

the desire to achieve accountability. Accountability is the dominating force in modern

decision-making at the policy, legislative, and budgetary levels. Regardless of vvf)ich of the views

of vocational education are held by educators (most probably accept a combination of all four),

vocational education does deal with selecting, preparing for, and securing a job. Vocational

education assists pebple in moving from a life focused around school to a life focused around a

job. It serves to bridge the-gap between school and work ,for"many people. To this end,

accountability deals withithe extent to which the program assists students, through successful

employment, to becoMe contributors in the economic system.

Agencies and institulions that recognize the basis for performance testing and are willing to

supplement testing with other appropriate'measures should find testing beneficial in

documenting the accountability of vocational programs to the public and to the policy makers.

Test Development and Administration. Vocational education must respond to the technical

aspects of performance testing by developing acceptable measurement instruments and

administering these tests in a manner that stands scrutiny by professionals In the testing field.

The performance tests must meet the tests of validity and reliability..'

' Klein and Perloff discuts the relative diffictjlty of developing performance testsyocational

education performance tests should be based on actual occupational needs and be

representative of on-the-joti situations. In this regard, much work hat, already been done that

should ease the developmental process. The Vocational-Technical Education Consortium of

States (V-TECS) has developed many catalogs of performance objectives through a rigid

research process that ensures that the most important tasks performed by workers are included.

If both the.curriculurn and performance tests were developed using an approach similar to that

of V-TECS, the effectiveness of the developmental process,.as well as its cost, should be more

pleasing to administrators.

Performance tests may-vary in their degree Of sampling but,the critical aspect should be

predictability of the teat. A variety of testing approaches, such.as direct work observation, work

sample, and simulation should be used to ensure that the performance teats assist educators in

viewing the students as they should function in the actual job setting. Tests should be criterion

referenced in order to measure the level of competence against Me standards of the occupation.

Uses of Performance Tests. Each segment of the vocational education community must

carefully study Sliter's PurpOses of performance testing and identify those areas that will be

most important In its progrem. For example, performance tests given before student enrollment

In a program may be used for screening or diagnostic purposes. However, screening wIl be

permitted in only a very few programs operated by public educational institutions. The legal

issues noted by Pullin and Tractenberg can generally be avoided if the tests are used for

diagnostic purposes, fn order to prescribe a meaningful instructional program for each studin

4
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In addition to performance testing before student enrollment, tests can also be very valuable
during the course of student programs For instance, during a program, performance ,teilts can
be used effectively for both student and program diagnostic purposes In-rOuto testing of skills
should reduce the likelihood that students could spend months in a program only to learn near
the end of their program, that they are unable to pass the performance tests. Also, with student
diagnostic tests, provisioes can, be made for remedial programs and services early in the
program. Performance tests for`program evaluation purposes should direct teachers and
admihistrators tO make program adjustments without long delays.

Finally, administration of performance tests at or near the end of the program permits both
the certification of students and summative evaluation of programs In the future, there may be
more occupations for which licensing tests are mandated. In the meantime, vocational educators
can use performance tests as a means of describing the tasks that students can perform. The test
score may not always be used to determine successful completion of a program; rather the score
can describe atudents' skills when they leave the programs. The end test can also be used to
make program changes and, in sortie cases, terminate programs not meeting standards.

Vocational educators, educational pl nners, and legislative bodies must use care in analyzing
the results of performance test% Test d a can be very useful in improving vocational,programs;
however, the tendency must be .resist d to misuse the data in ways such as limiting enrollment of
those predicted to fail by the performance test or t inating programs based solely on,test
performance of the graduates. Care must also baken not to misuse the concepts of
performance testing; i.e., abusing the rights of students and teachers by expecting more from the
results than the test is capable,of giving.

Access And Equity. The problems of access and equity are ofteh created by inappropriate
and unrelated criteria for entrance or acceptancp in a program or a job. Sex or race are not
appropriate criteria for assessing ability to do a particular job. The concepts of performance
testing should provide an opportunity to overcome many of the issues of access arid equity.
Properly validated performance telefingnot race, sex, socioeconomic background or other
discriminatory criteria--should measure ability to perform the job. Graduates of vocational
programs who possess certification that they possess_the competency necessary for a particular
job, have a valuable bargaining tool in seeking employment. Certification provides an opportunity'
te focus the employment interview on documented competence, rather than on social bias.

t

The concepts associated with validation of performance testing must provide assurance that
there is a direct correlation between the content of the instructional program and the content of
the test, Whether students are admitted to or complete the program should be based upon their
ability to perform identified tasks and not upon other tinrelated criteria:

tot,.

If it is used properly, the performance test will enhance education rather than victimize.
students and instructors. Proper use can omplished by adhering to the guidelinep for
fundamental fairness, due process, and as described by Pullin and Tractenbergf
Statewide standards, established by a r gnirad governmental agency, administered responsi-
bly, and used properly, should promote access and equity in vocational education.

er
Curriculum Improvement. The greatest value in performance testing may be its potential for

improving the instructional programs. Competency-based vocational education programs are
based on, the same job analysis concept as performance testing. Rather than simply sampling job
skills, the competency-based curriculum requires that students be tested on .objectives for all job
skills associated with their program of study. The catalogs of performance objectives from
V-TECS can be used to produce competency-based curricular materials and'performance tests.
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With the development ot performance testing, many oducational institutions now recognize

and grant credits for competencies that students have auquilud outside ti ui institutional :.,tttiinj

Learning does not begin and end with formal schooling in.an institution. 1 he need to address

this,.as far as credentials ore concerned, has been a recent development. It may be, in part, a

response by educational institutions to the problems of declining enrollment, to the desire of

many adults to return to school for more fOrmal education, and the need to articulate programs

between levels of education. At any rate, performance testing provides an opportunity for

vocational educators to serve the needs of students and employers better as well as add

efficiency to the vocational education system With well-validated test items, students may skip

parts of the instruction in a'reas in which they have developed competence from other

experiences. Education interrupted by persoll situations or family needs may be resumed

without loss of time and ,resources.

The developMent of perfOrmance testing may lead td performance contracting to provide
vocational educatiqn services. Private industry can identify sPecific groups of people who need

specific competencies. Contracts can be negotiated with educational institutOns to provide these

services with the understanding that if the students do not perform, the budget.will be reduced

accordingly. Ely using these concepts, vocational education programs may assist governmental

agencies seeking to solve problems such as youth and minority'unemployment and training for

displaced hdmemakers.

This tyPe dP"mndiVidualization" of the curriculum to fit the needs of students can also be

achieVed bY.titting the instruction to the learning rate and style of the individual student.
Performande testing can allow-the sludentslo progress at their own rates and the instructors to

select teaching strategies, bestsvited tb.the needs'of each individual student. in addition,

performince testirw provideslhe i-nstrudtor, ai well'as program evaluators, some means of
assessing the extent to which each Student achieves the deafred'goal (employability) fegardless

df the taUte taken to that end.

Implementation and performance Testing. Vocational educators tend to do things in af

syttematic, orderly manner and consequently, upually, have much sUCcess in implementing new

programs. However; the implementation btrategies suggetted tivyilward and Fihch should even
tfurtherimprove the possibilities auccesaful implementation ot a new concept in an existing

, progrOm. lmplOmenling.performance testing will be easier, if.Milward's "street lfigel bureaticrats"

are in support of tto concept. To involve,theleachei 16-the basic inservice program will meet the

criteria of intervening as.clotely as poqsible to ttie level of theLdeliveiry sysiem..Tôtal involvement

of studenls..parents, faculty, idrcfnistrators, and.the cómmuniTy at large is most desirable.

Pertieps the loce administvitor, more,than ary bther person.has the greatest influence on
successful:implementation 'of any educational conce0t. The administrator can Assist staff

..members to do backwirct mapping-4n planniryg lor implementation.
<

,Ae

,

Atthe siate leyel, vocational °education must resp nd by providing leadership in
imifilementat(on--1=includjno erythusiastic pi-Ombtion, irervicetrainii g of staff, and_most

impoetantly; assurance that adequate )unding..is ava' able from' some sourCe. Mandafory

requirements for performance testing should be avoided and some differeritial reward Orsome
other palatable' meiht should-be usedito Siabure local cooperation in knplementatiph.

,

,
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Conclusion

Obviously, there are many IssufA to be considered concerning the why, who, and whensof
performance testing In vocational education. Certain philosophical, technical, legal, and
implementation issues remain to be answerled if performance testing is to be useful and effective
as a professional tool to enhance the teathing/learning process. .

The vocational community of administrators, teaChers, counselors, teacher educators,
currieulum specialists, altd others must respond to the challenge as they have on so many other
occasions. While some, no doubt, will reject performance testing altogether, others will find its
appropriate use in their own vocational educational agencies ang institutions.

4
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Implications of Performance Testing
on Vocational Education

Nellie Carr ThOrogood
San Antonio College
San Antonio, Texas

Performance testing has been defined in this handbook as an applied testing process that is
designed to measure performance on tasks requiring the application of learning in an actual or
simulated setting ()ee Slater's discussion in Chapter One). Vocational education performance
testing has chiefly been definediras a measure of competency in some specified field of
occupational or career training, according to Borow in Chapter Two.

In a period Of history in which economic impact and development is of major concern to the
nation at large, education is being asked to provide more experiences:elated to iherworkplace.
Richard:Bolles indicates that "work arid education alike have as their common task the business
of teaching, refining, and using skills.and knowled6es." Perhaps more than ever, there is
increasing demand for.vocational education to be more responsible for.this economic
development by providing greater reality to the workplace, and facilitating education to
individuals. Performarce testifig is a clear route to the measurement of outcomas to be
achieved by vocational education students, itructors, and programs. However, the use of
performanip testing in vocational education anot without implications and concerns. This paper,
will attempt to review the issues and the major iMpliCations for the utilization of performance
testing in vocational eduCation.

Stakeholders in Occupational Eduéation and Perlormince Testing

In hia book People et Work, Pehr 0. Gylienhwimar introduced the term stakeholders to refer
to persons or groups who have a "stake, or "interest" in,the athievements and well4:eing of the
company. He wrote:

"The companytnust administer the resources-with which It Is entrusted . . to create
ecdnOrnic growth, taking into consideration all the interest groups involved with the
company. Thit includes consideration not only Of the stockholders and the managers,
but the customers, the supplier; the employees, the government, and society as a
whole."2

Stake91ders in vocational education could.include 'students,staxpayers, practitioners
(teachers, administripors, counselors), state governments, federal govizrnment, employing
institutions and the oommunity at large. The issue papers presented within this handbook
indicate these stakeholders in the vocational education program will be inyolved in the
performance testinp process,. Involvement of stakehOlders in the implementation of performance
teiting indicateaotha'need for practitioners to consider the following types of activitielc. -

A clearlidefined plan for the use of 'performance lesting within the vocational education
program.

4
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Articulation Of the goals of this process among the key groups. involved students,
secondary and ostsecondaly schools, businesses, indostiies, governmental agencies, and ,

communities at large

Clarification of the relationship of the ongoing programs to the new process. How does
performance testing relate to the existing program? What will be the use of performance
testing in admissions to programs, progression through the programs, and graduation?

Active soiicitation of involvement and commitment from the stakehokiers in the new

process

A continuous flow of/information to those concerned with the utilization of performance
testing.

.

The primikry stakeholder affectea by performanee testing in-vocational education is the

student. The implications of performance testing for_the students are that the skills, knowledges.

and cornpetencies intended to be mastered can be Measured and verified via performance

testing.

-Performance testing invoNes the student in an active role within the measurement
processthe student.is asked to perform, to show mastery of skills and knowledges.'

In the book, Carl Rogers On Personal Power,3 severe) trends are tdentified that'appear to be

occurring:

'Toward the exploration of self; ariiq the development of the richness of ihe total, individual,

-responsible human,
. ,1 .. ,

Toward the prizibg of individuals for what they are, regardless of sex,
age.race, status, or,

.
.

Toward huiiian-sized groupings in our communities, our eduhtional facilities, Our
. -

. .procluctive un _

,
'

.

,

4

Toward a rpOre.genuine and Caring concern for-those who need help.

Toward creativity of all sorta---,In thinking and exploring.

These re'present.exciting trends, ones itiat are appropiiate to vocational instructors and their
students. These trends repeesent the need for the human being to be literate, to be functiona to
be productive, and to integrate into the enVironment in which he or she lives. Performance

tisting ciin be a vositiveeaccountabilitY 'process fOr studenti while they are in a vocatidnal .

education prograql, but'more imPortantlY it can be a valuable process to use throug,hotit life in

assessing oneikability to perform.- Much of any occupailonal talk is performance and most of us

are conlipleting.a performance test daily.

Abraham Meeloy described a series of.apsumptions concerning human beings in his book

of notes entitled Eupsychlan Management. Some of these assumptions are of impbrtance to the .

practitionerboth instructIonarand administrativewho will implement performance testi

Assume everyone is to be trusted.

168
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Assume eveiyono is to be infoimod as completely as possible.

Assume in all employees and students the impulse.to achieve

Assume that people are improvable.
A

Assume that people prefer to feel important, needed, useful, successful, proud, respected,
rather than unimportant, interchangeable, anonymous, wasted, unused, expendable,
disrespected.

Assume a tendency to improve things; to Alake things better, to do things better.

Assume performance for being a whole person mid not a part, not a thing or an implement,
or tool, or "hand".

Assume the.preference for working rather than being idle.

Assume all human beings prefer meaningful work rather than meaningless
work.

0-- Assume the preference for personhood, uniqueness as a person, identity.

Utilizing these assumptions places all of the stakeholders in an active, constructive,
participatiVe role rather than 'a passive, accepting, or destructive role. The.student is actively
involved, in mastering the skills, knowledges, and competencies. The practitioner is actively
involved in linking the student with the occupational setting through appropriate and meaningful
instruction. Finally, the publics are actively involved in the input to instructional processes as
well as in employment 'of the students.

The intentional outcome of performance testing can be:

improved student skills, knowledges and abilities

improved measuring and account6bility processes for occupational instruction

improved productivity at the occupational job,site.

The by-product ciperformance testing is the focusing, by all stakeholders on improved
human competence.

On Competence

fThe overriding implication fro he issues presented in this hindbook is the kips that
vocational educators who use pert rmance testing will have to continually focus on quality,
quantity (productivity), and costs of. this process. Quality will have to be concerned with .

accuracY, as well as accomplishment beyond mere accuracy such as market value, quality
judgmentpointS, physical measurements and quality of "worklife" rtitings. Quantity will need tO
include the rate of productivityethe timeliness of the criteria utilized, the appropriateness of artys
utilized, and the volume of the "how many" question. Cost faotors will include human resources

1
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for research, development, implementation, and revision; materials involved in research,

development, implementation, and revision; and the management involved in supervision,

information flow, and assesesment of the process

No matter what the issues concerning performance testing in vocational othication programs,

the focus will need to continue to be competencecompetence of knowledge, competence of

skins, and competence of applications. Thomas Gilbert defines human competence as a function

of worthy performance!' If vocational education leads to competence and competence is linked

to performance, then at some.point in time vocationaj education must be concerned with the

assessment of perforniance

Uses of Performance Testing in Vocational Education

If yocattonal education is to.prOvide students increased opportunities for employability, three

critical uses can be made of performance testingadvisement, instructional monitoring and

assessment, and certification of competencies. These uses of performance testing can occur in

classrooms, laboratory settings, simulations, or at the workplace.

It is importint to keep in mind that performance testing is, but one part of the advisement.

process; is but one part of the instructional process; and is but one part of the certification

Process. However, it can provide the basis for the planning of the entire vocational instructional

process. The general goal of vocational education is access to employability, The general goal of

performance testing in vocational education can be to provide clearer advisement; clearer

feedback and direction in instruction; and more realistic certification of competencies to facilitate

access to employability.

Kenneth Hoyt defines employability to include the following skills, knowledges, and abilities:s

1. the basic academic skills of mathematics, oral and written communications

2. good work habits leading to productivity in the workplace

3. a personally meaningful set of work values

4. a basic understanding of the American economic system

5. an understanding of one's own vocational interests, aptitudes, and abilities as well as

opportunities
s.4

8. skills needed to choose a career

7. job-seeking, job-getting, and job-holding abilities

8. discovering unpaid work as a productive way to spend leisure time

9. capacity to affect positive changes in occupational society

10. skills needed to humanize the Workplace and mbve up an occupational ladder
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The implications of utilizing performance testing as an ends unto itself is a narrow approach
and would have significant legal impliCations for practitioners. Performance testing needs to be
ono of the valtlablEt tools of process in focusing occupational education on human competence
Performance testing must be part of an instructional process that includes clear identification of
intended outcomes; utilization of appropriate materials, strategies, arid experiences to facilitate
the intended outcomes; and application of appropriate procedures and instruments to assess and
measure .the student progress (performance testing can be one of the most appropriate
procedures). Once the student has completed this instructional process, the individual, the
instructor, and potential employer will have clear informatlonconcerning the skills, knowledges,
and abilities that have been achieved.

The challenge for vocational education progibms within this decade appears to be to
maximize the resouices available in order to provide the best quality of programs to a diverse

clientele. The programs will have to be flexible to meet the diversity of student needs. Many
inhovations, accountability structures regulations, and guidelines have been suggested in order
to facIliate the vocational educator's ability to produce this maximization,

However, one of the educator's overriding needs to meet this divVity and challenge will be
improved information. Improved infdrmation has the potential for creel% greater competence in
the day-to-day imalomentation of vocational education. The process and product .of performance
testing can be one vehicle to improve such an information'flow.

Review and Implication of Issues

The implications of the issues presented in these papers can be reviewed by identifying the
issues that are internal and external to the institutions that provide vocational education. Given
the definition of performance testing presented by Slater, the following factors are important to
issues that are internal to the implementation process: organization tyitie, technology, purpose of
testing, task to be accomplished, and organizational resources. In addition to these factors, there

also factors external to the implementing organization (environmental factors) that will have
sign implications for the imptementation of performance testing in vocational education.
The external factors Include technical, political, economic, legal, social, cultural, historical, and
philosophical arenas. These internal and external factors will ititeract and impact the
imp entation of performance testing.

lntdrnal Factors Affecting Implementation of PerformanCe Testing

Concerning the identification of the implementation factors internal to the organization, the
issue papers indicate the following:

The purpose of performance testing for vocational education. This is the,central and most
critical factor. The purpose of the utilziation mustbe identified and clearly defined for the
implementing organization. The purpose needs to be clearly articulated.

The tasks that are involved in the implementation process to fulfill the goals and the
purpose.

The practitioners who will perform the tasks.

189
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The resources that will be needed to perform the tasks --included are human resources,

physical resources, and fiscal resources Res() tarces include those that are internal to the

oroareiation and those that may come from business, industry, and other areas of expertise

The technology that is necessary to perform the tasks. Included is the scientific content, the

methodology content, and the process.

The organization type and structure. The organization type can be a local school or training

center, a school or college district, a state agency, a federal agency, or professional

association. Organization structure will include all of the factors that are considered within

the Implementing structure-- authority, decision levels, and so forth.

It is important to note that all of the factors internal to the organization depend upon a clear

identification of the purpose of performance testing in vocational education. Once the purpose is

clearly identified, then the practitioners are responsible for implementing the tasks with the

highest amount of technology within the constraints of the organization's type, structure, and

resources.
V.

External Factori Affecting Implementation of Performance Testing

The presented topics have dealt primarily with the philosophical, technical, social, and legal

issues confronting the Implementation of performance testing within vocational education. There

are additional issues in the implementation of performance testing including economic, political,

cultural, and historical forces and factors. The latter will Je defined briefly, but need to be

considered in detail for future study.

Historical Forces and Factors. As with the utilization of any major technology and

phenomenon, the historical elements are to be valued. Major historical issues impinging on

vocational education and performance testing include the following:

The traditional ways of preparing for work, that is, (1) organized apprenticeshipeither
voluntary or Involuntary; (2) family teaching of a trade or craft' and (3) the pick-up method

by observation or imitation..

The concept of the educated workerboth in the area of liberal arts and in occupational

learninghas been a theme of vocational education since the beginning of the 20th century.

The concept of performance as a measure of'work productivity.

Federal and state legislation.

TechnoloOical developments.

Knowledge development concerning: (1) the ways in which people learn, and (2)

methodolody of diagnosing learning needs and learning occurence.

Vocational education's intention to relate to people itnd the work they do:

The belief in the reality of individual differences in personal competencies and in the ability

to observe them (see Borow, Chapter Two).
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Applicationi of institutional testing during the early part of the twentieth century Including.
(1) intelligence testing of children, (2) employment testing industry, (3) objective testing in
thu chol (see Durow, Chapha Iwo).

Continuous use of performance testing in the U.S. military.

Performance testing as the oldest form of evaluation of individual achievement (see Klein,
Chapter Three).

Political Forces and Factors. implementators of performance testing must always be aware of
the political implicationspower, control, "ownership" of standards, attitudes of mejor groups
with a vested interest, opinion, and reactions to implementation tasks and technology.

Cultural Forces and Factors. Practitioners will need to consider cultural norms, cultural
values, work place values and ethics, subcultures within society, public attitudes, social and
cultural groups practices, and so forth.

Economic Forces and Factors. Whether the setting is a public or private institution, the
general economics of the implementation process and tasks will need to be considered. The
implementors must also be aware of the well-being of the general economy. For example, if
additional financial resources will be required by an institution to implement perfotmance testing,
where will the funds be generated' what is the general economic indator of the time? what is
the unemployment rate?

All of these forces and factors need to be studied in greater depth for their implications for
performance testing in vocational education. However, some of the most important factors and
issues are found within the philosophical, technical, social, and legal arenas. The contributions
.and constraints to the implementation of performance testing from these areas have maximum
implications.

Philosophical Forces and Factors. The %/Skies, ideals, ethics, and concepts that exist both
internally and externally to vocational education ydill have direct implications on the use of
performance testing. An exceptionally critical impact will be in .policy-making at all levels'and
specifically within policy-making concerning the definition of thi'pu,pose of performance testing
in vocational education. Philosophical issues include the following:

Ideals of the models of performance testing models to be utilized.

Integrity of the measures of competence.

Commitment to the purpose and to the technical methods.

Concepts and endeavors focused on the totarwell-being of the individual student.

Conceptual purpose of performance testing to the wholeof vocational education processes.

Performance testing interface with ideals of the society such as democratic ideals, national
priorities, welfare of the individual, worth of education, mission of schools, and open
admission policy to institutions and programs.

Concentration on outcomes of students, personnel, and programs.
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Technical Forces And Factors (applicable to both the Internal and external factors). Major

technical issues of performance testing that can impinge on vocational education include

The process for identification ol competencies.

The setting of standards.

Oblectlyity

Validity-criterion, content, construct, consistency.

Reliabilty.

Application of performance testing (diagnostic; advisement; assessment; evalation; or

certification).

Utilization procedures (purpose, policy, and operational).

Costs (dollar resources, human resources, time, physical resources).

Quality of the competencies established and standards set.

Other technical issues include:

The need for the performance tests to closely duplicate reality.

The need for the skills, knowledges, and cornpetencies required In an occupational field to

be identified by persons in the field.

The need for realistic, supportive test-related materialsinstructional experiences and

materials; laboratory experiences; simulations; work experiences.

Observer and rater variability.

Standardization.

Efficiency of process, products, and procedures.

Currency of tests in relationship to reliability and va

Security of tests.

development process.

The actual construction of a performance test is a sophisticated and critical process. The

steps offered by Klein are worth reviewing because the thoroughness aspect of the test

development process has major implications for vocational education. Th II technology of this

process will Impact on all stakeholders in vocational educatipn. It is important to consider thia

process as both dynamic and continuäus if the performance testing used in vocational education

is to be realistic to the workplace.
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Social Forces and Factors. A variety of social issues can have an impact on the use of
performanre testIn in vocational education Most of these issues focus on the welfare of the
individuals or groups and the ideals of the society These issues include

Diversity in the needs of populations to be served-age, sex, ethnicity, learning abilities and
disabilities, and various gradations of economit status.

A move to look beyond Just the needs of high school ago youth to determine what is
expected of vocational education.

. Ability to dqpe with nontraditional students.

Technological displacement of employed persons.

Learning experiences that occur as part of the normal process of work, community service,
and life.

Economic development and maintenance of communities in specific and of the country in
general. -

Expected linkages between education and the place of work.

Expectations of testiug purpose (formative and summative program evaluation, instructional
management, programing, and decision-making; and student diagnosis, advisement,
achievement, and certification).

Legal Forces and Factor's. Legal forces that stereound performance testing in vocational
education inctude the legal frameworleof the School; the local, state, and federal laws; decisions
of the courts and-quasi judicial bodies; and decisions and standards of regulatory agencies. In
Chapter Four Tractenberg identifies seven legal concerns related to performance testing. They
stem from:

Federal and state due process.

Federal and state equal protection'clauses.

Federal and state clauses protecting privacy and freedom of belief.

State education clauses.

Statuory laws. 0111,

Regulatory laws.

C'ommory law.

1.1

t.

Pullin identifies these major legal issues that are of concern in performance testing tO
include: student, eersonnel, and pro9ram accountability, due process in the use of performance
testing, discrimination in the use of teMs, and the fight to privacy.
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Implementation Forces and Factors. As MI !ward and Finch reveal (see Chapter Five) the

implementation process is a complex one Therefore, it is important to reView from the papers

some of the key implementation Issues that will impinge on the use 91 performance testing in

vocational education lhese implementation Iss LIOS

Overall policy guiding the implementation process. What are the goals of intended

outcomes? From what level are these goals generatedlocal, state, federal, other?

Time involved in the development, implementation, evaluation, and revisions of the proceses

and procedures

Costs of resources necessary tor effective implementation

Quality of competencies, standards, tests, and utilization techniques.

Quantity of the competencies, standards, tests, and utilization techniques.

4,

Methodology utilizectfeedback, guidance, complementary education and training, rein-

forcement and remedial instruction, and assessing.

The implementation setting including curriculum, teachers, support personnel, administra-

tion, students, employers and the community at large.

Each of these issues must be considered in relationship to the students, the practitioners,

and publics who will be involved in the process and procedures.

Conclusion

In a period of time when lifelong learning, contindous development, career education,

high-level technology, accountability, and emerging occupations are more than just sets of

words linked together, the challenge for the utilization of performance testing within vocational

education is critical. Since performance testing is not new t6 vocational education, th&true

challenge is to adapt performance testing to the diversities and demands currently being placed

on vocational education programs. In meeting the challenge of these demands, performance

testing may be used to assess prior learning and work ixPerience so that the student can begin

at the most appropriate educational level. Performance testing will probably continue to be used

for certification in certain. professions. Performance testing may be used for effective articulation

from secondary to postsecondary levels. And, performance testing may be a vehicle of learning

that irmost closely related to the work sit4ation. Afterall, productivity in professions, in

businesses, In the trades, and In life generally is attuned to performance.

Therefore, vocittional education programs through (1) a clearly definecl plan of implementa-

tion;(2) a clearly defined plan of development and utilization of criteria; (3) a clearly articulated

flow of Information persons directly (students, practitioners, employers) and indirectly
(taxpayers, governmental agenciles, and citizens) involved with the process; and (4) contInUous

feedback system of information can effectively utilize performance testing as a product as a

process of learning to achieve competence.

Pertormance testing is not a perfected process at thisspoint in time. The potential use of

performance testing in vocational education.will depend upon the direction of the future of the
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work place: the direction of education processes: and dritically, the direction of technological
advancements both high and appropriate technology. However, it has enough merits to he
continued, to be impiovud, and to be utilized as a tiansitional piocess until mole applopi Mitt
processes are developed. It ft important not to lot legal, social, cultural, and political constiaints
hamper the use of performance testing In vocational education. Historically, the purpose of
vocational education has been educating an individual for gainful employment. A major vehicle
utilized to produce these skills and competencies was performancethObility to show In the
laboratory or on the job an ability to produce and perform with competen6e. The implications of
the issues presented in these papers indicate that performance testing will continue to be a vital
alternative for vocational education. However, the practitioner of the future will be Challenged to
be clear in the definition of competencies. knowledgeable and sophisticated in testing
methodology, and articulate in communicating all of the above to the stakeholders who have -
interest in vocational education in general and in performance tesfing specifically.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
A THIRD POINT OF VIEW

'Marvin R. Rasmusien
Portland Public Schools

Portland, Oregon
11

purpose of the two papers in- this summary chapter was to review-the issues
urKi ding performance testing and vocational education identified in the preceding chapters

o int° sharper foous the implication% pf these issues.for vocational education. This
w all a tisk, and.the two papers succeeded in accomplishing it to a varying degIree. In the

, co frof theee efforts they have provided valuable additional perepectives on many of the issues
hd seed in the earlier chapters. ,. i ,

.. ..
Thorngood's paper addresses Some of thetrelevant issues. Others are unfortunatety omitted

-, 'N
, or given scant attention. Early in her paper she acknowledges the relationship between

.,, cOmpetency-based education and performance testing. Bath movementastem from the same,_
social and edUcatronal sourcesloss of.public.confidence in education and recognition of the
speciel needs of the less academidaln; talented Student's. Moreover, the two concepts are
logically linked in that Me "life outcomes sought in competency-based programs often

.00
lend tbemselyes well to performance testing and p'erhaps only to this form of measurement.

14r.wo other related points that deserved more attsition are: (I) perfprmance testing needs to.
be integrated int() the instructional ifrocess, and (2) Performance te'sts cost More than
conventibnal paper-and-pencil tests, _ .

Y

The crucial issues of the greater costs of performance tests as compared to standardized
testssia only hinted at. It would have been useful to point out that ine performance fest is a more
direct Measure of efudent achievement and this tends to increase4ts4alidity and therefore its -;

uiefulness. Bdt, this incr,base ii pUrckeled only at a substantial increase in the cost of testing in
dollars and time:Great e)areneeds to-be used in deciding whether there is-a reaLtincrease in
validity and, it eo, whether it is worth .the increased cost over less direct but perhaps adequate
Measures. .

of legal concern and makes so.mlusefulsuggestiont for fairness and privacy. In reviewing

- .
Thorogood's discussion of the legal issues in performance testing identifies the major areas

Tractenberg's Paper, Thorbgóoddhotes ttie legal implications of the key technical issues in
performance testing.. .

Overall, Thorcigood's paper was an incomplete but yilbable contribution to the discussion of
the issues surrounding performance testirig andmosiffbnal educatir. Spillman and Wade's
piper is comprehensive and imightful. Their valuable cOntributions would have been more
accissible, however, f they Had ottanized their distussiOn of issues by the 6ategories used in

n e the pieceding chapters' of this handbook. Thua, We would haye had ilsdiscussiOn of each of the::

.
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philosophical, technical, legal and implementation issues nd their impliratlons, capped off by a

summary of the implicnno 19 for vorntIonfil education as well as for education a ;:i whole

Instead, the section titled, 'Important Issues for Vocational Education" is CilvICtO Illito i Otjai

Mandates," "HumantResources Needs." "Student Needs." and "Instructional and Cu friclliar

Concerns." While most of the major issues presented in the preceding chapters are touched on

in the course of these discussions, it kj3 difficult to hold them in perspective because of the

organization of this section..

The subsection on "Legal Mandates" illustrates, the organizational problem_ It starts off by

noting that there is no legal mandate for performance,testing, moves-to its role in program

evaluatiOn and jumps to an acknowledgment of a relationship- between competency edUcation

and performance testing. From there, thp subsection Move's to a brief discussion of student

certification and the legal implications. All of These are areipiin which-issues exist that shouldbe

identified and discussed. HoweveF, the issdes do -not fit well beneath the hvading "Legal

Mandates," and they lack supportive context due to this organiiation.

The subsection titled "Human' resources" has three, paragraphs on that topic. but a final

two-sentence paragraph touches'on,two key issues in performance testing: (I) the directness of _

the relationship of the performance measures to the job situation and (2) the need for follow-up

(validation) studies. The iMplications of the crucial first point for cost, validity, legal defensibility,

and sturieni utility need to be diseussed in detail as does the second point on validity studies.

The legal issues surrounding performance testing are discussed briefly and somewhat

,Apappropriatefy in the alkseCtiOn titled "Student Needs." These issues should have been

developed at greater length. For instance, the authors could have shown how performance tests

tend to require greater job relatedness and validity in testing, but the frequent use of raters

requiems careful safeguards.so that bias does not cTeep In.

The subsectionon "Institution and Curriculurn.Concerns" toucheaon the key issues of

cpst analstime required for performance testing, but it.fails to offer help in deciding When the

g-reater .;;:mt and time is justified.

In the section-titled "Responses of _Vocational Education to the Issues," they note that

performance testing is mit a panacea and there are times when other forms of testing are

Preferable. The section would have been more comprehensive if they had also said something

about Performance testing being only one more-instrument in the gr,pwing arsenal Qf instruments

forspupil and prograin evaluation, and about its place in a balanced and comprehensive
,

dvaluation strategy.

Spillman and Wade seem to support thi3 notion that the chief contribution of 'performance

testing in vocational education will be to program accountability rather than pupil assessment. I

believe that it is a mitstaken notion.since the needs of accountability are &reedy well served by '

simpler and less expenslye measures such as.the proportion of graduatIsts who obtain and retain

jobs, rating of job supervisors, and so forth. I belieVe that it is in the areas of studenr needs and .

4ob preference identification, instructional planning, and certification that performance testing will

make Its major contribution. 9 !ft
.

The other secitions in this paper touch on the key issues, including validity and reliability,

:relative difficulty Of, development, effects on students, legal concerng, the need far clear task
4&Nays* and the desirablitly of avoiding mandates of, the use of pdrformancelest&
Unfortunitely, the allusions to these issues are brief.
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ISSUES: COMMENTS

_

In siimmaiy, both papers attempt to be togethei lout complex issues t1ndo14y111q poi lot Imilwo
testing and their implications lot vocational education. lhis is not an easy assignment and the
contributors are to be commended for tfieir efforts This comments paper attempted to highlight
and,support points made by the contributors arld, in somo cases, to raise additional points.
Taken together, however, the three papers only touch the lip of thb .icpberg Vocationaf
education is bound to review These issues time,and time again, as it designs arid implements
performance tests The vocational education systeni is complex and dynamic. arid as it changes,
so-must its evaluation methods
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. , The hanslbook is replete with terms.that miry be unfamiliar to'some of the.audience. In response.
'4 glossary of important terms appearinain the paper* was prepared. The definitions contilined 1#

the glossary were drvin from the papers whergOer pbssible. It should be nOted that In sdme
cases thermune term was defined by more.than one author. in Moil; cases, the,trigfest definition
was selected for inclusiog..
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Term

Behavioral Process

Behavior& Product

Change

Change 'Advocate

Common Law

Competency Based Education

4.4

In

1

Corthurrent Validity

Consistency. Validity .

AlConstruct Validity

Content Validity

Contrast Error
.

t

Criterion-Referenced Tests

_

Criterion Validity

,

'

t

GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Definition

The way in which a task, duty or operation i4 carried out.

The outcome resulting from some form of behavior

ra.*Any alteration in the status quo.

Some person, group or organization kctievg as en initiator in a
"change process."

The law of a country.or state based custom, usage, and the
decisions and opinions of law courts.

The usage of competencies (skills, attitudes, values, or
apprec(ation that is deemed critical to successhikemploy-
ment) as a basis for devappment of curriculum( content: this
encorivasse§ making aNdable explicit criteria for each
competency, assessing competence in applied se.pings, hav-
ing demonstrated competence serve as a determiner of
student prddress, and focusing on facilitation of stUdent
achievement of corniietencies.

The relationspip of a'test with meaningful samples of behavior
as criteria.

The extent to which a person's result on a test corresponds to
the person'd performance on a task which' the test presumably
assesses when both performances are measured at approxi-
mately the same timet

The.e)dent to which a test measures hypothetical concepts or
qualities.- .

The extent to which the content of the test samples subject
matter, skills or behavior which fhe kest attempts to assesS or
predict.

The endencylin the part of raters to see others as opposite
tu ihemselves.

Tests in which an individual is assessiki relative tosa specifi
'Standard rather than to his/her performance relative to other

- individuals or AD'group norms.

.Theability of a test tcf predict future schobl oti job.

performance.
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GLOSSARY

Crrtical (,nn potnnc in ilk dt-,ntified as msorktrat to ridegirately porton 11 a spetcrlit

occupation.

'Direct Aises-sment

Due Prucoss

Edu.cational Change

Equal Prbtection

Error Variance

Face Validity

Generosity Error

Halo Effect

Ideas in Good Currency

'Innovation

Vapping Backwards

0
Minimum Competency
T4sting

Norm

Norm-Referenced Teats

\
4
k.,;" .4'.

a

.

Direct ob.servation in a real life setting.

An indiyiduars right to he treated with fairness, consistency.
and lack of arbitrariness by ,governmental agencies and

employorzi

Any significant alteration. in the status which is intended to
benefit the people involved.

A constitutional principle related to due process, prohibiting
any state from denying to any person within its iurisdictiofl .

the equal protection of the laws.

The variability of measures due to random fluctuations,
having a basic characteristic of self-compensation

The apparent ability of a test to measure what it ap6ears to

measure.

The error that results when raters overestimate the positive

qualities of individuals they like.

The effect that results when raters generalize their inipres-
sions from one rating to another.

-

Ideas which become important by having an impact on the
formutation of p\siblic policy. .

v,

A product or.practice new td the adopting unit (e.g., school

system, classroom). AV.

Atechniquelor arriving at an estimate of wharwill be needed
to successfully implement .a new program or practice.

A standardized examination-designed to demonstrate
whether a student has reaChed a given level of proficiency in

an one of,several basic academic skills requiredlo function
in ebyday adult life.

A standard of achievement as represented by the average
achievement of a large group.,

A task which seeks to compare an individual's performanc4 !

relative to the average performance of a ikup of similar
individuals. -

.
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GLOSSARY

Performance Test I Refers to tests in which the test stimulus, the desired
iospunsu, and tho sui iuunding uunditions appi uximatu thu
reality of an actual situation drawn from a specific occupu

rational or role-based content.
2. They assess a portion or all of an actual work.setting by
attempting to 'approximate the reality- of the actual work
selting.

Predictive Validity The ability of test scores to relate to criterion measures which
are based on some future performance.

Prima Facie At first view, on the first appearance.

Procedural Due Process The process that requires that the state act in a fair manner
when it deprives a citizen of liberty or property.

A

Reliability Whether the test measures a characteristic accurately and
consistently.

Response Characteristics
of Tests

Simulation

-

Standard Error of Measurement

Standardizati

Street Level Bureaucrats

Stimulus Characteristics
offrests

41

.

. -

Two response categories have been of defined: I) respondent
behavior requires the examinee to choose from a limited set
of clearly defined response alternatives; 2) operant responses
are characteristic of behavior in real life situations, and hence
do not have artificial, preconceived constraints limiting the
behavior that might be observed.

The process of abstracting some Aspects of reality and
concretely representing it in the form,of &specific simulated
task which examinees are expected to perform.

An indication of the magnitude of error between "true" and
observed performance. The larger the slandard error, the less
confidence can be placed in the findings. . .

The administration of a performance test to which each
student in an identical manner by means of: the provision of a

.handbook providing directions to both examiner and student;
a set of Jobs required by eafflcandidate, including informa-
tion of specific criteria, item insights and,' the amount of time
usualIV required to complete each subunit of the test; and, a
settle stipulating.specific criteria.

A government officiaLauch as teachers, police officers, .

welfare workers or public health officers, who interact directly
with the Oulaitot make decisions on the basis of indMdual
initiaras established routine.

A test whichV40__tains a set of instructors, a firompt, a
demand, or an event that initiates the examinee's behavior.

- ve

,

k
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GLOSSARY

Substantive Due Process The process that requiros that thp action of tho state ho
rational and reasonably !elated to a legitimate state otile,Th..-0

Surrounding Conditions

Targeted Consumer

Test Bias

The environmental conditions under which a task is

performed.

Those consumers to whom the educational innovation is
dirot tod

The characteristic of a test in being free of various types of
content bias (e.g., numerical, role, status, stereotype and

familiarity.)

Validity Refers to i/hether the test actually measures the characteristic
that it claims to measure.

Verisimilitude

Work Samples

dic

t 4.

Performance tests in vocational education which take the
form of work samples or job simulations closely resembling
the actual on-the-job task to be performed by the worker:
those tests having a high face validity.

Selected tasks performed under controlled environmental and
time conditions. The aim is to standardize tasks and enhance
replicability across examinees under conditions controlled
and specified by tite examiner.

4
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CONTRIBUTORS

CHAPTER EIGHT

The contributors to this handbook were drawn from varied disciplines and,professions In an
effort to address the issue of performance testing from R mdltidlciplInary perspective. Thus, while
the names And professional affiliations of some of the contributors may be familiar, others may
not. Tb provide a context for the reader, Chapter Eight consists of a brief bIograOhIcal sketch of
each contributor.

-
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CONTRIBUTORS
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CONTRIBUTORS

Henry Borow (Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University) is a professor of psychological studie;1,
General College and College of Education at the Univers0 of Minnesota. He is the author of
over 100 journal articles, books, book chapters, and tests. Dr. Borow is a past-preaident of the
National Vocational Guidance Association and editor of its fiftieth anniversary volume. Man in'a
World at Work (1964). He was a postdoctoral fellow of the American College Testing Program
and served on the national advisory board of the National Center for Resarch in Vocational
'Education. .

William G. Buss (L.L.B., Harvard University) is a professor at the University of Iowa College of
LaiW. He has published extensively in the areas of educational law and constitutional law.

-

Curtis R. Finch (Ph.D., Pennsylvania State UniVersity) it professor chairman, General
Vocational lind Technical Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institutean te University. He has
served on the faculties of Ohio State University and Pennsylvania State U rsity. Dr. Finch has
served as "editor of the Joyrnal of Vocational Education Research and Occu ational Education
Forum. He has authored or co-authored over seventy professional articles, papers, and reports
and is co-author of Curriculum Development in Vocational and Technical Education (Allyn and
Bacon,1979). Dr. Finch served as a Senior Fulbright Lecturer_ to Cyprus during the first part of
,1980.

Raymdpd S. Klein (Ed.D., State University of New York, Buffalo) is the program coordinator at
the National Occupational Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI), Albany, New York. He has
-alsoserved on the faculty of Pennsylvania StatatUn)versity and as the direct& of research for the
New York State Defartment of Education.

Samuel A. Liviagston (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University) is a program tesearch scientist at the
Center for'Occupational and Professional Assessment at the Educational Testing Se;vice. He has
been involved in the area of performance testing for the past seven years during which he has
develoOed perforance tests for such varied oOcupations as firefighters, radiologic technicians,
dental aisistants, dental hygienists, and machine tenderers.

I

H. Brinton Mllward (Ph:D., Ohio State University) is an at;sistant professor of Business & Public
Administration at the University of Kentucky. He formerly served as associate director of the
Graduate Program in Public Administration at the University of Kansas. His published research
has been in the fields of organization theory and public policy. Dr. Milward is currently testing an-
organizational theory of discrimination in colleges,and universities. He also serves on the
editorialoboard of_The Annals of Public Administration.

Evelyn Perloff (Ph.D.I Ohio State University) is an associate professor Of Nursing Research and
of psychology in thelSchool of Nursing at the University of Pittsburgh. She has also served as a
faculty member at Purdue University, Northwestern University, and Kendall College. Dr. Perloff
has published vAkdely in the area of program evaluation.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Diana C. Pullin (J.D., Ph.D.. University of Iowa) is a staff attorney at the Center Tor I aw and

rdircatkm Inc Cambridge Massachusetts She has previously served as legal counsel for local

school districts and an intermediate educational agency Dr Pullin represented the students and

parepts who successfully challenged the State of Florida's use of ft minimum competency test to

deny high school diplomas in the federal court lawsuit Debra P. v. Turlington. Dr. Pullin's

previous publications have been in the areas of minimum competency testing and the law

relating to the education of children with special "education needs.

Marvin R. Rasmussen (M. Ed., University of Oregon) is Director of District Programs for the

Portland (Oregon) public schools. He has served as the director of career education programs

for the Portland PuIS schools and as a principal, administrative vice principal, and secondary

teacher.

Stephen J. Slater (Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara) has been responsible for

coordinating activities of the Clearinghouse for App (Jed Performance Testing (CAPT) an NIE

sponsored project at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. In that position, Dr. Slatei

edited the CAPT Newsletter, prepared an extensive annotated bibliography on applied

performance testipg, and organized the 1979 Annual CAPT Conference, entitled Alternative

Conceptions of Competence Asiessment. Recently, Dr. Slater joined the staff of the Planning

and Evaluation SeZtion, Oregon Department of Education.

Robert E. Spillman (M.S.; University of Kentucky) is Director of the Kentucky Bureau of

Vocational Education; He has served in the capacities of acting deputy superintendent for

Occupational Education, secretary to the State Board for Occupational Education; and director

of Supporting Services Division in the Bureau of Vocational Education. Mr.:Spillman has tven a

.secpndary vocational teacher, teacher educator, and curriculum writer. He has articles on

competency-based vocational edUcation. In addition, tr has been Kentucky's representative on

the V-TECS Board of Directors serving as chairman ol the organizing committee and Board

chairman for three years. Mr. Spillman and Dr. Wade have jointly been involved in several other

related activities. Thei were co-directors of a 1975-76 Region IV EPDA Workshop on CBVE and

co-authors 9f articles oi CBVE and vocational student organizations. They participated in the

study, design, and implementation of one of the most comprehensive statewide programs of

CBVE. Kentucky's program, based on the V-TECS catalogs, currently involves 22 occupational

areas and has been implemented in 1,090 Specific programs.

Janet E. Spirer (Ph.D., Ohio State Uriiversity) is a nAearch specialist at the National Center for

Research in Vocational Education, Dr. Spirer served as director of the project under which the

handbook was produced and edited the manuscript. Her research interests focus on human

reeource policy and program evaluation..

John F.,Thompson (Ph.D., Michigan State University) is,a professor and chairman of the

Department of Continuing and Vocational Education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. His

research interests and publications have been in the areas of philosophy of vocational education,

curriculum in vocational education end inservice and professional development education.

Nellie Carr Thorogood (M. Bus: Ed., North Texas State University) is Director of Occupational

Education and 'Technology at San Antonio College. She has community college and university

work experiences as ati instructor, cooperative education coordinator, program area coordinator,

division chairperson, and teacher-educator. She has served as a merhber of the Alarho

Consortium Private Industry Council and Youth Council; as a chairperson of a statewide

committee studying meeting the special needs of occupational students in Texas; as a member.
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of both state and national task forces On tho iMpact of vocational odUcation data systems on
postsecondary occupationai odia.ation. and as an advisory member of several local ereplOyment
and education programs.

-

Paul L. Tractenberg (J.D., University of Michigan) is a professor of law at Rutgers School of Law
in Newark, New Jersey where he specializes in pubtic education law Within that field, he has
taught courses and seminars at the law school, researched and written extensively, and
presented many papers and speeches to national. regional and statewide organizations Prof
Tractenburg has also consulted with many groups and established an ongoing public interest law
center to represent the interests of students and parents. Curf(mtly, ho is especially involved in
assessing the legal implications of minimum competency and performance testing of students,
teacher competency measures, and school finance reform. Also, he is writing a book, under a
Ford FoUedation grant, about the role of the courts in educational reform

Char leS D. Wade (Ed.D., University of Kentucky) is the director of the Division of Vocational
Program Development of Education (KeOtucky Bureau of Vocational,Education). He has served
as an RCU research associate, a program supervisor, a secondary vocational teacher, and a
part-time teacher educator. Dr. Wade has addressed 4,variety of national and state conferences
on such topics as program planning, coMpetency-based curriculum, cooperative education, and
evaluation of Vocational programs.

Jack C. Willers (Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin) is a professor of history and philosophy of
education at George Peabody College for Teachers of Vanderbilt University. He has held a
Fulbright-Hays Lectureship Award to !rap, Greece and Egypt. Dr. Willers has published widely in
several journals on philosophy and the social foundations of education and educational policy
issues.
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EVALUATION PUBLICATIONS

OF
THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH

IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ON EVALUATION

EVALUATION HANDBOOKS SERIES

Guidelines and Practices for Follow-up Studies of Former Vocational Education Students
Guidelines and Practices for Follow:up Studies of Special Populations .

The Case Study Method: Guidelines, Practices, and APplications for Vocational Education
Performance Testing: Issues Facing Vocational Educatiihn
Evaluation Guidelines and Practices for State Advisory Councils

CAREER EDUCATION MEASUREMENT SERIES

Assessing Experiential Learning in Career Education
Career Education: A Compendium of Evaluation Instrpments
Improving the Accountability of Career Education Programs: EvaluStion Guidelines and

° Checklists
A Guide for Improving Locally Developed Career Education Measures
Using Systematic'Observation Techniques in Evaluating Career Education

VOCATIONAt EDUCATION OUTCOMES SERIES
. ,

. .. . . . ,

Viewpoints On Interpretiog. Outcorne Melikeures,in VocationffEducation
Vocational Education Measures: Instruments .4o 'Survey Foriiier Students and Their
Employers
Vocaticmal Education Outcomes: An Evaluative Bibliography for EmpiricarStudiet .

io, Vocational Education Outcomtilk-PerspectiveffgrEvaluatron
Vocational,Education Outcomett: A Thesaurup'of Outcome Questions
Vocational Education Outcomes: Annotated Bibliography of Related Literature

2

'For Inform ation concerning the above publikations, please contact: .

Program Information Office
. - The National Center forResearch

in Vocational Education The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road .

Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614)486-3655
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